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PREFACE
This study was commissioned by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority to provide
information on the recreational usage patterns of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters. This
study focuses on usage patterns by residents of the coastal area between Mackay and
Gladstone. Another study. also commissioned by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority. focuses on usage of the area by en-route recreational vessels. particularly cruising
vessels.
A third study is proposed for 1998. This study would aim to determine the usage of Shoalwater
Bay and adjacent waters by residents of inland Central Queensland.
vii
SUMMARY
Background
The Commonwealth Commission of Inquiry into Shoalwater Bay, Capricomia Coast, Queensland
(1994) provided information and recommendations for the future management of the terrestrial
and marine areas of Shoalwater Bay. To supplement the terrestrially focussed information on
recreational usage patterns presented in the Inquiry's report, the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority (GBRNIPA) commissioned this study to investigate marine-based recreational usage of
the area.
The aim of the study as specified in the consultancy brief was:
To determine the recreational marine usage of the Shoalwater Bay area.
The scope of the brief excluded the study of recreational usage of the area by indigenous users as
well as the direct targeting of commercial fishers. The Shoalwater Bay area as defined for the
purposes of this study were those waters located between the latitudes of 220 08'S to 230 OO'S and
longitudes of 1500 02'E to 151 0 02'E.
To date, very few studies have focussed on the recreational usage patterns of the marine areas of
Shoalwater Bay, in fact Gutteridge Haskins and Davey (1996) suggest none exist. Several studies
of land usage patterns have been conducted as part of the Commonwealth Commission ofInquiry:
Shoalwater Bay, Capricomia Coast, Queensland. Specifically, A G B McNair (1994) conducted a
study of Central Queensland residents and residents residing elsewhere in Queensland regarding
their attitudes towards various land use issues related to the Shoalwater Bay Military Training
Area. In another study, Wood, Thompson, McIntyre and Killion (1994) developed a theoretical
recreational and tourism opportunity spectrum for the Shoalwater Bay Military Training Area.
While literature on marine usage of Shoalwater Bay was limited, literature on general marine
based recreation provided useful information for data analysis. Most of the literature pertained to
recreational fishing, which was reported as a popular leisure time activity in national parks and
wilderness areas (Borschmann, 1987: 42). Though the desire to catch a fish was the primary goal
of recreational fishers, non-catch related motivations associated with the experience were also
considered important (Dovers, 1994: 103). These non-catch related motivations included a desire
to escape from the everyday environment, a need to experience freedom and a need for rest and
relaxation within a natural 'wilderness' environment (PA Management Consultants, 1984a: 38).
The social aspect of being with friends and family was also noted as a component of the
experience (PA Management Consultants, 1984a: 38).
Participation rates in recreational fishing and boating have increased in western countries during
the twentieth century (Dovers, 1994: 103 and Kenchington, 1993: 8). Within Australia, there are
approximately 5.5 million recreational fishers (RecFish in Orr, 1997). An earlier estimate for
1990 made by the National Recreational Fisheries Working Group (Dovers, 1994: 104) proposed
that there were 4.5 million people who participated in recreational fishing. This estimate
approximated to 25 - 30 percent of the population. The National Recreational Fisheries Working
Group also noted that seventy percent of recreational fishers were men.
A number of other writers (Gartside, 1986: 17; Kenchington, 1993: 8 and Dovers, 1994: 106)
mentioned the conflict of interests associated with the use of marine based environments for
recreational and commercial activities. Primarily, the continuous debate between recreational and
commercial fishers regarding who is responsible for diminishing fishing stocks and the blaming
of each other for the situation (Gartside, 1986: 17 and Dovers, 1994: 106).
The literature also noted the desire by recreationalists to experience a 'wilderness' setting while
participating in outdoor activities coupled with a desire to 'preserv[e the] eIlvironmental qllaliry'
(Jackson, 1986) of recreational settings.
Methods
The study was conducted during June 1995 - July 1996 and used quantitative research methods
which included the secondary analysis of existing aerial surveillance data sets, primary data
collection through mail surveys of registered recreational boat owners and recreational club
members, the use of self selection surveys with the general public, and mail surveys of
commercial operators. A modified delphi technique was also used to establish a general
consensus from experts regarding usage patterns.
There were some constraints, biases and limitations associated with the various data sets and any
use of the findings must acknowledge those constraints, biases and limitations. These included
inconsistencies in aerial surveillance data, a 33'70 response rate for the mail survey of registered
recreational boat owners and a non-saturation sample of commercial operators. The lack of a
100% response rate for mail surveys is a common feature of such surveys, Babbie (1994) notes
that between 10-50% is the common range for response.
Findings and Discussion
An estimated range of 329 - 3 587 local recreationalists used the Shoalwater Bay and adjacent
waters during June 1995 - July 1996. This range is based on mail, club and self selection survey
respondents. The lower limit represents the number of users based on survey returns. The upper
limit was estimated by determining the percentage of users by postcodes and then applying those
percentages to the number of boat registrations for each postcode. The resultant number of
registrations for each postcode were then summed. Based on the fact that most survey
respondents noted that they were accompanied by other users, the lower limit range estimate
might then be considered a rather conservative one. Expert opinion estimates of usage suggested
some I 858 vessels access the study area.
The total number of days Shoalwater Bay and the adjacent waters was visited between June 1995
and June 1996 was approximately 3 106 days for mail survey respondents, approximately 244
days for club survey respondents, approximately 352 days for self selection respondents. As none
of the respondents in each of the three survey groups had completed a survey in any of the other
survey groups, the cumulative number of usage days approximated 3 702 days. The six
commercial operator respondents accessed the area for a total of 44 days..
In general ising the trends evident in the survey data sets, the local recreational users were drawn
primarily from Yeppoon and Rockhampton, were men mostly aged 45 - 49 years of age, were
employed as skilled workers or service industry employees or professionals, had lived in the
study area between I - 10 years and accessed the study area directly via their own vessels or by
vehicular transport. Those who accessed the area by vessels usually departed from Rosslyn Bay.
The key areas of use were Port Clinton, Island Head Creek, Corio Bay, Five Rocks area and the
northern section of Shoalwater Bay including Stanage Bay. Smaller vessels utilised the
Shoalwater Bay area and open water vessels accessed the outer coastal areas. Sail powered
vessels utilised the outer coastal areas in preference to Shoalwater Bay itself.
Shoalwater Bay and the adjacent waters were used by local recreationalists because of the quality
of the fish stocks, the amenity of the area, the proximity of the study area to the users' residences
as well as the provision of safe anchorages in various sections of the area. The primary activities
conducted within the study area were recreational fishing, boating, sightseeing, camping and
tourist activities with recreational fishing being the dominant recreational activity.
The local recreationalists visited the area on weekends, week days and holiday periods with
holiday periods being preferred by sail driven vessels due to the time needed to access the area.
The minimum usage of the area by recreationalists was once or twice a year with the mode being
3 - 4 visits per year. Some users expressed a monthly usage pattern. (Two respondents reported
fishing daily during the study period.) Most users had visited the area in the last three months of
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the study period and were generally accompanied by friends and family. The local recreationalists
also considered non-recreational fishing extractive activities as inappropriate for Shoalwater Bay
and the adjacent waters and were concerned with the protection of the recreational setting.
Management Issues
Issue One
Any use of aerial surveillance findings for management purposes must acknowledge the biases
inherent in the ways that data was collected, recorded and analysed. Those biases being different
periods of data collection in different years, incomplete data sets, the potential double counting of
users associated with commercial vessels and recreational vessels and their dinghies or tenders as
well as the inclusion of vessels observed in-transit.
Issue Two
Any use of mail survey findings for management purposes must acknowledge the response rate
was 33% and that the data was biased by a lack of non-use returns even though the proportionate
sampling was maintained in the return rate.
Issue Three
Recognition of 'established' usage areas by recreationalists should be considered when planning
the recreational and tourism opportunity spectrums for the study area. Those 'established' areas
being Port Clinton, Island Head Creek, Corio Bay, the area between Five Rocks and Cape
Manifold, the area between Cape Manifold and Cape Clinton and the northern section of
Shoalwater Bay including Stanage Bay.
Issue Four
The 'wilderness' qualities of the study area need to be maintained through the development of a
recreational opportunity spectrum for Shoalwater Bay and the adjacent waters as 'wilderness'
qualities were noted as one of the primary non-catch related motivations of recreational users.
Issue Five
Development of a recreational opportunity spectrum for the study area should include provision
for the future needs of an ageing local population so as to ensure the quality of their recreational
activities are maintained in their local marine-based recreational area. The recreational
opportunity spectrum should also take into account the fact that the income level of the aged
disadvantages their recreational opportunities and consequently their ability to recreate elsewhere,
hence access to 'established' usage areas should again be considered and maintained.
Issue Six
The income level of most of the survey respondents placed them within the skilled worker or
service industry category, amounts of discretionary income may also disadvantage their
recreational opportunities including finding other suitable settings, consequently, continued
access to 'established' usage areas should be considered by management.
Issue Seven
The study only surveyed recreational users and commercial operators of tourist activities, it did
not study the commercial fishers nor the indigenous users' activities. To address this bias, any
consideration of overall management of the area by GBRIvlPA and QDoE agencies must
incorporate information and data gathered from these two user groups.
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Issue Eight
Due to the conflict of interests which exist between recreational users and commercial fishers,
long term monitoring of fish stocks within the study area might be commenced and/or maintained
in order that catch/effort by both groups may be scientifically ascertained and publicly
disseminated so comments and attitudes expressed by both user groups may be founded on fact
rather than hearsay.
Issue Nine
Planners and managers need to acknowledge and include management practices which account
for in-transit use of the area by both sail and motor driven vessels for short term recreation and
because of the area's provision of safe anchorages.
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SHOALWATER BAY STUDY
Introduction
The Commonwealth Commission of lnquily into Shoalwater Bay, Capricomia Coast, Queensland
(1994) provided information and recommendations for the future management of the terrestrial
and marine areas of Shoalwater Bay area. To supplement the terrestrially focussed information on
recreational usage patterns presented in the Inquiry's report, the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority (GBRMPA) commissioned this study to investigate marine-based recreational usage of
the area. Information from this study will be used by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority and Queensland Department of Environment (QDoE) planners and managers to prepare
for the public participation phase which commenced in 1996 and also in the development of draft
management plans for the area.
As well as providing information for the development of management documents and strategies,
the study also contributes to long-term monitoring by establishing baseline data on recreational
activities and users of the Shoalwater Bay area of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park (GBRMP).
Such monitoring is recommended by the National Ecotourism Strategy (1994: 24), which states
that: .
'Social and environmental carrying capacities require careful monitoring if the resource and
the experience are to be maintained. Such monitoring is currently made more difficult by the
lack ofexisting baseline studies.'
Monitoring is also in line with the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Strategic Plan's strategy 4.9.1
[to1'conduct research into the socio-economic characteristics and effects of .... recreation, ...
fishing'. (Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, 1994: 28).
Aim ofthe study
The aim of the study as specified in the consultancy brief was:
• To determine the recreational marine usage of the Shoalwater Bay area.
In order to achieve this aim, several sub-aims were developed.
Sub-aims
• To quantify the usage of the area by recreational fishers;
• To quantify the usage of the area by cruising and recreational yachtspersons; and
• To quantify the usage of the area by other water-based recreational users.
The scope of the brief excluded the study of recreational usage of the area by indigenous users.
The GBRMPA advised that this was included in the brief of another study. The GBRMPA also
excluded the direct targeting of commercial fishers from this study.
For the purposes of the study, the Shoalwater Bay area was defined as those waters located
between the latitudes of 220 08'S to 230 OO'S and longitudes of 1500 02'E to 151 0 02'E. See Map
1: Study Area of Shoalwater Bay and Adjacent Waters.
Background
Most of the marine area included in the study of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters is jointly
managed by the GBRMPA and QDoE. However, some waters are not designated as part of the
GBRMP, specifically, the waters located adjacent to the coastline for approximately 2.5 nautical
miles off-shore starting just south of Yeppoon and running north to Delcomyn Bay above Port
Clinton. It should be noted that the Shoalwater Bay marine and terrestrial areas are also utilised
by the Commonwealth Department of Defence for training exercises. See Appendix 17 for area
used by Defence. Usage of the area by Defence results in periodic closures of the area. These
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closures may include all of the Defence area or specific parts of the Shoalwater Bay Training
Area. These closures impact on usage patterns since access is denied during training exercises.
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Map 1: Shoalwater Bay Study Area. Source: Map courtesy of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority, GBRMPA Zollillg Map BRA QI20
Very few studies have been conducted which address the recreational usage patterns of the marine
areas of the Shoalwater area, in fact Gutteridge Haskins and Davey (1996: 28) suggest none exist.
Most studies of the Shoalwater Bay area have focussed on land usage patterns and issues. Two
such studies were conducted as part of the Commollwea/th Commissioll o/Illquiry: Shoo/water
Bay, Capricornia Coast, Queells/alld, one by A G B McNair (1994) and the other by Wood,
Thompson, McIntyre and Killion (1994). A G B McNair conducted a study of Central Queensland
residents, as well as residents residing elsewhere in Queensland regarding their attitudes towards
various land use issues related to the Shoalwater Bay Military Training Area. The A G B McNair
study found that residents within Central Queensland were the primary users of the area, in
particular, residents from the Livingstone Shire area and Rockhampton. In regard to land usage of
the Military Training Area, conservation issues rated much higher than issues related to potential
future use and management for recreation and tourism. The other study conducted by Wood,
Thompson, McIntyre and Killion (1994) focused on the development of a theoretical recreational
and tourism opportunity spectrum for the Shoalwater Bay Military Training Area.
Some discussion of marine recreational fishing patterns of the Shoalwater Bay Area occurred in a
later draft report commissioned by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA) and
edited by Fitzsimmons (1996). This draft report focused on The Status o/jisheries alldjisheries
resources ill Shoo/water Bay. Fitzsimmons (1996: 8.1) noted that for fishers owning registered
private pleasure vessels in the Fitzroy statistical division I, the key fishing locations were the
I The Fitzroy statistical division as defined by the Australian Bureau of Statistics incorporates Yeppoon. Rockharnpton
and Gladslone.
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Corio Bay, Cape Manifold and Port Clinton areas, as well as Nine Mile Beach and Stanage Bay
areas. Based on data collected from a limited number of fishing diaries kept by mackerel fishers
throughout October 1994 and 1995, the draft report estimated that between 1,000 - 10,000 boat
days of fishing occur annually within the Shoalwater Bay area. Fitzsimmons (1996: 8.4) reported
that charter boat operators also took recreational fishers into the Shoalwater Bay area, mainly
between Cape Townshend and Corio Bay and that the estimated usage of that area was between
"35 - 120 boat days per year" with most of this visitation occurring between April to November
when weather conditions were more favourable (December to May being cyclone season). The
Byfield Coastal Area Draft Interim Management Plan (1996: 25, 42) also noted that Corio Bay
was used for "recreational fishing and crabbing" and "some natl/re-based recreation sl/ch as
canoeing", with most usage occurring in Corio Bay and Water Park Creek.
Literatl/re Review
A review of literature relating to general recreational use of marine areas provided information
regarding motivations for usage, patterns of usage including participation rates, and sources of
conflict. Literature on recreational fishing provided the most extensive information and this
Iitetature has increased substantially over the last decade (Dovers, 1994: 103). A discussion of the
literature review follows commencing with recreational fishing motivations, then participation
rates and patterns and concludes with sources of conflict.
Motivations
Recreational fishing is viewed as a popular leisure time activity in national parks and wilderness
areas (Borschmann, 1987: 42). Dovers (1994: 103) highlighted that while the desire to catch a fish
is the primary goal of recreational fishers, there are non-catch related motivations associated with
the experience2. The importance of non-catch related motivations as part of the overall
recreational fishing experience is also discussed by Fedler and Ditton, (1994) in their 1978 to
1991 review of American tecreational fishers. Such non-catch related motivations are further
reported by various researchers in the Australian context. PA Management Consultants (1984a:
38) found in an Australian national household study conducted during July 1984, that to "relax
and l/Illvind, to be olltdoors" to enjoy the company of others, to experience the "thrill/contest of
catching fish" and to obtain a source of food were the main reasons people reported for engaging
in recreational fishing. During 1984, PA Management Consultants also conducted a study of
members of recreational fishing clubs in Australia and found that for club members the main
reasons for fishing were "to be ol/tdoors, the thrill/comest ofcatching fish, to relax and l/nwind"
(PA Management Consultants, 1984b: 39). The actual rating of the motivations varied between
the various types of fishers: fly fishers, spear fishers, game fishers. Gartside (1986: 15) reported
similar motivations ranging from a sense of 'escapism' from daily life and work, as well as
'enjoyment of the environment'. Again in the American context Johnson and Orbach (1986: 326)
wrote of recreational marine fishing providing 'escape,jreedom, relaxation and personal liberty'
as well as the option to experience a 'fromier spirit".
A social aspect of recreational fishing was also reported PA Management Consultants (1984a: 38)
who stated that men favoured fishing with friends over fishing with their families, whilst women
favoured fishing with their families then with their friends (PA Management Consultants, 1984a:
39).
Participation rates and patterns
During the twentieth century, in westem countries, the number of recreational fishers and boaters
has increased (Dovers, 1994: 103 and Kenchington, 1993: 8). This can be attributed to a number
of social changes particularly the establishment of a minimum basic wage and the length of the
working day; increases in holiday period entitlements (and the associated payment of such
holidays), increases in income levels, and increases in leisure time including forced leisure
2 The reader should be aware thac there exists conflicting evidence regarding the role of non-catch related motivations
within the recreational fishing experience as opposed to catch related motivations, see Graefe and Fedler (1986) for a
discussion of this.
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through early retirements (Parker and Paddick, 1990: 5 - 17), Overall, an increase in the standard
of living in western countries has increased the leisure time and discretionary income available
for pursuing recreational activities.
Within Australia, the most recent published figures on recreational fishers were provided by
RecFish (Orr, 1997). RecFish surveys suggest that there are 5.5 million fishers in Australia. that is
approximately, a third of the population engage in fishing. An earlier study by the National
Recreational Fisheries Working Group (Dovers. 1994: 104), proposed that for 1990 there were 4.5
million people who participated in recreational fishing. That is. appro,ximately between 25 - 30
percent of the population were recreational fishers and 70% of those recreational fishers were
men,
Participation of women in recreational fishing was found to be on the increase according to a
longitudinal American study between 1955 and 1980 (Snepenger and Ditton, 1985: 312). No such
data were available for Australia.
The aforementioned PA Management household study (1984a) also stated that "follr percellt of
jishers were members oforganisedjishing clllbs" (PA Management Consultants, 1984a: iv). The
small p'ercentage of fishers who were involved in organised fishing clubs is also reflected in a
South Australian household study on recreational fishing conducted in 1983 which stated that
1.8% of South Australian recreational fishers were members of such clubs (Philipson and Rohan,
1983: 2). The composite number of affiliated and non affiliated recreational fishers was not able
to be determined for the Shoalwater Bay local drawing area3 as representative figures for non -
affiliated members were not able to be sourced nor calculated. Club information was problematic
due to some clubs being unwilling to divulge any information in case it was misused by
management agencies and/or because of double counting through reciprocal or subsidiary
membership of other organisations. Estimation of local affiliated recreational fishers using other
states' figures was not attempted because of geographical differences (Russell and Saenger, 1986
in Dovers. 1994: 103) and the passage of time between survey data collection. However,
according to various Sunfish4 sources, the approximate number of individual affiliated
recreational fishers in the study area was I 000. The number of registered recreational vessels in
the drawing area was 10 214 (Department of Transport 1996).
The Demographics of the Study Area
The demographic characteristics of Australia, Queensland and the study area indicate an
increasingly ageing5 population (Stehlik and Bulis, 19968 - II). The Fitzroy and Livingstone6
local government authorities noted "a 'significant growth rate with migration of the retired elderly'
(Central Regional Health Authority 1993:4) into the coastal areas of the Fitzroy and Livingstone
local government authorities" (Stehlik and Bulis. 1996: II). It is therefore useful to consider the
participation in fishing by retirees. A study by Peppers (1976: 445) noted that retirees participate
in a variety of leisure activities which range from "active - social. active - isolate. sedentary -
social and sedentary - isolate" activity types7. Recreational fishing and boating can be categorised
within all four of the activity types. Peppers (1976: 445) also suggested that retirees will continue
with the leisure and recreational activities which were engaged in prior to retirement. Peppers'
study involved a sample of 206 mid western American male retirees. fishing was listed as seventh
in the list of top ten recreational activities pursued by this group. A study of Western Australian
recreational fishing patterns by McNair, Anderson Associates (1984: 19) also found that people in
the age group 55 years and older did not go fishing as often as the other age groups (13 - 24, 25-
3 The drawing area as determined for the purposes of this study included coastal towns and cities along or east of the
Pacific Highway commencing with Mackay in the north and Gladstone in the south.
4 Sunfish is the QueenSland Sport and Recreational Fishing Council.
5 An aged person is considered to be 65 years and over (Stehlik and Bulis, 1996: 7).
6 The Livingstone local government authority includes Yeppoon.
7 The 'active· social' category involves physical effort undertaken in or with agroup. 'active· isolate' also requires
physical effort and activities are undertaken alone, 'sedentary - social' involves little physical effort within a group
context, while 'sedentary - isolate' involves minimal effort and activities are conducted alone. (Peppers, 1976: 442)
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39,40 - 54), however, they did spend the greatest amount of days fishing compared to the other
age groups. Given the number of retirees in the Shoalwater Bay study area, with both the time and
disposable income to spend on recreational leisure pursuits and the suggestion that between a
quarter and a third of the population of Australia participates in recreational fishing at least once a
year (Gartside, 1986: 16 and Dovers, 1994: 104), the drawing area for the study has between 38
250 and 50 949 potential recreational fishers 8 who may use either the estuarine, coastal, near and
distant offshore areas.
Conflict
Some of the literature reviewed discussed management issues relating to marine based recreation
and these tended to focus on user conflicts as well as conservation/preservation issues.
Jaakson (1989: 96) when writing about recreational boating noted that [f]reedom is a celltral teller
ill recreatioll. The sharillg ofall area with other users, however, oftell detracts from the freedom
that users may perceive to be importallt for their recreatioll satisfactioll." A number of other
writers (Gartside, 1986: 17; Kenchington, 1993: 8 and Dovers, 1994: 106) have also mentioned
conflicts9 of interests associated with use of marine based environments for recreational and
commercial activities. Primarily, the continuous debate between recreational and commercial
fishers regarding who is responsible for diminishing fish stocks. Commercial fishers blame the
recreational fishers who blame the commercial fishers (Gartside, 1986: 17 and Dovers, 1994:
106). Given that the number and types of recreational fishers have been increasing along with
their leisure time (Dovers, 1994: 103 and Kenchington, 1993: 8), their incomes (Kenchington,
1993: 102) as well as their technology, recreational fishers have been able to become more
sophisticated in their fishing practices. They have also become farther ranging in their fishing
activities lO which subsequently brings them into greater direct competition with commercial
operators for fish stocks and fishing grounds (Gartside, 1986: 17). Further, since improvements in
both commercial and recreational fishing technologies may be expected to continue, conflicts
between the various fisher groups may also be expected to continue unless research information
can be produced and disseminated in order to ground the debate on factual evidence rather than
on perceptions.
For example, Dovers (1994: 106) mentioned the reluctance of recreational fishers to consider the
contribution their individual catches have on the overall recreational catch-effort. Overall, the
perception of the impacts of recreational and commercial fishers on each others' catches is .
problematic. In some cases each targets different species and there has been a lack of data on the
two types of fishers' proportions of the catch taken in shared target species (Dovers, 1994: 106).
Further, Kenchington (1993: 8) stated that commercial fishers may move on when fish stocks
decline while local recreational fishers continue to fish the same area. However, it is important to
add that both groups are interested in the protection of the marine environment and fishing stocks
(Gartside (1986: 17). Indeed, Sunfish: the Queensland Sport and Recreational Fishing Council has
as its molto 'Fishillg for the FWlITe' (Sunfish, 1996: 2).
Dovers (1994: 108) has also suggested that within recreational fishers there is the potential for
conflict given the various types of recreational fishers: occasional fishers; affiliated committed
fishers; unaffiliated fishers; domestic tourist/fishers and international tourist/fishers. Amongst
these fishers, there is the potential for conflict through the mixing of the various fisher types at
the one location. Further, Graefe and Fedler (1986) stated that satisfaction associated with
recreational fishing experiences is affected by crowding and congestion. The mixing of various
fisher types at locations can cause dissatisfaction through a sense of crowding especially when the
location is considered a 'wilderness' one.
8 The Gladswnc, Rockhampton and Mackay Statistical Districts contain a popul<ltion of some 153 000 people (ABS.
1996).
9 Conflict is defined as goal itlletference attributed ro another's·belraviour" (Jacob and Schreyer, 1980: 369).
10 Merrick (1993: 45) noted (hat "recreational angling has tradifionally been conducted in eSHlarine areas or
immediarl! coastal areas". Dovers (1994: 108) expands those traditional fisheries' areas [0 include distant offshore.
Dovers' (1994: 108) entire classification includes (I) inland· native species. (2) inland· exotic species, (3) beach. rock.
estuary and jeuy and wharf. (4) ncar offshore and (5) distant offshore.
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The need to experience a 'wilderness' setting whilst recreational fishing is reported in various
studies mentioned earlier in this chapter. This need was reiterated by Driml (1987: 135) who
reported that "a trend towards nature appreciation' also existed ... in reef recreation". Such a
trend was noted earlier by Jackson (1986: I) who discussed a change from a 'consumer' to a
'conserver' society as well as a move towards the 'preservation ofenvironmental quality' (1986: 2)
of recreational settings.
Newspaper reports
A review of some newspaper reports collected by Media Monitors for the GBR.LVlPA in 1990 and
1995 highlighted the following concerns by recreational users of the study area: the need for
zoning along Central Queensland estuaries and inlets; commercial fishers impact on local stocks
of barramundi (November, 1995), the need for scientific proof to show that recreational fishers
are impacting on fishing stocks and a negative attitude to bag limits (November, 1990), cuts to
fisheries patrols (Gladstone Observer, December, 1990), and sand mining lease effects on marine
ecosystems in Island Head Creek (Gladstone Observer, December, 1990). Newsprint sources also
reported on the development of the Shoalwater Bay Strategic Planning process (Morning Bulletin
- February, May, October, 1995).
Against this background of information, the methodology for this study was developed bearing in
mind the requirements of the brief for quantitative and not qualitative information.
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METHODOLOGY
Through consultation with 'experts'll, several groups were identified as the primary users of the
Shoalwater Bay area, These groups were recreational fishers, cruising and yachting folk and some
local kayakers.
As the research brief specified quantification of recreational use of the Shoalwater Bay area,
quantitative methods were predominantly used to determine the usage patterns of the above
groups. The key methods used to gather the quantitative data were user surveys and secondary
analysis of existing data bases and sources. Some qualitative methods were included in order to
elaborate on usage patterns. The qualitative methods included open ended questions in the
surveys and use of a modified version of the delphi technique (Moeller and Shafer, 1994: 475).
Preliminary discussions with the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA) and
Rockhampton Department of Environment (QDoE) indicated that some secondary data bases and
sources would not yield complete sets of secondary data sources. Furthermore, the timing of the
data collection would confound the representation of in-transit cruising yachts to the area12.
Consequently, up to five methods of data collection were developed for this study. This number
allowed triangulation of analysed data from various perspectives. It should be noted however, that
the use of triangulation was not applied in order to correct any bias nor to improve validity
(Blaikie, 1991: 115). It was used primarily to achieve various perspectives regarding the
recreational usage patterns of the Shoalwater Bay area.
A discussion of each of the methods of data collection follows.
Quantitative Methodology: User surveys
Four types of user surveys were used: mail surveys; club surveys; self selection surveys and
commercial operator surveys. Each of these surveys used the same structure and content [Refer to
Appendix I]. Each survey included a cover page, asked twenty questions and utilised maps to
orient the respondent to the Shoalwater Bay study area. The questions ranged from forced choice
questions which were measured at the nominal, interval and ordinal level to open ended
questions. Questions relating to usage patterns and activities were measured primarily at the
nominal level, several questions were posed as open ended in order to determine frequency of
usage as well as the date of the last visit to the area. The respondents were also asked to locate
their usage patterns on a map.
A second map was used to assist respondents in determining the types of activities which they
believed were acceptable within various sections of the Shoalwater Bay area. The activities listed
were taken from the 'Activities Guide' presented on the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority,
Shoa/water Bay BRA Q120 Map. The associated questions were measured at the ordinal level. The
sections drawn on Map 2 were determined by the Planning Officer: Shoalwater Bay, the Project
Officer: Shoalwater Bay and QDoE personnel. Each survey was accompanied by a cover letter
printed on Central Queensland University letterhead [See Appendix 2J.
The difference between each of the surveys relates to the implementation process. In the first type,
the mail survey, local recreational users l3 were mailed a survey with a reply paid envelope included.
II The 'experts' consulted were primarily selected by purposive sampling methods. Snowball sampling also occurred as
'expertS' would nominate other 'experts' who had extensive local knowledge of the Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters
are3. The 'experts' included recreational club executives and members. long term recreational users of the Shoalwater
Bay and adjacent areas, as well as management agencies' representatives with first·hand knowledge of usage patterns
developed over the years from work experience in the area.
12 As the study was administered primarily during cyclone season, the number of cruising yachts in the Shoalwater Bay
area would be reduced compared to the post-cyclone cruising season,
13 Local users were considered to be those users located in coastal towns and cities along or east of the Pacific Highway
commencing with Mackay in lhe north and Gladstone in the south.
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The sample for this survey was framed from boat registration records held by the Queensland
Department of Transport. The sampling frame was received in late March, 1996 and was up-to-date
for the preceding six month period.
The second type of survey attempted to use a captive group survey technique with various
recreational clubs. A captive group refers to a group of people belonging to an organisation/group
who are targeted to respond to a survey at an organisation/group meeting following negotiation with
the executive and/or members of the organisation/group (Veal, 1992, 117-118). Participants in this
survey were asked if they had already participated in either a mail, a club or self-selection survey to
avoid doubling up on data collected.
The third type of survey was the self selection survey. From discussions with 'experts', various
locations were nominated as the sites for distribution of self selection surveys. After negotiation with
managers/staff at the nominated sites and commercial businesses, surveys were left for the public to
collect. The sites and businesses used were primarily bait and tackle shops, general stores and take-
away shops, marinas and a coast guard office.
The fourth type of survey was the commercial operator survey. Again from discussions with 'experts'
and GBIU"lPA and QDoE records, all possible known commercial operators of recreational marine
activities were contacted by mail and asked to participate in the survey.
Samplillg illformatioll
The following sampling procedures were applied for each type of survey.
Mail surveys
Mail surveys only targeted local users as 'experts' considered they were the primary users of the
Shoalwater Bay area. During the study period, any non-local users of the area interested in
participating in the study were able to do so through the completion of self-selection surveys (to be
discussed later in this report) 14. Boat registration records formed the basis of the sampling frame. The
sampling frame was proportionately stratified based on experts' opinions regarding usage of the
Shoalwater Bay area by recreationalists from the following drawing areas: Mackay; Sarina; SI
Lawrence; Marlborough; Yeppoon; Rockhampton and Gladstone. The largest drawing areas and
subsequently the largest proportions were considered to be Yeppoon followed by Rockhampton. In
the research proposal, the sampling frames were to be further stratified by vessel type, however,
since a study of yachts and other non-local vessels was being undertaken elsewhere, the sampling
frame for the mail survey was proportionately sampled by location only. However, it should be noted
that the sampling frame did not exclude sail driven vessels, both motor and sail driven local vessels
had an equal chance of being selected within the proportionately stratified sampling process.
As the mail survey used probability sampling, specifically proportionate stratified sampling, the
proportions were determined by using the formula:
Size = pqZ'
A confidence level of 95% was chosen for the study, making 2=1.96 (Z'=3.8146). A deviation of no
more than 5% from the true proportions was tolerated, making £=5. p was the percentage of
recreational users from each of the nominated locations whom experts believed used the Shoalwater
Bay and adjacent waters, whilst q= IOO-p. Table I below details experts' opinions values for 'p', as
well as proportionate sample sizes and the adjusted sample sizes to make the overall sample size
14 A study of non-local trnnsient users supplements Ihis study. of local users of the Shoalwater Bay and adjacent areas.
The non-local users study was conducted from July 1996 through to June 1997. This study aimed (0 develop a better
understanding of non-local usage patterns of the Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters area through the use of 'on-site'
surveys distributed by various boating officers whilst on patrol and through self-selection surveys sent to various
marinas and non-local boating club avenues.
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1200. The size was set at 1200 as this would provide a 95% confidence interval for a finding of 50%
of ±3.0% (Veal, 1992: ISS).
After the proportions were determined for each of the locations, each location was further
proportionally stratified by suburbs. The sampling fraction (k=N/n) was used to determine the
interval between each sample unit for each suburb. Starting points on the sampling frame were found
by randomly selecting a number from A Random Table of Five Digit Numbers (Neuman 1994: 468 •
471). Should the population of any location be in the thousands, the last four digits of the randomly
selected number were used, if the population was in the hundreds, the last three digits of the
randomly selected number were used as the starting point and so on down to the tens. If the randomly
selected number was beyond the scope of the population, another random selection was made. In the
case when there were only two units for anyone suburb, a coin was flipped to determine the unit to
be used in the sample. Heads equated with the first unit listed and Tails with the second unit listed.
Response rate
Of the 1200 surveys sent out, 50 were returned as a result of incorrect addresses, 50 telephone
calls were received from people indicating that they did not use the area and would not be
returning their surveys. Attempts were made to have these people return their surveys with
responSes to questions I, as well as questions 14-20, some telephonees indicated they would
respond to those questions and return the surveys, however, the majority of telephonees chose to
use the telephone call as the means of identifying non·use of the area. Details of the latter were
recorded on survey sheets and included in the analysis.
Table 1: Summary of Proportionate Stratified Sampling Details
Location Registered Boat Experts' opinion: Value of Proportionate Sample
owners value of '0' '0' samole size size
Mackav 3690 10 90 138 149
Sanna 579 5 95 73 76
St Lawrence 17 ALL' . 17' 20
Marlborough 19 ALL' . 19' 19
Yeoooon 842 40 60 366 406
Rockharnoton·· 2462 35 65 347 382
Gladstone 2605 10 137 148
Totnl 10214 . 1034 1200 .
.. Rockhampton has three postcodes areas. 4700,4701 and 4702. Due to the budget of thIS study limIting the overall
sample size to 1200, only two of the three postcodes wer~ used. The poslcodes were decided by the lottery method, the
postcodes 4700 and 4701 were used for this study.
• As the population of registered boat owners in St Lawrence and ~larlborough was small, all owners were included in
the study.
To improve the response rate, a reminder card was sent approximately one week after the survey
was posted. Survey recipients were advised in the initial cover letter accompanying the survey
that a reminder card would be used. The reminder served as both a thank you and a reminder to
those who had not yet returned the survey [See Appendi.~ 3]. It should be noted that surveys and
reminders for Rockhampton residents did not arrive a week apart as mail deliveries did not occur
on two days of one week due to two public holidays resulting in some reminder cards arriving one
or two days after receipt of the survey.
Table 2: Response rates for Mail, Club and Self Selection Surveys
Survey No. distributed Returns Completed Response rate
Mail 1200 50 400 33.0%
Club 290 20 40 13.8%
Self-selection 350 . 39 11.0%
Commercialooerators II . 6 54.6%
Neuman (1994: 239) noted that a response rate of between 10·50% is common for mail surveys.
Babbie (1994: 182) stated that 50'70 response rates are considered adequate for analysis and
reporting. While Frey (1989: 50-51) noted that 25-30'7c response rates may be achieved without a
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reminder and up to 50'10 with two or more reminders. Given the random sampling method
undertaken, application of the results as being representative of the registered boat owners is
problematic. Since 100'10 of the sample did not return their surveys, the findings may be argued as
not being representative. On the other hand, given that the sample was randomly selected and 400
surveys were completed and returned, a sample of 400 provides a 95% confidence interval for a
finding of 50% of ±5.0% (Veal, 1992: 155). The proportions of the 400 respondents to the survey
reflect the proportionate sampling set for the survey (Refer to p. 37). Any use of the mail survey
findings of this study must take into account the response rate.
While the mail survey used probability sampling, two types of non-probability sampling were
also employed in this study as well as a saturation survey. These other sampling methods
included:
* Purposive sampling, specifically captive group surveys for the club surveys;
* Accidental sampling for the self selection surveys; and
* A saturation survey of commercial operators.
Club surveys
The surveys of clubs was based on purposive sampling. That is, the sample frame was not
designed to be statistically representative, rather it was viewed by the 'experts' consulted as being
able to provide relevant data for the study (Sarantakos, 1993: 138). The clubs nominated were
believed to be representative of recreational users of the study area who were also club members.
All clubs identified by the 'experts' were approached by mail to participate in the study. The
approach to all four groups of samples was by letter in order to remove any bias associated with
the survey. A second letter was sent to thank clubs for participation and also to increase response
rates (Refer to Appendix 5).
The clubs approached were local sailing, sea kayaking and fishing clubs (See Appendix 4). The
executives were asked if they might distribute the surveys at a club meeting. After discussions
within the various clubs, those in agreement were asked to participate in the study by completing
the survey and then to return it in the reply paid envelope.
Response rate
Of the 290 surveys sent to clubs, 20 were returned as incorrectly addressed, and 40 were
completed giving a response rate of 13.8'10. Returned surveys were not factored out of the
calculation of the response rate. Refer to Table 2.
Self Selection Surveys
Accidental sampling through self selection surveys was conducted at locations where experts
believed the survey would be completed by users who were not club affiliated or who did not
attend club meetings. The list of locations used is presented in Appendix 6.
As with purposive sampling, accidental sampling is not designed to be statistically representative.
Being a non-probability sampling technique, it provides access to informants whose information
could not have been accessed in any other way because of the study's limited funds, personnel and
time.
Response rate
Of the 350 self-selection surveys distributed to various locations, 39 were returned providing a
response rate of 11.0%. Refer to Table 2.
Commercial operator surveys
A saturation sample was attempted with the commercial operators. Based on GBR..MPA database
records and expert opinion, all known local recreational commercial operators using the
Shoalwater Bay area were sent a survey. The number of commercial operators known to use the
area was eleven (II). A follow-up letter was posted to increase response rates.
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Response rate
Of the eleven surveys posted, six were returned providing a response rate of 54.6%.
Ethical Considerations
The cover letters addressed ethical issues related to the study. Advertisements were also placed in
local newspapers. (Morning Bulletin, Gladstone Observer) See Appendix 7.
Quantitative Methodology: Secondary data sources
GBRtvlPA and QDoE collect data on vessels in the Shoalwater Bay through aerial surveillance.
These data sets were accessed and provided secondary data for this study. The Army was also
approached regarding access to any records it may have of vessel sightings in the area, whilst co-
operative, a database for the recording of such data was only being established early in 1996 and
was not operational at the time of this study. Local coastguards were also approached and
indicated a willingness to provide information regarding vessel usage of Shoalwater and adjacent
waters. However, data were unable to be collected within the time frame of the study.
Consequently, this study only reports on secondary data collected from the aerial surveillance
databases of GBRMPA and QDoE. Data were analysed using content analysis in order to identify
themes (Crandall, 1994: 420).
Qualitative methodology
Two types of qualitati ve data collection were used in this survey: open ended questions and a
modified delphi technique. Open ended questions were included in each of the surveys and the
modified delphi technique was used with experts to gather information and to gain feedback on
the study's findings.
Open ended survey questions
These questions allowed respondents to give their own views rather than being restricted to the
survey instrument's selection of choices. The survey contained three questions which asked for
comments by the respondents: Questions II, 13 and 20 (refer to Appendix I). A content analysis
of the responses to these open ended questions was applied to determine themes, these themes
were then tabulated and quantified for each survey type. Copies of the full text responses to these
questions have been included in the Appendices II, 12 and 13.
Modified Delphi Technique
Initially it was hoped that a round of focus groups could be conducted at the conclusion of the
study in order that 'local experts' might provide feedback on the findings obtained from the
analysis of the surveys. However, gi ven the difficulty experienced in contacting local experts
initially and obtaining information and feedback within time frames set in the first stages of
survey construction and sampling, it was decided that the application of a modified version of the
delphi technique would be applied. One or two rounds of the technique had already been
conducted during the initial stages of the study to gather information on usage patterns, the data
were recorded from those rounds, a follow-up round was conducted after the analysis of all
survey data. The delphi technique supported the findings of the survey research. Feedback from
local experts, who were members from various peak user groups and local residents with a
knowledge and familiarity of the study area, reiterated the same usage patterns. The technique
was conducted by telephone and facsimile.
Primarily, the delphi technique involves several rounds of questioning experts in fields or areas
related to the focus of a study. Usually, the questioning is directed at achieving consensus
regarding future events. Between rounds, responses are collated and analysed. In summary:
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"The Delphi Techniqlle is one well-known version of the consenslls approach in which
the opinions ofexperts are obtained iteratively in order offoclls on most probable
flltllre conditions." (Ritchie in Ritchie and Goeldner, 1994: 19)
In this study, the experts were asked to offer information on current usage patterns rather than
future oriented events or issues.
Conclusion to Methodology Section
By drawing on existing primary data sources (Department of Environment and GBR.V!PA data
bases) and using these as secondary data sets for this study as well as collecting primary data
through user surveys and a modified delphi technique, the study generated a broad base of data
from which to determine usage patterns and trends in the Shoalwater Bay area. Moreover, in
using a variety of methods, triangulation of the results was able to be applied in order to gain an
overall perspective of the recreational usage patterns of Shoalwater Bay and its adjacent waters.
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FINDINGS
The recreational usage of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters was studied through mail, club,
self selection and commercial operator surveys, GBR1\oIPA and QDoE data sources as well as
through 'expert' opinion.
Expert opinion
The experts who were consulted indicated that the primary users of the area would be Yeppoon
residents and then Rockhampton residents. Some experts indicated that people in the mining
centres of the Capricorn region would also access the area for recreational use IS. The key usage
areas nominated by experts were Five Rocks, Corio Bay and Port Clinton and Stanage Bay
environs. The primary modes of transport to these locations were by boat from Yeppoon to Corio
Bay and Port Clinton as well as by vehicle to launching locations in several of the
aforementioned areas. It was suggested that Stanage Bay was accessed primarily by vehicles
'trailering' boats, with the latter being launched within the Stanage Bay area. Experts mentioned
that smaller boats would use the Shoalwater Bay area and Corio Bay areas via road access
initially, whilst persons with larger ocean going vessels would access the areas between Yeppoon
and Cape Townshend including Corio Bay, Port Clinton, and Island Head Creek primarily with
their vessels departing from Rosslyn Bay.
Experts believed that smaller boats would use the area on weekends and holiday periods, and that
larger boats would access Corio Bay on weekends. Local experts also noted that yachts would use
the area primarily during holiday periods due to the distance which needed to be travelled which
primarily excluded two day weekend visitation. Experts also mentioned that non-local vessels in
transit north and south would also use the area particularly, Island Head Creek, Port Clinton and
Corio Bay, as these provided safe anchorages. It was suggested that this usage was confined
mostly to the months between May to OctoberlNovember. These months being mainly outside of
cyclone season. All experts stated that usage of the area was dependent on Defence operations. If
the area was closed due to Defence operations, recreational activities would subsequently be
suspended. Weather also affected usage patterns with unfavourable weather and subsequent sea
conditions reducing usage rates.
Secondary data source findings· Aerial surveillance
Both QDoE and GBRMPA aerial surveillance records were accessed. Data collected from those
records suggested the following usage patterns for the period September 1988 to September 1995.
Patterns only are suggested as some records were incomplete and bias was introduced when
fishing vessels and yachts were present in the vicinity of launches and open vessels. Since both
yachts, fishing vessels and trawlers have one, if not more dinghies or tenders (launches and open
vessels) determination of user numbers was difficult. Subsequently, counting vessels may have
involved doubling counting of some users. Further, vessels which were under way were also
included in the count. This was done because it was impossible to determine the destination of
such vessels, they could have been passing through or they could have been heading for any of
the fishing spots within the study area or anchorage sites. As such by including these vessels, an
indication of the potential number of users is able to be proposed. Care must be taken when using
these figures as they are not a representative sample, merely an indication of trends l6 .
Tables 3-10 provide an overview of yearly recreational patterns (1988 to 1995) based on aerial
surveillance data. The Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters usage is reported using the same
sections which were marked on the Shoalwater Bay Recreational Usage Survey, Map 2 (see
Appendix I). When reviewing the tables, it should be remembered that aerial surveillance of the
15 This latter group has been targeted in a study proposed for 1998.
16 See also Honchin (1991) and Pettitt and Haynes (1994) for further comments regarding problems associated with the
use of aerial surveillance data.
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waters is randomly selected by day and area. This random selection differs between years, thus,
the tables below do not provide a complete picture of the usage patterns for every day in each of
the years studied. Further, the use of the area as a Defence Training Area necessitates the closing
of various sections or the entire area to recreational and commercial use. This must also be
remembered when reading the tables below.
Table 3: Vessel Usage of Shoalwater Bay and Adjacent Waters, 1985 17
Year Location No. Class or Activity No. 'Vessel'Types No.
1988 Section A & B 9 Recreational 5 MOlorised 4
Sail powered I
Vehicle
Camps
Commercial 4 Fishing vessels 4
Subtotal 9 Subtotal 9 Subtotal 9
Island Head Creek 25 Recreational 63 Motorised 19
Port Clinton 21 Sail powered 42
Section E 23 Vehicle 2
Corio Bay 7 Camps
Commercial 13 Fishing vessels 13
Subtotal 76 Subtotal 76 Subtotal 76
Total 85 Total 85 Total 85
Of the days in which surveillance data was available for 1988, it would appear that Section A and
B (Shoalwater Bay, itself) were utilised more by motor powered vessels and that Island Head
Creek, Port Clinton and Section E (from approximately Little Corio Bay to Cape Clinton) were
equally used. These three sections also had a greater usage by sail powered vessels.
Table 4: Vessel Usage of Shoa(water Bay and Adjacent Waters, 1989
Year Location No. Class or Activitv No. 'Vessel'Tvoes No.
1989 Sec,ion A & B 58 Recreational 45 Motorised 33
Sail powered 6
Vehicle 5
Camps I
Commercial 13 Fishing vessels 13
Subtotal 58 Subtotal 58 Subtotal 58
Island Head Creek 98 Recreational 170 Motorised 53
Port Clinton 32 Sail powered III
Section E 28 Vehicle 6
Corio Bay 12 Camps
Commercial 17· Fishing vessels
Subtotal 170 Subtotal 170 Subtotal 170
Total 228 Total 228 Total 228
?? Data unable to be determmed.
The pattern of usage displayed in Table 3 is mirrored in Table 4. Again motorised vessels were
the predominant users of Shoalwater Bay, while sail powered vessels were the dominant users of
the Corio Bay to Cape Townshend area. It is also worth noting that approximately one third of the
recreational users used motorised vessels whilst two thirds used sail powered vessels.
17 The locations used are those presented on Map 2 in the survey, see Appendix I.
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Table 5: Vt:ssel Usa2e of Shoalwater Bay and Adiacent Waters. 1990
Year Location No. Class of Activitv No. 'Vessel'Types No.
1990 Section A & B 42 Recreational 30 Motorised 25
Sail powered 3
Vehicle 2
Camps
Commercial 12 Fishing vessels 12
Subtotal 42 Subtotal 42 Subtotal 42
Island Head Creek 42 Recreational 128 Motorised 63
Port Clinton 20 Sail powered 41
Section E 34 Vehicle 21
Corio Bay 32 Camps 3
Commercial ?? Fishing vessels n·
Subtotal 128 Subtotal 128 Subtotal 128
Total 170 Total 170 Total 170
??* Data unable to be determmed.
Motorised vessels again were the greater users of Shoalwater Bay on the days of surveillance
activities. In the outer coastal area between Corio Bay to Cape Townshend, motorised vessels
tended to be more numerous than the sail powered vessels. Vehicular use in this area was also
notable. Location-wise, Island Head Creek was the most popular location of the outer coastal
locations.
1991wdAd'BrSh aJT bl 6 V I Ua e : esse sage 0 0 water avan llacent aters.
Year Location No. Class of Activitv No. 'Vessel'Types No.
1991 Section A & B 98 Recreational 90 Motorised 78
Sail powered 3
Vt:hicle 6
Camps 3
Commercial 8 Fishing vessels 8
Subtotal 98 Subtotal 98 Subtotal 98
Island Head Creek '67 Rt:cremional i96 Motorised 100
Port Clinton '43 Sail powered 80
Section E '43 Vehicle 12
Corio Bay 60 Camps 4
Fishing vessels 6
Commercial '46 Trawlers 40
Subtotal *213 Subtotal *242 Subtotal '242
Total '311 Total '340 Total '340 .
* indicates some data IS missing
During the periods of surveillance in 1991, motorised vessels predominantly used Shoalwater
Bay. There were some users who accessed the area by vehicle as well as users who established
camps. In the outer coastal area, Island Head Creek and Corio Bay were very popular. The area
between Little Corio Bay to Cape Clinton was as popular as Corio Bay. In the outer coastal area,
motorised vessels (51 %) outnumbered sail powered vessels (41 %). Camping and vehicular access
were also reported during the year.
1992wdAd'Bf Sh aJT bl 7 V i Ua e : esse sa!Ze 0 0 water ayan 113cent aters.
Year Location No. Class of Activity No. 'Vessel'Types No.
1992 Section A & B 82 Recreational 61 Motorised 44
Sail powered 2
Vehicle II
Camps 4
Commercial 21 Fishing vessels 21
Subtotal 82 Subtotal 82 Subtotal 82
Island Head Creek 53 Recreational 146 Motorised 70
Port Clinton 22 Sail powered 47
Section E 72 Vehicle 26
Corio Bay 48 Camps 3
Fishing vessels 8
Commercial *49 Trawlers 42
Subtotal '195 Subtotal '195 Subtotal 196
Total *277 Total *277 Total 278
• indicates some data IS missing
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Surveillance records for 1992 indicated a predominance of usage by motorised vessels in
Shoalwater Bay. Again vehicular access and camps were reported. In the outer coastal area,
motorised vessels (47%) exceeded the number of sailing vessels (32%). Island Head Creek and
Corio Bay were popular locations for the periods of surveillance however, Section E was the most
popular. The outer coastal section was also accessed by vehicles (17.8%)
Table 8: Vessel Usage of Shoalwater Bay and Adjacent Waters, 1993
Year Location No. Class of Activitv No. 'Vessel'Tvofs No.
1993 Section A & B 79 Recreational 61 Motorised 58
Sail powered 3
Vehicle 0
Camps 0
Fishing vessels II
Commercial 18 Trawlers 7
Subtotal 79 Subtotal 79 Subtotal 79
Island Head Creek 62 RecreationaJ 214 Motorised 93
Port Clinton 40 Sail powered 62
Section E 113 Vehicle 52
Corio Bay 50 Camps 7
Fishing vessels 17
Commercial 51 Trawlers 34
Subtotal 265 Subtotal 265 Subtotal 265
Total 344 Total 344 Total 344
During the 1993 surveillance periods, 95% of recreational usage in Shoalwater Bay was
associated with motorised vessels activities. Within the outer coastal area, 43.5% of recreational
activity was related to motorised vessels, 29% to sailing vessels and 24.2% from vehicular access.
Section E was the most popular location associated with 53% of recreational activity, with Island
Head Creek (29%) and Corio Bay (23%) and Port Clinton (18.7%) being the least popular
location during the surveillance periods.
During the surveillance periods conducted in 1994, motorised vessels were the primary means to
recreate in Sections A and B, while motorised vessels accounted for 38.2% of recreational usage
of the outer coastal area and sail driven vessels accounted for 29.6%. Vehicles (15%) also were
utilised to access the outer coastal area for recreational activities. In the outer coastal area, Island
Head Creek was the mode for location, followed by Section E and Corio Bay.
Table 9: Vessel Usage of Shoalwater Bay and Adjacent Waters, 1994
Year Location No. Class of Activitv No. 'Vessel'Tvnes No.
1994 Section A & 8 46 Recreational 24 ~fotorised 21
Sail powered 3
Vehicle 0
Camps 0
Fishing vessels 21
Commercial 22 Trawlers I
Subtotal 46 Subtotal 46 Subtotal 46
Island Head Creek 64 Recreational 154 Motorised 71
Port Clinton 33 Sail powered 55
Section E 48 Vehicle 28
Corio Bay 40 Camps 0
Fishing vessels 21
Commercial 32 Trawlers II
Subtotal '185 Subtotal 186 Subtotal 186
Total *231 Total 232 Total 232
• indicates some data IS missing
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Table 10: Vessel Usage of Shoa!w:uer Bay and Adjacent Waters, (995
indicates some data IS nusslng
Year Location No. Class of Activity No. 'Vessel'Types No.
1995 Section A & B 79 Recreational 60 Motorised SO
Sail powered 8
Vehicle 2
Camps 0
Commercial 19 Fishing vessels 19
Subtotal 79 Subtotal 79 Subtotal 79
Island Head Creek 47 Recreational 119 Motorised 71
Port Clinton 25 Sail powered 46
Section E 32 Vehicle 0
Corio Bay 25 Camps 2
Fishing vessels 4
Commercial *10 Trawlers 6
Subtotal *129 Subtotal *129 Subtotal *129
Total 208 Total 208 Total 208
..
During the 1995 surveillance periods. 83% of recreational activity in Shoaiwater Bay was
attributed to motorised vessels. Motorised vessels accounted for 59% of recreational activities in
the outer coastal areas and sail powered vessels accounted for 39% of recreational activities.
Island Head Creek was the predominant location selected for recreational activities in the outer
coastal area (39.5%). with Section E (27%) again being a favoured location. Port Clinton and
Corio Bay each accounted for 21 % of the locations chosen for recreational pursuits.
Table 11: Vessel Usage of Shoalwater Bay and Adjacent Walers. 1988 - 1995
Year Location No. Class of Activitv No. 'Vessel'Tvoes No.
1988· Section A & B 493 Recreational 376 Motorised 313
1995 Sail powered 29
Vehicle 26
Camps 8
Fishing vessels 109
Commercial 117 Trawlers 8
Subtotal 493 Subtotal 493 Subtotal 493
Island Head Creek 458 Recreational 1190 Motorised 540
Port Clinton 236 Sail powered 484
Section E 393 Vehicle 147
Corio Bay 274 Camps 19
Fishing vessels 69
Commercial 201 Trawlers 133
Subtotal *1361 Subtotal *1342 Subtotal *1392
Total *1854 Total *1884 Total *1885
.. indicates some data IS missing
Throughout the aerial surveillance periods conducted between September 1988 through to
September 1995. the area which appears to have received the greatest visitation is the outer
coastal area from Corio Bay to Cape Townshend. Weekends and holiday periods appeared to have
been chosen as the time periods for usage of the areas studied. However. since the aerial
surveillance in each year was not necessarily conducted at the same time on the same day in each
year. comparisons between years was difficult. Surveillance may have been carried out during
long weekends and holiday periods in one year and not in the next. Or during May to
OctoberlNovember (when yacht traffic increases) and not in the following year. Thus. the
resultant tallies for each year varied. Moreover. Defence closures of the area differed between
years and weather patterns changed and did not replicate themselves exactly each year. These
vagaries further affected the interpretation of usage patterns and added to the difficulty of trying
to compare between years. Consequently. comparisons of usage between years is not
recommended.
However, several patterns appear to emerge when examining Tables 3-10 and the summary in
Table II. Those patterns are:
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• Shoalwater Bay is predominantly used by motorised vessels;
• the outer coastal area between Corio Bay and Cape Townshend is visited by both motorised
and sail driven vessels;
• usage of the outer coastal area by those vessels approaches parity;
• the outer coastal area is also accessed for recreational purposes by vehicular traffic,
. particularly, Section E.
Mail Survey
The mail survey focussed on the recreational usage of the Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters for
a period of one year, which ranged from June 1995 to June 1996. The mail survey achieved 400
returns. The data was entered into and analysed using SPSS for Macintosh computers and the
following tables were developed based on the data analysis completed by SPSS.
Table 12: Usage of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters by mail survey respondents during June 1995 to June 1996.
(Frequencies and percentages summed in columns). N :;:; 400
ResDonse Freouency Percentae.e
Yes 256 64
No \42 35.5
Data missina 2 0.5
Total 400 100
Of the people who responded, 64% had used the Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters area during
the period June 1995 to June 1996, while 35.5% had not used the area.
Table 13: Locations used for recreational purposes. Percentages are row summed. N :;:; 256 [400 surveys were returned,
256 respondents indicaled they used the study area, 142 respondents did not use the area, 3 respondents did not provide
data for this question.]
Location Frequency Percentage of the
256 users
Section A: Northern area of Shoalwater Bav 72 28.\
Section B: Southern area of Shoalwater Bay \4 5.5
Section C: [sland Head Ck environs 104 40.6
Section D: Port Clinton environs 50 \9.5
Section E: above Caoe Manifold to Caoe Clinton 104 40.6
Section E: above Five Rocks to Caoe Manifold 10\ 39.5
Section E: Little Corio Bav to Five Rocks 70 27.3
Corio Bav \23 48.1
Yeppoon. Keppel. & Fitzroy River 78 30.5
Outside studv area 33 \2.9
Frequencies do not sum to 256 and percentages do not sum to 100% as respondents indicated
several locations for their recreational use within the study area. Readers should note that the
frequency and percentage presented for Yeppoon, Keppel Islands and Fitzroy River area are not
representative of all users of the those areas, as respondents to the survey were focussed on the
study area and not the aforementioned three locations. These were included by some users as
additional sites which were locatable on Survey Map 1, see Appendix I. Refer to Appendix 8 for
specific locations accessed by mail survey respondents.
From Table 13, it can be seen that of the respondents who used the area, Corio Bay drew 48.1 %
of recreational users into the study area, while both Island Head Creek and environs and the
waters between Cape Manifold and Cape Clinton contained in Section E on Map 1 (Appendix I)
attracted 40.6% and the waters between Five Rocks and Cape Manifold were used by 39.5% of
the mail survey respondents.
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Table 14: Mode of transport used by mail survey respondents to access recreational sites in the study area. (Row
summed percentages). N = 256. [400 surveys were returned: 256 respondents indicated they used the study area; 142
respondents indicated that they did nOl use the area; and 3 respondents did not provide data for this question.]
Mode of Transport Frequency Percentage who used Percentage who do not Total
this mode note this mode 'lo
Own boat 213 83.2 16.8 100
Relative's boat 12 4.7 95.3 a
Friend's boat 50 19.5 80.5 100
Club boat 0 0.00 0.00 100
Charter boal 8 3.1 96.9 100
Hire boat 0 0.00 0.00 a
Car 114 44.5 55.5 100
Olher 6 2.3 97.7 a
Data missimz 3 1.2 98.8 100
Although respondents were asked to indicate the main form of transport used, several respondents
marked up to four options. All responses are recorded in the above table.
The primary means of transport used by mail survey respondents was their own boat (83.2%),
some respondents also noted that they used their vehicles (44.5%) to tow their boats to access
sites within the study area. A further 19.5% mentioned that they also used a friend's boat to reach
recreational sites in the Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters area.
Table IS: Departure and launching sites used by mail survey respondenls. (Row summed percentages). N = 256.[400
surveys were returned: 256 respondents indicated they used the study area; 142 respondents indicnted that they did not
use the area; and 12 respondents did not provide data for this question.]
Departure Point Frequency Percentage who Percentage who did Total
used this not note using this
departure point departure noint
nanealee 2 0.8 99.2 100
Corio Bav area 55 21.5 78.5 100
Fitzrov Motor Boat Club I 0.4 99.6 100
Five Rocks 6 2.3 97.7 100
Farnboroueh Bch 6 2.3 97.7 100
Gladstone 6 2.3 97.7 100
Rockhamoton 13 5.1 94.9 100
Rosslyn Bay 152 59.4 40.6 100
Ross Creek 17 6.6 93.4 100
Slanaee Bay 20 7.8 92.2 100
Sandy Bay 0 0 100 100
Mackav 0 0 100 100
Marlboroueh I 0.4 99.6 100
Kelly's! Cooberry 28 10.9 89.1 100
Hollins Bay I 0.4 99.6 100
Other 26 10.2 89.8 100
Missine: data 12 4.7 95.3 100
Respondents mentioned more than one location as a departure poinl. AlIlocalions have been
included in the above table. The mode was Rosslyn Bay (59.4%) while launching within the
Corio Bay area was undertaken by 21.5% of the mail survey respondents. See Appendix 9 for
'Other' locations.
More than one activity was able to be indicated by mail survey respondents in Table 16. The
mode for the recreational activities undertaken in the study area was recreational fishing (95.7%)
with boating pursued by 47.7% of the users. Camping was another activity which involved 37.9%
of the respondents while sightseeing was regarded by 29.3% of recreational users as another
acti vity which was engaged in within the study area.
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Table 16: Recreational activities pursued by mail survey respondents in the study area. (Row summed percentages) N::;
256. [400 surveys were returned: 256 respondents indicated they used the study area; l42 respondents indicated that
they did not use the area. 2 respondents did not provide data for this question.]
Activities Frequency Percentage who engaged Percentage who did not Total
in this activitv mention this activity
Boatim~: 122 ~7.7 52.3 100
Recreational fishine: 245 95.7 4.3 100
SCUBA diving 10 3.9 96.1 100
Kavakino \ 0.4 99.6 100
Tourist nctivity 12 ~.7 95.3 100
Spearfishlng 5 2.0 98.0 100
Snorkelllno 26 10.2 89.8 100
SI.htseeln. 75 29.3 70.7 100
Camping 97 37.9 62.1 100
Olher 29 11.3 88.7 100
Missin. dala 2 - - .
Table 17: The main activity pursued by mail survey respondents within the study area.(Row summed percentages).
N::; 256 [400 surveys were returned: 256 respondents indicated they used the study area; 142 respondents indicated that
they did not use the area. 9 respondents did not provide data for this question.]
Activities Frequency Percentage who Percentage who did not Total
cng3eed in this activity eneaec in this activity
Boating 16 6.3 93.7 100
Recreational fishinl! 185 7~.9 25.\ 100
SCUBA dlvin. 0 0.00 100 100
Kavakin. 0 0.00 100
Tourist activity a 0.00 100 100
Soearfishin. I 0.4 99.6 100
Snorkellln. I 0.4 99.6 100
Sightseeing ~ 1.6 98.4 100
Camoin. 9 3.6 96.4 100
Olher 31 i2.6 87.4 100
Missing dala 9 . .
Tolal 256 100.0 - .
The primary recreational activity engaged in within the study area was recreational fishing. See
Appendix 10 for the 'Other" category.
Table 18: Frequency of visitation to the study area by mail survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages summed
in columns). N ::; 256 [400 surveys were returned: 256 respondents indicated they used the study area; 142 respondents
indicated that they did not use the area, 10 respondents did not provide data for this question.]
Time frame Freouencv Percenlal!e
Dailv 1 0.3
Weeklv 8 3.1
Fortnightly 20 7.8
Monthlv 40 15.6
11 times oer year a 0
9· 10 limes per year I 0.3
7 ~ 8 times oer vear I 0.3
5 • 6 times Der year 46 17.9
3·4 times per year 54 21.t
1 • 2 times per year 30 11.7
\Vhenever I can 8 3.1
\Vhen weather oermits 12 4.6
\Vhe" defence allows 0 0
Not often 2 0.7
Other 25 9.8
Missine data 10 3.7
Tolal ~OO 100
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The mail survey respondents who used the Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters did so at least
several times a year. The mode was 3 - 4 times per year (21.1 %), followed by 5 - 6 visits per year
(17.9%) while 15.6% of users visited monthly, and 11.7% visited once orlwice a year.
Table 19: Time periods of visitation by mail survey respondents of the survey area. (Percentages summed by rows). N
;:: 256 [400 surveys were returned: 256 respondents indicated they used the study area; 142 respondents indicated that
they did not use the area, 9 respondent did nm provide data for this question.]
Time Frequency Frequency Missing Percentage Percentage % oC
who go there who did not dot.' who go there who did note Missing
note this item this Item Data
Week days 99 156 I 38.7 60.9 0.4
\Veekends 158 97 1 61.7 37.9 0.4
Holidays 77 178 1 30.0 69.6 0.4
Long 7 248 1 2.7 96.9 0.4
weekends
Public 6 249 I 2.3 97.3 0.4
Holidays
Olher 41 214 1 16.0 83.6 0.4
Respondents were asked to only indicate one time, several respondents indicated more than one
item, consequently, this table records more than one response for each respondent who so noted.
The mode fOrlime of visitation was the weekends (61.7%) then weekdays for 38.7% of mail
survey respondents.
Table 20: Month in which the last visit occurred for mail survey respondents who used the study area. (Frequencies and
percentages are column summed.) N:: 256 [400 surveys were returned: 256 respondents indicated they used the study
area; 142 respondenrs indicated that they did not use the area, 18 respondents did not provide data for this question.]
Date Frenuencv Percentae:e Date FreQuencv Percenta2e
May 1995 0 0 January 1996 8 3.1
June 1995 3 1.2 Februarv 1996 II 4.3
JulY 1995 3 1.2 March 1996 20 7.8
August 1995 3 1.2 April 1996 52 20.3
Seotember 1995 4 1.6 Mav 1996 65 25.3
OClober 1995 0 0.0 June 1996 52 20.3
November 1995 I 0.4 Outside May 4 1.6
1995·1996
December 1995 12 4.7 Missin~ data 18 7.0
Total 26 10.3 230 89.7
65.9% of the mail survey respondents who used the study area had visited it within the last three
months of the study period, that is between April and June 1996.
Table 21: Types of passengers who accompany the mail survey respondents. (Percentages are row summed.)
N:: 256 (400 surveys were returned: 256 respondents indicated they used the study area; 142 respondents indicated that
they did not use the area, 2 respond~nts did not provide data for this question.]
Passengers Frequency Frequency Percentage Percentage Total
with this who did note this with this who did note this %
passenger passenoer oassen2er Dassenger
Co·worker 24 232 9.4 90.6 100
Family 159 97 62.1 37.9 100
Club members 15 241 5.9 94.1 100
Friends 175 81 68.4 31.6 100
Tourist ocerator 1 255 0.4 99.6 100
Tourists 3 253 1.2 98.8 100
Relatives 53 203 20.7 79.3 100
Olher 5 251 2.0 98.0 100
Respondents were asked to indicate the number of people in each of the categories who
accompanied them, as some people did indicate numbers and others did not, the data sets were
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incomplete, hence the type of passenger who accompanied the survey respondent only is
indicated in the table. The mode response for the type of passenger who accompanied the mail
survey respondent was friends (68.4'10) with family accompanying 62.1 % of the mail survey
respondents in the study area. The 'Other" category included dog, crew and platoon members as
well as several who did not specify the 'Other' category.
Table 22: Reasons given by mail survey respondents for using Shoalwater Bay & adjacent waters
(Percentages are row summed) N = 256 [400 surveys were returned: 256 respondents indicated they used the study area;
142 respondents indicated that they did not use the area, 16 respondents did not provide data for this question.]
Reason Frequency Percentage Percentage Total
who noted who noted who did not %
this reason this reason note this reason
Amenity 89 34.8 65.2 100
Proximity 61 23.8 76.2 100
Family/friends 3 1.2 98.8 100
Fish stocks 136 53.1 46.9 100
Safe Anchora.e 24 9.4 90.6 100
Lack of people 17 6.6 93.4 100
Suitable for Activities 32 12.5 87.5 100
To acauire Cood 3 1.2 98.8 100
Other 21 8.2 91.8 100
~lissing data 16 - - .
More than one comment was made by respondents regarding their reasons for using Shoalwater
Bay and the adjacent waters for recreation. All comments are noted in the table above. Refer to
Appendix 11 for a full transcript of the reasons given for usage of the waters shown in Map 1 of
the survey. (see Appendix I). The comments listed in the 'Other' section are listed under a sub-
header in Appendix 10.
Table 23: Activities which mail survey respondents believed were suitable For Seclion A on Map 2 of the survey
(Percentages are row summed.) N =400 (400 surveys were returned. the number of respondents who did not provide
data for each section of this question varied From 72 to 84, only the percentages of missing data are included in the
lable.)
Activities Fl'l'<}WX)' fuquen:y Fl'l'<}WX)' fuw~ furelhtge 1'm:mtlge Pacaq;e
y", No Do~ y", No n:>~ ·1v1HiJ1:
Kmw Rosncn;e Kmw
a) Bait netting and 2atherin2 260 61 6 65.0 15.3 1.5 18.2
b) Campin2 275 38 6 68.8 9.5 1.5 20.2
c) Recreational collecting (eg 188 126 8 47.0 31.5 2.0 19.5
shells)
d) Commercial collectin~ 46 266 9 11.5 66.5 2.2 19.8
e) Sie:htseeinlz 309 6 5 77.3 1.5 1.2 20.0
l) Crabbing and oyster 271 44 6 67.8 11.0 1.5 19.7
I gatherin.
g) Divino 264 49 6 66.0 12.3 1.5 20.2
h) Commercial line fishing 119 197 6 29.7 49.3 1.5 19.5
i) Recreational line fishi",z 313 9 5 78.3 2.3 1.2 18.2
I i) Research activities 301 10 7 75.3 2.5 1.8 20.4
k) Boating activities 298 15 6 74.5 3.8 1.5 20.2
I) Tourist & education 273 42 6 68.3 10.5 1.5 19.7
Faci Ii tieslorograms
m) Spearfishin. 114 197 7 28.5 49.3 1.8 20.4
n) Commercial nettin2 54 267 7 13.5 66.8 1.7 18.0
0) Indigenous hunting. fishing. 165 147 8 41.2 36.8 2.0 20.0
collectin.2
p) PhOIOgraphv 309 5 5 77.3 1.2 1.2 20.3
Q) Snorkellin2 294 17 5 73.5 4.3 1.2 21.0
r) Trawlimz 49 273 7 12.2 68.3 1.7 17.8
The primary reason for using the area was related to the quality of the fish stocks to be found in
the study area (53.1 %), followed by the amenity provided by the area (34.8%) (Table 22).
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Amenity included scenic amenity, lack of people, the wilderness settings, peace and quiet and
solitude. The proximity to mail survey respondents' residence was noted by 23.8% of the users.
Most activities listed in the activity guide presented on the GBRMPA Shoo/water Bay BRA Q120
//lap were considered appropriate by the mail survey respondents. The activities which were
considered as inappropriate for the area were trawling (68.3% of respondents), commercial
collecting (66.5% of respondents), commercial netting (66.8% of respondents). Also 49.3% of
respondents considered both commercial line fishing and spearfishing as inappropriate in Section
A. Indigenous fishing, hunting and collected received an almost divided response with 41.2% of
respondents noting that it should be allowed and 36.8% considered that it should not be allowed
in Section A.
Table 24: Activities which mail survey respondenls believed were suitable for Section B on Map 2 of the survey
(Percentages are row summed.) N =400 [400 surveys were rcrumed, the number of respondenls who did not provide
data for each section of this question varied from 79 to 89. only the percentages of missing data are included in the
table.)
Activities F""P"'L'Y l'lup:ny Frequny fuwEq PumL1ge Pe:m£:i# Pb:w£%e
Yos No dNa Yos No dNo Mmng
Ilev<m! Camm a:mnn.
a) Bait nellin~ and gatherin~ 230 78 7 57.5 19.5 1.8 21.2
b) Camoin. 236 70 7 59.0 17.5 1.8 21.7
c) Recreational collecting (eg 166 141 8 41.5 35.3 2.0 21.2
shells)
d) Commercial collectin. 40 269 9 10.0 67.3 2.3 20.4
e) Sightseeinst 281 27 6 70.3 6.8 1.5 21.4
f) Crabbing and oyster 239 66 7 59.8 16.5 1.8 21.9
I .athenn.
.) Divin~ 239 67 7 59.8 16.8 1.8 21.6
h) Commercial line fishing 96 212 7 24.0 53.0 1.8 21.2
i) Recreational line tishino 276 36 6 69.0 9.0 1.5 20.5
I j) Research activities 287 17 8 71.8 4.3 2.0 21.9
k) Soaline: activities 268 38 7 67.0 9.5 1.8 21.7
l} Tourist & education 242 62 7 60.5 15.5 1.8 22.2
faciliticsJDro~rams
m) Soearfishin. 92 210 9 23.0 52.5 2.3 .22.2
n) Commercial neuint?: 41 271 8 10.2 67.8 2.0 20.0
0) Indigenous hunting. fishing. 153 151 9 38.3 37.8 2.2. 21.7
collectin2
I 0) Photo~raohv 294 16 6 73.5 4.0 1.5 21.0
I 0) Snorkellin. 272 34 6 68.0 8.5 1.5 22.0
r) Trawlin2 31 282 8 7.8 70.5 2.0 19.7
The activities which the mail survey respondents considered should not be allowed in Section B
were trawling (70.5% of respondents), commercial collecting (67.3% of respondents).
commercia) netting (67.8% of respondents), commercial line fishing (53% of respondents). and
spearfishing (52.5% of respondents). Respondents were divided between the appropriateness of
indigenous hunting, fishing and collecting (37.8% of respondents) within the section.
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Table 25: Activities which mail survey respondents believed were suitable for Section C on Map 2 of the survey
(Percentages are row summed.) N =400 [400 surveys were returned, the number of respondents who did not provide
data for each section of this question varied from 76 to 89, only the percentages of missing data are included in the
table.!
A.ctivities F""lU'l'l' F~ F""lU'l'l' Pbw~ PaWCW; PaW£V Paca:iage
Yes No dNo Yes No ciNe> ~~
~ Ouannt ~ Cam..m
a) Bait netting and gathering 230 77 7 57.5 19.3 1.8 21.4
b) CamDin. 239 65 7 59.7 16.3 1.8 22.2
c) Recreational collecting (eg 170 139 8 42.4 34.8 2.0 20.8
shells)
d) Commercial collectina 41 266 9 10.2 66.5 2.3 21.0
e) Sightseeing 290 16 7 72.5 4.0 1.8 21.7
f) Crabbing- and ovster \lathering 241 64 8 603 16.0 2.0 21.7
g) Diving 257 46 8 64.3 11.5 2.0 22.2
h) Commercial line fishine 112 198 7 28.0 49.5 1.8 20.7
i) Recreational line tishing 288 21 7 72.0 5.3 1.8 20.9
i) Research activities 290 14 9 72.5 3.5 2.3 21.7
k) Boating activities 283 21 8 70.8 5.3 2.0 21.9
I) Tourist & education facilitiesJ 254 52 8 63.5 130 2.0 21.5
oroemms
m) Speaifishino 120 183 9 30.0 45.8 2.2 22.0
n) Commercial nettino 57 256 8 14.3 64.0 2.0 19.7
0) Indigenous hunting, fishing, 158 148 10 39.5 37.9 2.5 21.0
collecting
0) PhotograDhv 299 7 7 74.7 1.8 1.8 21.7
0) Snorkelling 285 22 7 71.3 5.5 1.8 21.4
r) Trawling 58 258 8 14.5 64.5 2.0 19.0
In Table 25, commercial collecting (66.5'70), trawling (64.5'70), commercial netting (64'70),
commercial line fishing (49.5'70), and spearfishing (45.8'70) were considered as inappropriate
while beliefs regarding the appropriateness of indigenous hunting were nearly divided (37.9%
thought the activity was inappropriate and 39.5% believed the activity should be permitted in the
section).
Table 26: Activities which mail survey respondents believed were suitable for Section D on Map 2 of the survey
(Percentages are row summed,) N =400 [400 surveys were returned, the number of respondents who did not provide
data for each section of this question varied from 72 to 91, only the percentages of missing data are included in the
table.!
Activities F""lU'l'l' I'r'equny F""lU'l'l' Pmmtlge Pmmtlge Pewdnge~
Yes No dNa Yes No dNa ~~
~ Ouannt ~ Canrm>l
a) Bait nettino and gatherinll 237 70 7 59.3 17.5 1.8 21.4
b) Camoing 251 51 7 62.7 12.8 1.8 22.7
c) Recreational collecting (eg 174 134 8 43.5 33.5 2.0 21.0
shells)
d) Commercial collecting 39 270 9 9.8 67.5 2.3 20.4
e) Sightseeino 292 13 7 73.0 3.3 1.8 21.9
f) Crabbing and oyster 246 57 8 61.5 14.3 2.0 22.2
gathering
g) Diving 256 48 8 64.0 12.0 2.0 22.0
h) Commercial line fishing 96 213 7 24.0 53.3 1.8 20.9
i) Recreational line fishin o 288 19 7 72.0 4.8 1.8 21.4
i) Research activities 289 14 9 72.3 3.5 2.3 21.9
k) Boatin.g activities 286 16 8 71.5 4.0 2.0 22.5
I) Tourist & education 254 50 8 63.5 12.5 2.0 22.0
facilities/orograms
m) Soearfishing 101 202 9 25.3 50.5 2.2 22.0
n) Commercial netting 41 271 8 10.2 67.8 2.0 20.0
0) lndigenous hunting, fishing, 156 148 10 39.0 37.0 2.5 21.5
collecting
I pi Photooraphy 302 4 7 75.5 1.0 1.8 21.7
I a) Snorkellino 284 23 7 71.0 5.8 1.8 21.4
r) Trawline 37 277 7 9.2 69.3 1.8 19.7
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As in the previous sections, trawling (69.3%), commercial netting (67.8%), commercial collecting
(67.5%), commercial line fishing (53.3'70) and spearfishing (50.5'70) were considered
inappropriate activities for Section D. Again there was division regarding indigenous activities
being conducted in the Section area.
Table 27: Activities which mail survey respondents believed were suitable for Section E on Map 2 of the survey. N
=400 (400 surveys were returned. the number of respondents who did not provide data for each section of this question
varied from 60 to 75. only the percentages of missing data are included in the table.]
Activities Frequen:y Frequen:y F're<p.elcy Pt:tlfi~ Paw~ PamtJ(;\: Pttwltnge
Yes No clNo Yes No ci:No ~
e:am- ~ Rlsxn;e CarInrts
a) Bait netting and 23thering: 266 60 4 66.5 15.0 1.0 17.5
b) CamDin. 295 26 4 73.8 6.5 1.0 18.7
c) Recreational collecting (eg 205 120 6 51.3 30.0 1.5 17.2
shells)
d) Commercial collectinO' 50 273 7 12.5 68.2 1.8 17.5
e) Sightseeing 321 7 4 80.2 1.8 1.0 17.0
f) Crabbing and oyster 277 44 5 69.3 11.0 1.2 18.5
gathering
2) Diving' 271 49 6 67.8 12.2 1.5 18.5
h) Commercial line fishing 98 227 5 24.5 56.8 1.2 17.5
i) Recreational line fishing 320 10 4 80.0 2.5 1.0 16.5
I i) Research activities 305 16 6 76.3 4.0 1.5 18.2
k) Boating activities 311 13 5 77.8 3.2 1.2 17.8
1) Tourist & education 280 41 5 70.0 10.3 1.2 18.5
faci Ii tiesloroQrams
m) Speartishing 108 214 7 27.0 53.5 1.8 17.7
n) Commercial netting 39 293 6 9.7 73.3 1.5 15.5
0) Indigenous hunting, fishing. 165 158 8 41.3 395 2.0 17.2
collecting
I p) PhotOgraDhy 320 5 4 80.0 1.2 1.0 17.8
I 0) Snorkellin. 303 21 4 75.8 5.2 \.0 18.0
r) Trawling 55 280 5 13.8 70.0 1.2 15.0
The trends evident in Tables 23-26 were reflected in mail survey respondents' attitudes regarding
the various activities appropriate for Section E. Trawling (70%), commercial netting (73.3%),
commercial collecting (68.2%), commercial line fishing (56.8%) and spearfishing (53.5%) were
considered inappropriate, however, indigenous activities were marginally considered more
appropriate in this section.
Table 28: Comments regarding activities suitable in the study area (Row summed frequencies and percentages). N=400
Comment Frequency Percentage Percentage who did Total
who made this who made this not make this %
comment comment comment
Declining fish stocks 14 5.5 94.5 100
Keep out commercial fishing 118 46.0 54.0 100
operations
Increase controls on commercial 4 1.6 98.4 100
fishing
Traditional fishing 6 2.3 97.7 100
Public consultation
~Iana2ement Plan 12 4.7 95.3 100
B.. limits 8 3.1 96.9 100
Increase access 9 3.5 96.5 100
Suggestions for activitv controls 55 21.5 78.5 100
Armvoperations 17 6.6 93.4 100
Do not know area 14 5.5 94.5 100
National Park issu'es 14 5.5 94.5 100
Other issues 40 15.6 84.4 100
No comment made 186
- - -
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Respondents were able to make more than one comment if they so wished. Refer to Appendix 12
for a full transcript of comments made in reference to each of the above categories. particularly
the 'Other issues'.
The greatest amount of comments made by the mail survey respondents were related to the
keeping out of commercial fishers from the study area (46.0% of respondents). A range of activity
controls were also suggested by 21.5% of respondents, these are recorded in Appendix 12.
Table 29: Gender of mail survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.). N = 400
Gender Freouencv Percental!e
\Varnan 20 5.0
Man 358 89.5
Missinl! d3ta 22 5.5
Total 400 100
The mode for the gender of mail survey respondents was men who made up 89.5% of the
respondents and women constituted 5.0% of the respondents.
Table 30: Ages of mail survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.). N = 400
Al!e bracket Freauencv Percentae:e
IS • 19 I OJ
20·24 3 0.8
25·29 20 5.0
30·34 24 6.0
35·39 41 10.3
40·44 59 14.8
45·49 61 15.3
50· S4 42 10.5
55· S9 39 9.7
60·64 39 9.7
65·69 23 5.7
70·74 13 3.2
75·79 4 1.0
80·84 3 0.8
85 + 0 0.0
Missing data 28 6.9
Total 400 100
The age brackets 35 - 64 contained 70.3% of the mail survey respondents, with 40 - 49 year olds
containing 30.1 % of respondents. The 55 - 64 age bracket had 19.4 % of mail survey respondents.
Table 31: Occupation of mail survey respondents (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.) N = 400
Occuoation Catel!orv Freouencv Percental!e
Professional 42 10.5
Employer/Managers 25 6.2
Self·employed 20 5.0
Skilled worker 150 37.5
Non manual 10 2.5
Service 63 15.8
Armed Forces 2 0.5
Unskilled 22 5.5
RetiredIPensioner 24 6.0
Unemoloved 4 1.0
Missinl! data 38 9.5
Total 400 100
The occupational categories were adopted from Veal (1992).
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The mode for the occupations of mail survey respondents was located in the skilled worker
bracket (37.5%) while 15.8% of respondents engaged in the service industries and 10.5% in
professional occupations.
Table 32: Pas[code addresses of mail survey respondents (Frequencies and percenwges are column summed.) N = 400
Town Postcode Frequency Percentage Samplina %
Gladstone 4680 46 11.5 10.0
Rockhampton 4700 40 10.0 )
Rockhamoton 4701 78 19.5 ) 35.0
RockhamDton 4702 13 3.3 )
Yeppoon 4703 142 35.4 40.0
Marlborouoh 4705 5 1.3 All vessel owners'"
8t Lawrence 4707 5 1.3 All vessel owners·
Sarina 4737 19 4.7 5.0
Mackav 4740 21 5.2 10.0
Missint! data - 31 7.8 -
Total . 400 100 .
·Marlborough had 19 registered vessels and St Lawrence had 20 registered vessels.
The mode for postcode addresses was Yeppoon (35.4%) with Rockhampton postcodes combined
accounting for 32.8% of mail survey respondents. The proportional stratified sampling frame
percentages are noted in the sampling percentages column to enable comparisons between the
sample and response percentages.
Table 33: Length of residency at posteade address of mail survey respondents (Frequencies and percentages are column
summed.) N = 400
Len.th of residencv FreQuency Percenla2e
< 1 year 2 0.5
1·5years 83 20.7
6· 10 vears 55 13.7
11 • 15 years 33 8.2
16·20 years 43 10.8
21 ·25 vears 32 8.0
26·30 years 42 10.5
31 • 35 years 14 3.5
36·40 vears 22 5.5
41 • 45 years 17 4.3
46· SO years 11 2.8
> SO years 16 4.0
Data missin2 30 7.5
Total 400 100
The mode for the length of residency for mail survey respondents was 1 - 5 years (20.7%), other
respondents had resided at their postcode address for 6 - 10 years (13.7%), 16 - 20 years (10.8%)
and 26 - 30 years (10.5%).
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Table 34: General comments made by mail survey respondents. N = 153
Comment Frequency Percentage Percentage who Total
who commented did not comment %
on this item on this item
Commercial fishino 41 26.8 73.2 100
Thank you 13 8.5 91.5 100
Survey comments 12 7.8 92.2 100
Manaeement olan issue 11 7.2 92.8 LOO
Consultation 0.0 100
Access issues 11 7.2 92.8 100
OU20n.. 5 3.3 96.7 100
No more rules 3 2.0 98.0 100
Preservation issues 24 15.6 84.4 100
Do not know the area 14 9.2 91.8 100
Manal!ement strateoies 15 9.8 91.2 100
National Park issues 6 4.0 96.0 100
Other issues 29 19.0 81.0 100
No comments 247 - - -
Of the 152 mail survey respondents who added general comments to their survey forms, 26.8%
commented upon commercial fishing operations and 15.6% made comments regarding
preservation/conservation issues associated with the study area. Refer to Appendix l3 for full
transcripts of each of these categories including the 'Other' section.
Club surveys
To also determine the recreational marine usage of the Shoalwater Bay area a study of
recreational clubs located within the study area was also conducted. While 290 surveys were
distributed, only 40 were completed. Thus the findings in this section are not representative of all
clubs, instead the results are specific to those club members who completed the survey. The list of
clubs approached is listed in Appendix 4.
Table 35: Usage of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters by club survey respondents during June 1995 to June 1996.
(Frequencies and percentages summed in columns) N = 40
Resoonse FreQuency Percentaee
Yes 38 95.0
No 2 5.0
Total 40 100
Of the 40 club survey respondents, 95% used the study area and 5% did not use the area.
Table 36: Locations used for recreational purposes by club survey respondents. N = 38 (40 people returned surveys, 38
indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not users of the area.]
Location Frequency Percentage of the
38 users
Section A: Northern area of Shoalwater Bav 7 18.4
Section B: Southern area of Shoalwater Bay 0 0.0
Section C: Island Head Ck environs 21 55.3
Section 0: Port Clinton environs 23 60.5
Section E: above CaDe Manifold to Cane Clinton 14 36.8
Section E: above Five Rocks [0 Caoe Manifold 11 28.9
Section E: Little Corio Bav to Five Rocks 14 36.8
Corio Bay 27 71.1
YenDoon, Kennel. & Fitzrov River 10 26.3
Outside study area 5 13.2
Respondents were able to indicate more than one location, therefore, the frequencies do not total
38 nor do the percentages equal 100.
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The most popular location for recreation in the study area as indicated by the club respondents
was Corio Bay (71.1 %). Port Clinton and its immediate environs were rated second with 60.5% of
club respondents noting it as a location selected for recreational pursuits.
Table 31: Mode of transport used by club survey respondents to access recreational siles in the study area. (Row
summed percentages) N = 38 [40 people returned surveys. 38 indicated th3llhey used the area and 2 indicated that they
were not users of the area.)
Mode of Transport Frequency Percentage who used Percentage who did Total
this mode not note this mode %
Own boat 30 78.9 21.1 100
Relative's boat 0 0.0 0.0 100
Friend's boat 8 21.1 78.9 100
Club boat 12 31.6 68.4 100
Charter boat 9 23.7 76.3 100
Hire boat 0 0.0 0.0 100
Car 14 36.8 63.2 100
Although respondents were asked to indicate the main form of transport used, several respondents
marked.up to four options. All responses are recorded in the table. The mode form of transport
was own boat (78.9%). Other forms of transport which were identified were a friend's boat
(21.1 %), a club boat (31.6'70) and a charter boat (23.7%). Vehicular transport also accounted for
36.8% of respondents' means of transport.
Table 38: Departure and launching sites used by club survey respondents. (Row summed percentages)
N = 38 (40 people returned surveys. 38 indic:Hed that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not users of the
area.]
Departure Point Frequency Percentage who used Percentage who did Total
this departure point not note this
deoarture Doint
Corio Bav area 7 18.4 81.6 100
RockhamDton 14 36.8 63.2 100
Rosslvn Bay 31 81.6 18.4 100
Ross Creek I 2.6 97.4 100
Kellv's! Cooberrv 0 0.0 100.0 100
Five Rocks 0 0.0 100.0 100
Other 4 10.5 89.5 100
Respondents mentioned more than one location as a deparrure point. All locations have been
included in the above table. The 'Other' section departure points are listed in Appendix 9.
The main departure point for club survey respondents was Rosslyn Bay (81.6% of respondents),
Rockhampton accounted for 36.8% of club survey respondents.
Table 39: Recreational activities pursued by club survey respondents. (Row summed percentages) N =38 (40 people
returned surveys. 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not users of the area.)
Activities Frequency Percentage who Percentage who did Total
engaged in this not note engaging in
activity this activity
Boatine: 14 36.8 63.2 100
Recreational fishin~ 37 97.0 3.0 100
SCUBA divino 1 2.6 97.4 100
Kavakin. 0 0.0 100.0 100
Tourist activity 2 5.3 94.7 100
Soearflshln. 0 0.0 100.0 100
Snorkellln. I 2.6 97.4 100
SI.hlSeeln. S 21.0 79.0 100
Camping 7 18.4 81.6 100
Other 5 13.1 86.9 100
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More than one activity was able to be indicated. See Appendix 10 for 'Other' activities. The main
activities engaged in by club survey respondents were recreational fishing (97% of respondents).
boating (36.8% of respondents) and sightseeing (21 % of respondents).
Table 40: Tho main activity putsued by club survey respondents (Row summed percentages). N = 38 [40 people
returned surveys, 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not users of the area.]
Activities Frequency Percentage who Percentage who did not Total
ene:3eed in this activity note this activity
Boatin. 2 5.2 94.8 100
Recreational fishine: 21 55.3 44.7 100
SCUBA diving 0 0.0 100.0 100
Kavakin. a 0.0 100.0
Tourist activity 0 0.0 100.0 100
SpearOshing 0 0.0 100.0 100
Snorkellin. 0 0.0 100.0 100
Sightseeing I 2.6 97.4 100
Camping 0 0.0 100.0 100
Other 1 2.6 97.4 100
The mode for main activity was recreational fishing (55.3%).
Table 41: Frequency of visitation [0 the study area by club survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages summed
in columns). N;; 38 [40 people returned surveys. 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not
users of the area.]
Time frame Freouencv Percenta{!c
Dailv 0 0.0
Weeklv 2 5.3
Fortnightly 5 13.2
MonthIv 4 10.5
11 times per year 0 0.0
9 • 10 limes per year 1 2.6
7 ~ 8 times Dcr year 0 0.0
5 . 6 times Dcr year 4 10.5
3·4 times per year 14 36.9
1-2 limes per year 2 5.3
\Vhenever I C3n I 2.6
\Vhen weather oermits 4 10.5
,"Vhen defence allows 0 0.0
Not often 0 0.0
Other 0 0.0
Missing data 1 2.6
Total 38 100
The mode response for frequency of visitation to the study area was 3 - 4 times per year (36.9%
of respondents). Fortnightly (13.2% of respondents). monthly (10.5% of respondents). 5 - 6 times
per year (10.5% of respondents) and when weather permits (10.5% of respondents) were also
noted as options for visitation.
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Table 42: Time periods for visitation by club survey respondents of the survey area. (Percentages summed by rows)
N = 38 (40 people returned surveys. 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not users of the
area.]
Time Frequency Frequency Missing Percentage Percentage who % of
who go there who did not data who go there on did not note this Missing
on ... note this time ... time Data
Week davs 8 19 II 21.0 50.0 29.0
\Veekends 21 6 II 55.0 16.0 29.0
Holidavs 10 17 II 26.0 45.0 29.0
Long 0 27 II 0.0 71.0 29.0
weekends
Public 0 27 II 0.0 71.0 29.0
Holidavs
Other 4 23 II 10.5 60.5 29.0
Respondents were asked to only indicate one time. several respondents indicated more than one
item. this table records more than one response for each respondent who did so. The mode was
weekend visitation (55%) while holidays (26%) and weekdays (21%) were Ihe olher favoured
times for visiting the study area by club survey respondents.
Table 43: Month in which the last visit occurred for club survey respondents who used the study area (Frequencies and
percentages are column summed.) N = 38 [40 people returned surveys. 38 indicated that they used the area and 2
indicated that they were not users of the area,]
Dale Freouency Percentage
Mav 1995 0 0
June 1995 0 0
July 1995 0 0
Au.us! 1995 0 0
Sentember 1995 1 2.6
October 1995 0 0
November 1995 0 0
December 1995 0 0
Januarv 1996 0 0
February 1996 0 0
March 1996 0 0
Anril1996 3 7.9
May 1996 9 23.7
June 1996 0 0
Outside Mav 1995-1996 13 34.2
Missin. data 12 31.6
Total 38 100
In the study period. club survey respondents most recently accessed the study area during May
1996 (23.7%).
Table 44: Types of passengers who accompany the club survey respondents (Percentages are row summed.) N = 38 (40
people returned surveys, 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not users of the area.]
Passengers Frequency Frequency Missing Percentage Percentage Missing Total
with this who did not data with this who did not data %
passenger note this passenger note this %
oasse",~er oassene:er
Cooworker 0 27 11 0.0 71.0 29.0 100
Family 14 13 II 36.8 34.2 29.0 100
Club members 22 16 0 57.9 42.1 0.0 100
Friends 18 9 11 47.3 23.7 29.0 100
Tourist 0 27 11 0.0 71.0 29.0 100
ooerator
Tourists 1 26 II 2.6 68.4 29.0 100
Relatives I 26 11 2.6 68.4 29.0 100
Other I 26 II 2.6 68.4 29.0 100
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Respondents were asked to indicate the number of people in each of the categories who
accompanied them. as some people did and others did not the data sets were incomplete. Hence
the type of passenger who accompanied the survey respondent only is indicated in the table. The
mode for type of passenger was club members (57.9% of respondents), with friends accounting
for 47.3% of the type of passenger taken and family for 36.8%.
Table 45: Reasons given by club survey respondents for using Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters for recreation
(Percentages are row summed) N = 38 [40 people returned surveys, 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated
that they were not users of the area.]
Reason Frequency Percentage Percentage Total
Yes Response who noted who did not %
this reason note this reason
Amenitv 12 3\.6 68.4 100
Proximity 2 5.3 94.7 100
Family/friends 0 0.0 100.0 100
Fish stocks 15 39.5 60.5 100
Safe Anchorae.e 4 LO.5 89.5 100
Lack of people I 2.6 97.4 100
Appropriate for Activities 6 15.8 84.2 100
Source of food 0 0.0 100.0 100
Other 2 5.3 94.7 100
Missing data 12 - - -
More than one comment was made by respondents. All comments are noted in the table above.
The 'Percentage who did not note this reason' includes no response. Refer to Appendix 11 for a
full transcript of the reasons given for usage of the waters shown in Map I.
The main reason for using the study area according to club survey respondents was related to the
quality of fish stocks (39.5%) and the amenity of the area (31.6%).
Table 46:Activities which club survey respondents believe are suitable for Section A on Map 2 of the survey
(Percentages are row summed. N=40 [40 people returned surveys. 38 indicated thoU they used the area and 2 indicated
that they were not users of the area.]
Activities Frequoncy fuqooxy Frequoncy fu-cmtlge fu-cmtlge Pamlt¢
Yes NoRep:m! ~Iioirq: Yes No~ ~
I:%lla
a) Bait neuing and 23therin2 L9 6 15 47.5 15.0 37.5
b) Campin. 20 4 16 50.0 10.0 40.0
c) Recre:uional collectin!! (eg shells) 15 9 16 37.5 22.5 40.0
d) Commercial collecting 6 19 15 15.0 47.5 37.5
e) Si.hlseein. 23 I 16 57.5 2.5 40.0
t) Crabbin. and ovsler ..Ihenn. 21 3 16 52.5 7.5 40.0
.) Divin. 23 I 16 57.5 2.5 40.0
h) Commercial line fishing 14 II 15 35.0 27.5 37.5
i) Recreational line fishing 23 0 17 57.5 0.0 42.5
i) Research activilies 24 I 15 60.0 2.5 37.5
k) Boaling activilies 24 I 15 60.0 2.5 37.5
I) Tourist & educalion facililiesJ 19 6 15 47.5 15.0 37.5
ormzrams
m) Spearfishin. 9 16 15 22.5 40.0 37.5
n) Commercial netting 8 19 13 20.0 47.5 32.5
0) Indigenous hunting, fishing, II 14 15 27.5 35.0 37.5
collecting
i p) Pho,ograohv 25 0 15 62.5 0.0 37.5
: q) Snorkellin. 23 2 15 57.5 5.0 37.5
r) Trawlin. 7 20 L3 17.5 50.0 32.5
According to the club survey respondents, the following activities were considered inappropriate
for Section A: trawling (50%), commercial netting (47.5%), commercial collecting (47.5'7c),
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spearfishing (40%) and indigenous hunting, fishing and collecting (35%). The number of missing
data needs to be considered when evaluating these data.
Table 47: Activities which club survey respondents believe are suitable for Section B on Map 2 of the survey.
(Percentages are row summed.) N=40 (40 people returned surveys. 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated
that they were not users of the area.]
Activities fuquny fuquny F~ PawiJlge Pawq;e PawLe;
y", l'<>~ "'~ y", l'<>~ rrioiq:iAlla !lfsInH!
a) Bait netting and 2atheriml: 20 5 15 50.0 12.5 37.5
b) Campin~ 16 7 17 40.0 17.5 42.5
c) Recreational collectin~ (eg shells) 14 9 17 35.0 22,5 42.5
d) Commercial collectine 5 20 15 12.5 50.0 37.5
e) Si2htseeimz 2L 2 17 52.5 5.0 42.5
oCrabbing and oyster oathering 20 3 17 50.0 7.5 42.5
Il) Divinll 22 I 17 55.0 2.5 42.5
h) Commercial line fishing 15 10 15 37.5 25.0 37.5
i) Recreational line fishing 23 0 17 57.5 0.0 42,5
i) Research activities 24 I 15 60.0 2.5 37.5
k) Saalin"e: activities 24 I 15 60.0 2.5 37.5
L) Tourist & education 19 6 15 47.5 15.0 37.5
fad liliesJoroll'rams
m) Saearfishin. 7 17 16 17.5 42,5 40.0
n} Commercial netting 7 19 14 17.5 47.5 35.0
0) Indigenous hunting, fishing, LO 15 15 25.0 37.5 37.5
collecting
a) Photographv 25 0 15 62.5 0.0 37.5
a) SnarkelLino 22 2 16 55.0 5,0 40.0
r) Trawlin2 5 21 14 12.5 52,5 35.0
In Section B, the following activities were considered by club survey respondents as ones which
should not be allowed: trawling (52.5%), commercial collecting (50%) and commercial netting
(47.5%), As in Table 46, the number of missing data needs to be considered when evaluating the
findings in this table.
Table ..18: Activities which club survey respondents believe are suitable for Section C on Map 2 of the survey.
(Percentages are row summed.) N=40 [40 people returned surveys. 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated
that they were not users of the area.}
Activities fuquny fuquny F~ PamJtage: fu<m:lge PawoCtge
y", l'<>~ "'~ y", No~ rrioiq:iAlla !leItx:n£
a) Bait nettin~ and ~atherino 18 7 15 45.0 17.5 37.5
b) Camaing 17 6 17 42.5 15.0 42.5
c) Recreational collecting (.. shells) 12 II 17 30.0 27.5 42.5
d) Commercial collecti",! 5 20 15 12.5 50.0 37.5
e) Siehtseeing 23 I 16 57.5 2.5 40.0
oCrabbin~ and avster ~atherin~ 21 3 16 52.5 7.5 40.0
I ~) Divin~ 23 I L6 57.5 2.5 40.0
h) Commercial line fishin~ 14 11 15 35.0 27.5 37.5
i) Recreational line fishine 23 0 17 57.5 0.0 42.5
j) Research activities 24 I L5 60.0 2.5 37.5
k) Boating activities 24 I 15 60.0 2.5 37.5
I) Tourist & education 20 5 15 50.0 12.5 37.5
faei1itiesloroe:rams
m) Spearfishin. 8 17 15 20.0 42.5 37.5
n) Commercial netting 4 23 13 10,0 57.5 32.5
0) Indigenous hunting. fishing, 8 17 15 20.0 42.5 37.5
collecting
a) Photograahv 25 0 15 62.5 0,0 37,5
I Q) SnorkolLing 22 3 15 55.0 7,5 37.5
r) Trawling 6 21 13 15.0 52.5 32.5
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Acti vities which club survey respondents believed should not be allowed in Section C of the srudy
area were commercial netting (57.5%), trawling (52.5%) and commercial collecting (50%).
Missing data accounts, as a minimum, for 37.5% of responses. This needs to be taken into
account when using the findings in this table.
Table 49: Activities which club survey respondenls believe are suitable for S~c[ion D on Map 2 of the survey.
(PerCenl3ges are row summed.) N=40 [-lO people returned surveys, 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated
that they were not users of the area.l
Activities ~ Fre<pn:y Fre<pn:yd ~ Pbw~ PuuD:Jge
Yes Nollep:n<e Mmr\: Yes Nollep:n<e ttilil1:
1Alla Re!lx:rs!
a) Bait neuin~ and 'lathering 22 3 15 55.0 7.5 37.5
b) Campin. 18 6 16 45.0 15.0 40.0
c} Recreational collectine: (eg shells) 13 10 17 32.5 25.0 42.5
dl Commercial collectine: 5 20 15 12.5 50.0 37.5
e) Si~hlseeinll! 24 I 15 60.0 2.5 37.5
oCrabbine and oyster gatherin2 23 2 15 57.5 ;.0 37.5
2) Divin2 22 3 I; ;5.0 7.5 37.5
h) Commercial line fishinl! 10 15 15 25.0 37.5 37.5
i) Recreational line fishinlz 25 0 I; 62.5 0 37.5
I i) Research activities 24 I 15 60.0 25 37.5
k) Boating activities 24 I 15 60.0 2.5 37.5
I) Tourist &education facilities! 20 5 15 50.0 12'; 37.5
I oro2rams
m) Spearfishin. 6 19 I; 15.0 47.5 37.5
n) Commercial nettine: 3 23 14 7.5 57.5 35.0
0) Indigenous hunting. tishing, II 14 IS 27.5 3;.0 37.5
collectin2
I p) Pholooraphy 25 0 15 62.5 0.0 37.5
I 0) Snorkellin. 23 2 \; 57.5 5.0 37.5
r) Trawlinlz 5 22 13 12.5 55.0 32.5
In Section D of the srudy area, most commercial activities were considered by club survey
respondents as inappropriate for the area, spearfishing was also noted as being inappropriate. The
minimum percentage of missing data was 32.5%.
Table 50: Activities which club survey respondents believe are suilable for Seclion E on Map 2 or the survey.
(Percenlages are row summed.) N=40 (40 people returned surveys. 38 indicated Ihat they used Ihe area and 2 indicated
that thev were not users of the area_l
Activities fuquny fuquny Fre<pn:y futeJtage Ptswq;e Puca:tage
Yes Nollep:n<e Mmrl: Yes Nollep:n<e ttilil1:
1Alla
a) Bait nettinO' and O'athering 23 3 14 57.5 7.5 35.0
b) Campin. 22 3 15 55.0 7.5 37.5
c) Recreational collecting (e. shells) 15 10 15 37.5 25.0 37.5
d) Commercial collectimz 7 20 13 17.5 50.0 32.5
e) Siv:htseeinv: 25 0 15 62.5 0.0 37.5
nCrabbin!Z and ovster gatherin2 22 3 15 55.0 7.5 37.5
g) Oi vinv: 23 2 15 57.5 5.0 37.5
hl Commercial line fishine II 16 13 27.5 40.0 325
i) Recreational line fishinu 26 0 14 65.0 0.0 35.0
I i) Research activities 24 I 15 60.0 2.5 37.5
k) Baatimz activities 24 2 14 60.0 5.0 35.0
I) Tourist & education facilities! 20 6 \4 50.0 15.0 35.0
I prOl:!:rams
m) Speartishin. 4 2\ 15 10.0 ;2.5 37.5
n) Commercial netting 4 24 12 10.0 60.0 30.0
0) fndigenous hunting, fishing. 12 13 IS 30.0 325 375
collecting
I p) Phowqraphy 25 0 I; 62.5 0.0 37.5
I 0) Snorkellin. 23 2 15 57.5 5.0 37.5
r) Trawlinl! 6 22 12 15.0 ;5.0 30.0
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Commercial activities, especially commercial netting (60%) and trawling (55%) were noted as
inappropriate for this section by club survey respondents. As in Tables 46-49 opinions regarding
indigenous use were divided. The percentage of missing data must be taken into account when
using this data.
Table 51: Comments by club survey respondents regarding activities suitable in the study area. (Percentages are column
summed.) N=40 [40 people returned surveys, 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not
users of the area.}
Comment Frequency Percentage Percentage who Total
Yes Yes did not note %
this comment
Declinine: fish stocks 1 2.5 97.5 100
Keep Qut commercial fishinl?' onerations 9 22.5 77.5 100
More controls on commercial oocrations 1 2,5 97.5 100
Su~gestions ror activity controls 5 12.5 87.5 100
National Park issues I 2,5 97.5 100
Other 3 7.5 92.5 100
No comment made 25 62.5 37.5 100
More than one comment was given and all comments are included in the table. Refer to Appendix
12 for a full transcription of comments made in reference to each of the above categories.
The mode comment was related to keeping out commercial fishing operations (22.5%).
Table 52: Gender of club survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.) N;;40 {40 people
returned surveys. 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not users of the area.]
Gender Freauencv Percenta{!e
Woman 1 2.5
Man 37 92.5
Missin{! data 2 5.0
Total 40 100
The mode was men (92.5%).
Table 53: Ages of club survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.) N.:::;40 [40 people
returned surveys. 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not users of the area.]
Me bracket Freouencv Percenta{!e
t5· 19 3 7.5
20·24 0 0.0
25·29 I 2.5
30·34 2 5.0
35·39 3 7.5
40·44 5 12.5
45·49 6 15.0
50·54 I 2.5
55·59 2 5,0
60·64 3 7.5
65·69 2 5.0
70·74 0 0.0
75·79 0 0.0
80·84 0 0.0
85 + 0 0.0
Missin2 data 12 30.0
Total 40 100
The mode response was 45 - 49 years of age, while 27.5% of club survey respondents fell into the
40 - 49 year old age bracket. The missing data (30%) needs to be considered when using findings
from this table.
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Table 54: Occupations of club survey respondents, (Frequencies and percentages are column summed,) N=40 [40
people returned surveys, 38 indicated that [hey used the area and 2 indicated that they were not users of the area.}
Occunation Cateporv Frenucncv - Percentap'e
Professional I 2.5
EmnloverfManap'ers 4 10.0
Self·emnloved I 2.5
Skilled worker 10 25.0
Non manual 4 10.0
Service 4 10.0
Armed Forces I 2.5
Unskilled I 2.5
RetiredJPensioner 2 5.0
Missin;- data 12 30.0
Total 40 100
These occupational categories were adopted from Veal (1992).
The mode of occupation category was skilled worker (25%), employers/managers, non manual
labour and service industry workers each accounted for 10% of survey respondents' occupational
categories.
Table 55: Postcode address of club survey respondents (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.) N=40 [40
people returned surveys. 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not users of the area.}
Town Postcode Freouencv Percenta~e
Gladstone 4680
Rockhamnton 4700 3 7.5
Rockha';;;;-ton 4701 26 65.0
Rockha~ton 4702 2 5.0
Yennoon 4703 5 12.5
Marlborowh 4705 0 0.0
St Lawrence 4707 0 0.0
Sarina 4737 0 0.0
Mackav 4740 0 0.0
Miss!;;; data . 4 10.0
Total 40 100
Rockhampton was the mode for postcode of residency, all Rockhampton postcodes accounted for
77.5% of club respondents' place of residence.
Table 56: Length of residency at the postcode address of club survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are
column summed.) N=40 [40 people returned surveys, 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that they were
not users of the area.]
Lenp'th of residency Frenuencv PercentaQ:e
< 1 year 0 0.0
1 • 5 years 4 10.0
6· 10 vears 6 15.0
11 • 15 years 4 10.0
16·20 vears 3 7.5
21 ·25 vears 3 7.5
26·30 vears 2 5.0
31 ·35Vears I 2.5
36·40 vears I 2.5
41 . 45 years I 2.5
46·50 vears 1 2.5
> 50 years 2 5.0
Data missinQ: 12 30.0
Total 40 100
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Residency between 6 - to years was the mode (15'70), while residency of [ - 5 years and 11 - 15
years each accounted for 10% of the club survey respondents' length of residency.
Table 57: General comments made by club survey respondents. N=40 [40 people returned surveys. 38 indicated that
they used the area and 2 indicated that they were not users of the area.]
Comment Frequency Percentage Percentage who Total
who commented did not comment %
on this item on this item
Commercial nshine: 2 5.0 95.0 100
Thank you I 2.5 97.5 100
Access issues 1 2.5 97.5 100
Preservation issues 2 5.0 95.0 100
Dugongs 2 5.0 95.0 100
Management strateoies 1 2.5 97.5 100
Other 3 7.5 92.5 100
No comments 32 . .
More than one comment was made by some respondents, all comments are included in the table.
Comm~nts regarding commercial fishing, preservation issues and dugongs each attribuled 5% of
club survey respondents' comments.
Self Selection Survey
The self selection survey was left at various locations within the study area so thai people not
affiliated with clubs, or whom did not own a registered vessel would be able to participate in the
study on recreational use of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters. See Appendix 6 for locations
used. Thirty nine surveys were completed out of 350 surveys.
Table 58: Usage of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters by self selection survey respondents during June 1995 to June
1996. (Frequencies and percentages summed in columns). N ;:; 39
Response FreQuency Percentage
Yes 35 89.7
No 4 IOJ
Total 39 100
Of the 39 respondents, 35 (89.7%) used Shoalwater Bay and the adjacent waters during June 1995
to June 1996.
Table 59: Locations used for recreational purposes by self selection survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages
summed in columns), N = 27 (Of the 39 respondents. 27 provided information regarding the locations used in the study
area, missing data from 12 respondents.)
Location Frequency Percentage or
the 27 users
Section A: Northern area of Shoalwater Bav 19 70.4
Section 8: Southern area of Shoalwater Bay 18 66.6
Section C: island Head Ck environs 26 96.3
Section 0: Port Clinton environs 17 63.0
Section E: above Caoe Manifold to Cape Clinton 5 18.5
Section E: above Five Rocks to Caoe Manifold 9 33.3
Section E: Little Corio Bay to Five Rocks 4 14.8
Corio Bav 8 29.6
Yeppoon, Keppel, & Fitzroy River II 40.7
Outside study area 10 37.0
Respondents were able to locate· more than one location for recreational usage, hence frequencies
and percentages do not sum to 27 or 100 respectively. See Appendix I for Map 2 which outlines
the Sections mentioned in the table above.
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The mode for self selection survey respondents regarding recreational locations in the study area
was Island Head Creek (96.3%), while the northern section of Shoalwater Bay (Section A)
accounted for 70.4 % and the southern section of Shoalwater Bay (Section B) for 66.6% and Port
Clinton 63%.
Table 60: Mode of transport used by self selection survey respondents to access recreational sites in the study area.
(Row summed percentages) N = 35 [Or the 39 respondents to the self selection survey. 4 indicated that they did not use
the area.]
Mode of Transport Frequency Percentage who Percentage who do Total
used this mode not note this mode %
Own boat 29 83 17 100
Relative's boat 4 II 89 100
Friend's boat 7 20 80 100
Club boat
·
Charter boat . . .
·
Hire boat .
·
Car 9 26 74 100
Other 2 6 94 100
Although respondents were asked to indicate the main fonn of transport used, several respondents
marked up to four options. All responses are recorded in the table. Refer to Appendix 10 for a list
of the 'Other' forms of transport used to access the study area.
The mode for accessing the study area was self selection respondents' own boats (83%).
Table 61: Departure and launching sites used by self selection survey respondents. (Row summed percentages) N =35
[Of the 39 respondents to the self selection survey, 4 indicated that they did not use the area.]
Departure Point Frequency Percentage who Percentage who did Total
used this not note this %
deoarture ooint deoarture point
Bangalee a 0 100 100
Corio Bay area 3 9 91 100
Fitzrov Motor Boat Club 0 0 100 100
Five Rocks 0 0 100 100
Farnborough Deach 0 a 100 100
Gladstone I 3 97 100
RockhamDton 2 6 94 100
Rosslyn Day 18 51 49 100
Ross Creek I 3 97 100
8taDage Day II 31 69 100
Sandy Day 0 0 100 100
Mackay a a 100 100
Marlborough 0 0 100 100
Kelly's! Cooberrv 2 6 94 100
Hollins Day 0 a 100 100
Other 4 11 89 100
~·1issin2 data I . . .
Respondents mentioned more than one location as a departure point. All locations have been
included in the above table. Refer to Appendix 9 for a list of the 'Other' departure points.
The two most popular departure points were Rosslyn Bay and Stanage Bay. Rosslyn Bay was the
mode (51 %) and Stanage Bay accounted for 31 % of the self selection survey respondents' choice
for a departure point to access the study area.
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Table 62: R~creational activities pursu~d by self selection surv~y r~spondents in th~ study area. (Row summed
percentages) N =35 [Of the 39 respondents to the self selection survey, 4 indicated that they did not use the area.}
Activities Frequency Percentage who Percentage who did Tolal
engaged in this not note this
activitv activity
Bontine 22 63 37 100
Recreational fishin!! 33 94 6 100
SCUBA divine 2 6 94 100
Kayakine 0 0 100 100
Tourist activity I 3 97 100
Soearfishine I 3 97 100
Snorkelline 7 20 80 100
Siehls..ine 18 51 49 100
Camoine II 31 69 100
Other 6 17 83 100
More than one activity was able to be indicated. Refer to Appendix 10 for a list of the 'Other'
comments. The mode was recreational fishing (94%) and boating was another popular activity
(63%) f?llowed by sightseeing (51%).
Table 63: The main activity pursued by self selection survey respondents in the study area. (Row summed percentages)
N = 35 [Of the 39 respondents to the self selection survey, 4 indicated that they did not use the area.)
Activities Frequency Percentage who Percentage who did not Total
enO'a!!ed in this activity note this actiyitv
Boatine 6 17 83 100
Recreational fishing 18 51 49 100
SCUBA divine 0 0 100 100
Kavakine 0 0 100
Tourist activity 0 0 100 100
Spearfishine 0 0 100
Snorkelline 0 0 100 100
Siehls..ine 0 0 100 100
Camoine 0 0 100 100
Other 9 26 73 100
Missine data 2 . . .
Refer to Appendix 10 for a list of the 'Other' comments noted in Table 63. The main activity
participated in by the majority of self selection survey respondents was recreational fishing.
Table 64: Frequency of visitation to the study area by self selection survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages
summed in columns). N = 35 [Of the 39 respondents to the self selection survey, 4 indicated that they did not use the
area.]
Time frame Frequency Percentaee
Daily 0 0
W..klv 5 14
Fortniehtly 0 0
Monthly 8 23
11 times oer Year 0 0
9-10 times oer year I 3
7 - 8 times oer year 0 0
5·6 times per year 4 11
3 . 4 times OCf year 5 14
1- 2 times oer vear 4 II
Whenever I can 2 6
\Vhen weather oermits 1 3
When defence allows 0 0
Not often 0 0
Other 2 6
Missine data 3 9
Total 35 100
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The mode for visitation to the study area was monthly (23%), others visited the study area weekly
(14%), or 3 - 4 times per year (14%), or 5 - 6 times per year (11%) or 1- 2 times per year (11%).
Table 65: Time periods of visitation by self selection survey respondents to the study area. (Percentages summed by
rows), N = 35 [Of the 39 respondents to the self selection survey, 4 indicated that they did not use the area.]
Time Frequency Frequency Percentage Percentage who Total
who go there who did not who go there did not note %
on ... note this time on ... this time
Weekd~ 17 18 48.6 51.4 100
Weekends 19 16 54.3 45.7 100
Holid'-;s 15 20 42.9 57.1 100
Loj,~weekends 1 34 2.9 97.1 100
Public Holidavs 0 35 0 100 100
Other 5 35 14.3 85.7 100
Respondents were asked to only indicate one time, several respondents indicated more than one
item, thus Table 65 records more than one response for those respondents who did so. The mode
was we.ekends (54.3%), although weekdays (48.6%) and holidays (42.9%) were also popular
times for accessing the study area.
Table 66: Month in which the last visit occurred for self selection survey respondents who used the srudy area.
(Frequencies and percenlages are column summed.) N = 35 [Of the 39 respondents to the self selection survey, 4
indicated that they did not use the area.]
Date Freouencv Percental!e
Mav 1995 0 0
June 1995 0 0
Julv 1995 0 0
Auoust 1995 0 0
Sentember 1995 0 0
October 1995 0 0
November 1995 0 0
December 1995 2 5.7
Januarv 1996 0 0
FebruarY1996 1 2.9
March 1996 0 0
Anril 1996 5 14.3
Mav 1996 4 1104
June 1996 0 0
Outside Mav 1995-1996 23 65.7
Tolal 35 100
The mode for month was outside the period of May 1995 to 1996 (65.7%). 25.7% of self selection
survey respondents indicated that they had used the study area during April and May.
Table 67: Types of passengers who accompany the self selection survey respondents. (Percentages are row summed.)
N :::: 35 (Of the 39 respondents to the self selection survey, 4 indicated that they did not use the area.]
Passengers Frequency Frequency Percentage Percentage Total
with this who did not note with this who did not note %
Dasseneer this Dasseneer oasseneer this Dasseneer
Co·worker 11 24 3104 68.6 100
Familv 24 11 68.6 31.4 100
Club members 2 33 5.7 94.3 100
Friends 18 17 5\.4 48.6 100
Tourist onerator 0 35 0 100 100
Tourists 0 35 0 100 100
Relatives 6 29 17.1 82.9 100
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Respondents were asked to indicate the number of people in each of the categories who
accompanied them, as some people did and others did not, the data sets were incomplete. Hence
the type of passenger who accompanied the survey respondent only is indicated in Table 67.
The mode was family (68.6%), while friends accompanied 51.4% of self selection survey
respondents.
Table 68: Reasons given by self selection survey respondents for using Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters for
recreation. (Percentages are row summed) N :: 35 [Of the 39 respondents to the self selection survey, 4- indicated that
they did not use the area,]
Reason Frequency Percentage Percentage who did not Total
Yes Response who noted this reason note this reason %
Amenity II 31 69 100
Proximity 7 20 80 100
Family! 0 0 100 100
Friends
Fish stocks 18 51 49 100
Sare Anchoraoe 7 20 80 100
Lack or DeoDle 0 0 100 100
Appropriate for Activities 3 9 91 100
Source oC food 0 0 100 100
Other 4 II 79 100
Missine data 2 - - .
More than one comment was made by respondents. All comments are noted in the table above.
The main reason reported by self selection survey respondents for using the study area was
because of the quality of fish stocks (51'70). After fish stocks, amenity reasons (31'70), the
proximity of the area to self selection respondents' residences (20%) and the safe anchorages
available in the area were also reasons which contributed to the self selection survey respondents'
use of the area. Refer to Appendix 11 for a full transcript of the reasons given for usage of the
waters shown in Map 1.
Table 69: Activities which self selection survey respondents believe are suitable for Section A on Map 2 of the survey.
(Percentages are row summed.) N = 39
Activities Fl\'!j\.HX:)' Fl\'!j\.HX:)' Fl\'!j\.HX:)' l'en'enIage l'en'enIage PaU1~ TcAa1
YES No <iNc> YES No <iNc> %
1le;vcn;e Cannrt O:rrmfis
a) Bait ncttino and gathering 28 3 8 71.8 7.7 20.5 100
b) Camping 25 9 5 64.1 23.1 12.8 100
c) Recreational collecting (eg 21 12 6 53.8 30.8 15.4 100
shells)
d) Commercial collect ina 11 24 4 28.2 61.5 10.3 100
e) Si.ghtseeino 34 2 3 87.2 5.1 7.7 100
f) Crabbing and oyster 28 5 6 71.8 12.8 15.4 100
gathering
g) Diving 31 3 5 79.5 7.7 12.8 100
h) Commercial line tishing 16 18 5 41.0 46.2 12.8 100
i) Recreational line fishing 31 4 4 79.5 10.25 10.25 100
j) Research activities 34 I 4 87.2 2.6 10.3 100
k) Boating activities 34 0 5 87.2 0 12.8 100
I) Tourist & education 30 4 5 76.9 10.3 2.6 100
faci li ties/orograms
m) Spearfishing 14 22 3 35.9 56.4 7.7 100
n) Commercial netting 12 23 4 30.8 59.0 10.3 100
0) Indigenous hunting, 21 14 4 53.8 35.9 10.3 100
fishing, collecting
p) Photography 35 0 4 89.7 0 10.3 100
0) Snorkellino 32 2 5 82.1 5.1 12.8 100
r) Trawlino 9 27 3 23.1 69.2 7.7 100
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Trawling (69.2%) was the mode for activities which should not be allowed in Section A. while
commercial collecting (61.5%) also rated high on the list of activities for prohibition. Commercial
netting (59%) and spearfishing (56.4%) both were noted as activities which should be disallowed
in Section A.
Table 70: Activities which self selection survey respondents believe are suitable for Section B on Map'; of the survey.
(Percentages are row summed.) N = 39
Activities Freq.>rry Freq.>rry fuqwx:ycl fumtbgc Pamlt3g;: PaU1~ TOOl!
Yes No No Yes No cf.'o %
Carrr<rt Onnms
a) Bait netting and gathering 24 6 9 61.5 15.4 23.1 100
b) Campin cr 2\ 13 5 53.8 33.3 12.8 100
c) Sightseeing \8 \5 6 46.2 38.5 15.4 100
d) Commercial collecting 8 27 4 20.5 69.2 10.3 100
e) Sicrhtseeing 30 5 4 76.9 12.8 10.3 100
1) Crabbing and oyster 23 \1 5 59.0 28.2 12.3 100
gathering
I g) Diving 28 6 5 71.8 15.4 12.8 100
h) Commercial line fishine: 14 2\ 4 35.9 53.8 10.3 100
i) Recrealional line fishim! 31 5 3 79.5 12.8 7.7 100
I j) Research activities 34 2 3 87.2 5.\ 7.7 100
k) Boating activities 32 3 4 82.\ 7.7 10.3 100
I) Tourist & education 27 7 5 69.2 18.0 12.8 100
faei Iities/orograms
m) Spearfishing 13 23 3 33.3 59.0 7.7 100
n) Commercial nettine: 12 24 3 30.8 61.5 7.7 100
0) Indigenous hunting. 18 18 3 46.2 46.2 7.7 100
tishing, collecting
I p) Photography 31 3 5 79.5 7.7 12.8 100
I 0) Snorkelling 29 4 6 74.4 \0.3 15.4 100
r) Trawling 6 29 4 15.4 74.4 10J 100
Table 71: Activities which self selection survey respondents believe are suitable for Section C on Map 2 of the survey.
(Percentages arc row summed,) N ;;:: 39
Activities Freq.>rry Frequn:y Frequn:ycl Pen:m1:lge PacaJtage Paca£igerl Totli
Yes No~ No Yes No~ Xl %~ Carom Camms
a) Bait netting and gathering 26 4 9 66.6 10.3 23.1 100
b) Camoing 21 13 5 53.8 33.3 12.8 100
c) Recreational collecting (eg 20 13 6 51.3 33.3 15.4 100
shells)
d) Commercial collectina 8 27 4 20.5 69.2 10.3 100
e) Sightseeing 32 3 4 82.\ 7.7 10.3 100
f) Crabbing and oyster 23 10 6 59.0 25.6 15A 100
gatherino
g) Diving 31 3 5 79.5 7.7 12.8 100
h) Commercial line fishinl! 15 19 5 38.5 48.7 12.8 100
i) Recreational line fishin.g 31 4 4 79.5 10.25 10.25 100
j) Research activities 33 2 4 84.6 5.1 10.3 100
k) Boatine: activities 33 \ 5 84.6 2.6 12.8 100
I) Tourist & education 29 5 5 74.4 12.8 12.8 100
fac iii tiesforo!!rams
m) Spearfishing 16 19 4 41.0 48.7 10.3 100
n) Commercial nettin!! 11 24 4 28.2 61.5 10.3 100
0) Indigenous hunting, \8 17 4 46.2 43.6 10.3 100
fishin a, collectina
p) Photography 33 1 5 84.6 2.6 12.8 100
0) Snorkelling 31 2 6 79.5 5.1 15.4 100
r) Trawlina 6 28 5 15.4 71.8 12.8 100
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Trawling operations (74.4%) and commercial collecting (69.2%) were the key activities which
self selection survey respondents considered as inappropriate for section B (Table 70). Other
commercial activities and spearftshing were also considered by a majority as needing prohibition
in section B. Indigenous activities received a divided opinion of 46.2% for and 46.2% against the
conduct of such activities in the area.
In Section C, according co self selection survey respondents, trawling (71.8%), and commercial
collecting (69.2%) are inappropriate (Table 71). Other commercial operations were also
considered inappropriate for the area.
Table 72: Activities which self selection survey respondents believe are suitable for Section D on Map 2 of the survey.
(Percentages are row summed.) N = 39
Activities ~ ~ ~ PelwLige PaCHGp: P&m~ TOOl!
VIS No liNo VIS No liNo %
Carom RfID:ne Catmm
a) Bait netting and 29 2 8 74.4 5.\ 20.5 100
aatherina
b) Camnin. 22 \2 5 56.4 30.8 12.8 100
c) Recreational collecting \8 \5 6 46.2 38.5 15.4 100
(eo shells)
d) Commercial collect ina 7 28 4 \7.9 71.8 10.3 100
e) SlOhtseeino 32 3 4 82.\ 7.7 10.3 100
oCrabbing and oyster 28 5 6 71.8 12.8 \5.4 100
aatherina
g) DivinO' 29 5 5 74.4 12.8 \2.8 100
h) Commercial line fishinQ' 14 20 5 35.9 51.3 \2.8 100
i) Recreational line fishino 33 2 4 84.6 5.1 10.3 100
I i) Research activities 34 1 4 87.2 2.6 10.3 100
k) Boating activities 34 0 5 87.2 0.0 12.8 100
l) Tourist & education 30 4 5 76.9 10.3 \2.8 100
facilitieslnroorams
m) Snearfishina- 13 22 4 33.3 56.4 10.3 100
n) Commercial nettinQ' 9 26 4 23.1 66.7 10.3 100
o} Indigenous hunting. 20 \5 4 51.3 38.5 10.3 100
fishine:. collectino
I n) photoara-nhv 34 0 5 87.2 0 12.8 100
I0) Snorkellin. 30 3 6 76.9 7.7 \5.4 100
r) Trawlino 4 30 5 10.3 76.9 \2.8 100
In Table 72, self selection survey respondents indicated that trawling (76.9%) and commercial
collecting (71.8%) should not be allowed.
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Table 73; Activities which sc:lf selection survey respondents believe are suitable for Section Eon Map 2 of the survey.
(Percent<1ges are row summed.) N = 39
Activities Frequln:y Frequln:y Frequln:y Fbwmv Fbwwe: Paw~ Total
Yes No <fNo Yes No <fNo %
0nrre1t l<l!5llCm! Canm:us
a) B<1it neuing and 29 2 8 74.4 5.1 20.5 100
gathering
b) Campino 29 6 4 74.4 15.4 10.3 100
c) Recreational collecting 22 II 6 56.4 28.2 15.4 100
(eg shells)
d) Commercial collectin.e: II 24 4 28.2 61.5 10.3 100
e) Sightseein~ 34 I 4 87.2 2.6 10.3 100
f) Crabbing and oyster 29 4 6 74.4 10.2 15.4 100
gatherina
g) Divina 30 4 5 76.9 10.3 12.8 100
h) Commercial line fishinll 17 17 5 43.6 43.6 12.8 100
i) Recreational line fishin a 34 I 4 87.2 2.6 10.3 100
I j) Research activities 34 I 4 87.2 2.6 10.2 100
k) Boating activities 34 0 5 87.2 0 12.8 100
I) Tourist & education 31 3 5 79.5 7.7 12.8 100
faci IitiesiDrollrams
m) Spearfishino 15 20 4 38.5 51.3 10.3 100
n) Commercial ncttina II 24 4 28.2 61.5 10.3 100
0) Indigenous hunting. 21 14 4 53.8 35.9 10.3 100
fishing, collectin.g
I p) Photography 34 0 5 87.2 0 12.8 100
I 0) Snorkelling 30 3 6 76.9 7.7 15.4 100
r) Trawlina 8 27 4 20.5 69.2 10.3 100
Trawling (69.2% of respondenls), commercial collecting (61.5% of respondents) and commercial
netting (61.5% of respondents) were considered by self selection survey respondenls as being
inappropriate for section E.
Table 74: Comments by self selection survey respondents regarding activities suitable in the study area. (Percentages
are column summed.) N = 39
Comment Frequency Percentage Percentage who did Total
Yes who made Yes who made not make this %
this comment this comment comment
Declinin2 fish stocks I 3 97 100
Keep out commercial fishing 9 23 77 100
operations
Increase controls on 0 0 100 100
commercial fishing
Traditional fishinll 0 0 100 100
Public consultation I 3 97 100
Manu2ement Plan 3 8 92 100
B.. limits 0 0 100 100
Increase access 3 8 92 100
Suggestions for activity 6 15 85 100
controls
Army operations I 3 97 100
Do not know area 0 0 0 100
National Park issues 0 0 0 100
Other issues I 3 97 100
No comment made 20 . . .
Refer to Appendix 12 for a full transcript of commenls made in reference 10 each of the above
categories.
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Those respondents who did comment on 69-73 commented on the need to keep out commercial
operations within the study area (23%) as well as some respondents suggesting ways to control
activities (15%).
Table 75: Gender of self selection survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.) N;; 39
Gender Frenuencv Percent31!e
'Voman 7 17.9
Man 32 82.1
Total 39 100
The mode was men with 82.1 %. Women constituted 17.9% of self selection survey respondents.
Table 76: Ages of self selection survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.) N = 39
A.e bracket Freouencv Percentae:e
15· 19 0 0
20·24 I 2.6
25·29 2 5.1
30·34 2 5.1
35·39 7 17.9
40·44 4 10.3
45·49 6 15.4
50·54 6 15.4
SS·59 4 10.3
60·64 2 5.1
65 - 69 3 7.7
70·74 I 2.6
75·79 I 2.6
80 - 84
85 +
Total 39 100
The mode age bracket was 35 - 39 years of age (17.9%), with 45 - 54 year olds comprising 30.8%
of respondents. The majority of respondents were contained within the 35 - 59 year old age
bracket.
Table 77: Occupations of self selection survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.) N;:: 39
Occuoalion Cate.orv Frenuencv Percenlae:e
Professional 5 12.8
Employer/Mana.ers 4 10.3
Self-emoloved 4 10.3
Skilled worker 5 12.8
Non manual I 2.6
Service 13 33.3
Armed Forces I 2.6
Unskilled
RetiredIPensioner 5 12.8
Missing data I 2.6
Total 39 100
These occupational categories were adopted from Veal (1992).
The mode occupational category for self selection survey respondents was the service industries
(33.3%). Professionals (12.8% of respondents) and skilled workers (12.8%) were the next largest
occupational group.
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Table 78: Postcode address of self selection survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.) N
= 39
Town Postcode Freauency Percenlape
Gladstone 4680 2 5.1
RockhamDton 4700 4 10.3
Rockhamoton 4701 7 17.9
Rockhamoton 4702 6 15.4
YeoDDDn 4703 12 30.8
Marlborough 4705 0 0.0
St Lawrence 4707 1 2.6
Sarina 4737 2 5.1
Mackay 4740 1 2.6
Missing data 4 10.3
Total 39 100
Most respondents resided in Rockhampton (43.6%) with the next largest group residing in
Yeppoon (30.8%). Apart from Marlborough, all postcodes targeted participated in the self
selection survey.
Table 79: Length of residency allhe poslcode address of self selection survey respondents, (Frequencies and
percentages are column summed.) N = 39
Lenglh of residencv Freouency Percenlape
< 1 vear I 2.6
1 . 5 vears 10 25.6
6 - 10 years 8 20.5
11 • 15 vears 4 10.3
16·20 years 5 12.8
21 • 25 years 2 5.1
26·30 vears 2 5.1
31 ·35 vears 0 0.0
36·40 years 3 7.7
41·45 vears I 2.6
46·50 years 2 5.1
> 50 years I 2.6
Tolal 39 100
The mode for length of residency was I - 5 years (25.6%) with 6 - 10 years of residency being the
next group with 20.5% of respondents.
Table 80: General comments made by self selection suryey respondents. (Percentages are row summed.) N:::: 39
Comment Frequency Percentage Percentage who did Total
who commented not comment on 'To
on this item this item
Commercial rishine: 2 5 95 100
Manaeement plan issue 2 5 95 100
Access issues 6 15 85 100
Preservation issues 4 10 90 100
Olher 8 21 79 100
No comments 23 59 41 100
The self selection survey respondents made comments regarding preservation issues (10%) plus
various comments on different issues which were recorded as 'Other'. See Appendix 13 for the
'Other' comments plus the full transcriptions of general comments made by respondents.
Commercial Operator Survey
Commercial operators were also targeted for surveying in this study as 'expert' opinion noted that
commercial operators were using various parts of the study area. Eleven operators were posted
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surveys and six operators responded. The following findings are only relevant to those six
operators and can not be considered representative of the entire eleven operators.
Table 81: Usage of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters by commercial operator survey respondents during June 1995
to July 1996. (Frequencies and percentages summed in columns) N = 6
ReSDonse Freouency Percenlaee
Yes 6 100
No 0 0
Total 6 100
Of the six commercial operators who responded. all used the study area.
Table 82: Locations used for recreational purposes by commercial operators. (Frequencies and percentages summed in
columns) N = 6
Location Freouency
Section A: Northern area of Shoalw3tcr Bay 0
Section B: Southern area of Shoalwater Bay 1
Section C: Island Head Ck environs II
Section D: Port Clinton environs 4
Section E: aboye Cape Manifold to Cape Clinton 0
Section E: above Five Rocks to CaDe Manifold 2
Section E: Little Corio Bay to Five Rocks 0
Corio Bay 0
Respondents were able to record more than one location of usage on the map used in the survey.
thus frequencies exceed the sum of 6. The Island Head Creek area had eleven usage possibilities.
The main areas of use by the commercial operators were Island Head Creek and Port Clinton and
environs.
Table 83: Mode of transport used by commercial operator survey respondents to access recreational sites in the study
area. (Column summed percentages) N = 6
Mode of TransDart FreQuency Total '70
Own charter boat 6 100
Total 6 100
Table 84: Departure and launching sites used by commercial operator survey respondents. (Column summed
percentages) N = 6
Departure Point Frequency Percentage who used this
departure point
Gladstone 2 33.3
Rosslyn Bay 4 66.7
Total 6 100
Four commercial operators departed from Rosslyn Bay and two depaned from Gladstone to
access the study area.
Table 85: Recreational activities associated with commercial operator survey respondents in the study area. (Row
summed percentages) N = 6
Activities Frequency Percentage who Percentage who Total
engaged in this did not note
activity this actiyity
Boating 3 50.0 50.0 100
Recreational fishin2 6 100 0 100
SCUBA diying 1 16.6 83.4 100
Tourist activity 4 66.7 33.3 100
Snorkelllng 1 16.6 83.4 100
Sightseeing 4 66.7 33.3 100
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More than one activity was able to be indicated. Recreational fishing was noted by all six
respondents as a recreational activity undertaken in the study area. Tourist activities and
sightseeing were noted by 4 of the respondents as being part of their recreational activities. and 3
operators noted boating as being a component of the recreational experience.
Table 86: The main activity associated with commercial operator survey respondents in the study area. (Column
summed percentages) N = 6
Activities FreQuency Totat
Boatin. 0 0.0
Recreational fishine: 4 66.7
Tourist activity 1 16.7
Snorkellin. 0 0.0
Siahtseeine: 1 16.7
Four of the operators noted recreational fishing as the primary activity. while two other operators
noted tourist activities and sightseeing respectively as the main activity undertaken during the
trip.
Table 87: Frequency of visitation to the study area by commercial operator survey respondents. (Frequencies and
percentages summed in columns) N = 6
Time frame Frequency Percentage
Monthlv I 16.7
11 times Dcr year 0 0.0
9·10 times per year 2 33.3
7 • 8 times ner vear 0 0.0
5 • 6 times Dcr year I 16.7
3 • 4 times per year I 16.7
1· 2 times per vear I 16.7
Totat 6 100
Commercial operators varied in their frequency of usage of the area. all operators visited the area
at least once a year.
Table 88: Time periods of visilation by commercial operator survey respondents of the survey area. (Percentages
summed by rows) N = 6
Time Frequency Frequency Percentage Percentage who Total
who go there ... who did not who go there ... did not note this %
note this time time
Week dar' 3 3 50.0 50.0 100
Weekends 3 3 50.0 50.0 100
Holidavs 3 3 50.0 50.0 100
Lone weekends I 5 16.7 83.3 100
Other 3 3 50.0 50.0 100
Respondents were asked to only indicate one time. several respondents indicated more than one
item. This table records more than one response for each respondent who did so. The 'Other'
category is reported in Appendix 10.
Commercial operators recorded a variety of time periods when the study area was accessed.
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Table 89: Month in which the last visit occurred for commercial operator survey respondents who used the study area.
(Frequencies and percentages are column summed.) N ::; 6
Date Freouencv Percentape
October 1995 1 16.7
June 1996 2 33.3
Julv 1996 2 33.3
August 1996 1 16.7
Outside June 1995· Aueust 1996 0 0.0
Total 6 100.0
Five commercial operators had used the study area between June & August 1996.
Table 90: Types of passengers who accompany the commercial operator survey respondents. (Percentages are row
summed.) N = 6
Passengers Frequency Frequency Percentage Percentage Total
with this who did not list with this who did not list %
passem;!er this DaSSenger DaSSenger tbis Dasseneer
Co-worker 1 5 16.7 83.3 100
Club members 1 5 16.7 83.3 100
Friends I 5 16.7 83.3 100
Tourists 5 I 83.3 16.7 100
1 5 16.7 83.3
Respondents were asked to indicate the number of people in each of the categories who
accompanied them. Some people indicated numbers while others did not, thus data sets were
incomplete. Hence the type of passenger who accompanied the survey respondent only is
indicated in the table.
The mode for passenger type was the tourist category.
Table 91: Reasons given by commercial operator survey respondents for using Shoal water Bay and adjacent waters for
recreation. (Percentages are row summed) N ::; 6
Reason Frequency Percentage Percentage Total·
of comment who noted who did not %
this reason note this reason
Amenitv 3 50.0 50.0 100
Fish stocks 1 167 83.3 100
Safe Anchorage 4 66.7 33.3 100
Lack of Deople 1 16.7 83.3 100
Aoorooriate for Activities 4 66.7 33.3 100
Other I 16.7 83.3 100
More than one comment was made by respondents. All comments are noted in the table above.
The 'Other' category referred to a comment that the area was well managed by the army.
Commercial operators who responded to the survey used the area because of its appropriateness
for recreational activities as well as its safe anchorages. Refer to Appendix II for a full transcripts
of the reasons given for usage of the waters shown in Map 1 of the survey (see Appendix 1).
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Table 92: Activities which commercial operator survey respondents believe are suitable for Section A on Map 2 of the
survey. (Percentages are row summed.) N = 6
Activities ~ ~ ~ Peoretage Peoretage furetagt TOOl!
Yes No <iNa Yes No <iNa %~ Camut Corrmm
0) Bait ne"in~ and ~alherin~ 4 2 0 66.7 33.3 0.0 100
b) Camoin. 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
c) Recreational collecting (eg 5 1 0 83.3 16.7 0.0 100
shells)
d) Commercial collectin2 1 5 0 16.7 83.3 0.0 100
e) 5i.hlSeein. 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
oCrabbin8 and oyster 5 1 0 83.3 16.7 0.0 100
~atherin•
• ) Divin. 4 I l 66.7 16.7 16.7 100
h) Commercial line fishin2 2 4 0 33.3 66.7 0.0 100
i) Recreational line fishin o 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
i) Research activities 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
k) Boatin~ activities 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
I) Tourist & education 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
racilitieslororlrams
m) 50earfishin~ 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
n) Commercial neltin~ 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
0) Indigenous hunting. 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
fishin., collectin.
0) Photo.,aohy 5 l 0 83.3 16.7 0.0 100
0) 5norkellin~ 5 1 0 83.3 16.7 0.0 100
r) Trawlin. 1 5 0 16.7 83.3 0.0 100
Trawling and commercial collecting were considered by 5 commercial operator survey
respondents as being inappropriate for section A, followed by commercial line fishing (4
respondents). Attitudes towards the appropriateness of camping, indigenous activities and
spearfishing were divided.
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Table 93: Activities which commercial operator survey respondents believe are suitable for Section B on ~Iap 2 of the
survey. (Percentages are row summed.}N = 6
Activities l'req.>n:y F""l-J'll=Y Fm:juln:y PamLv fucaltige J\:iw~ ToIaI
YIS N> <iN<> YIS N> <iN<> %
Gnn...-t 1le;cc:ne Cannm
a) Bait netting and 4 2 0 66.7 33.3 0.0 100
lli'Hherin2
b) Camping 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
c) Sightseeing 5 1 0 83.3 16.7 0.0 100
d) Commercial collectin2 1 5 0 16.7 83.3 0.0 100
e) Sightseeing 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
t) Crabbing and oyster 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
2atherin2
0') Divine: 4 1 1 66.7 16.7 16.7 100
h) Commercial line fishin~ 2 4 0 33.3 66.7 0.0 100
i) Recreational line fishim! 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
I i} Research activities 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
k) Boatin2 activities 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
I) Tourist & education 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
facilitieslorollrams
m) Spearfishing 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
n) Commercial netting 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
0) Indigenous hunting. 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
fishin., collectin.
I p) Photographv 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0,0 100
I q) Snorkelling 5 I 0 83.3 16.7 0,0 100
r) Trawling I 5 0 16.7 83.3 0,0 100
According to five of the six commercial operators who responded to the survey. trawling and
commercial collecting should not be allowed in section B. Commercial line fishing was
considered inappropriate for the area by four operators, and opinions about the appropriateness of
camping, spearfishing and indigenous activities were divided.
Table 94: Activities which commercial operator survey respondents believe are suitable for Section C on Map 2 of the
survey. (Percentages are row summed.) N ;:;: 6
Activities F""l-J'll=Y F""l-J'll=Y Fm:juln:y PawJtJge Pbwlbp; Paw~ TOOl1
YIS N> <iN<> YIS N> <iNo %
Gnn...-t 1le;cc:ne CanTmls
a) Bait neuin2 and gathering 4 2 0 66.7 33.3 0,0 100
b) Camping 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
c) Recreational collecting (eg 5 1 0 83.3 16.7 0.0 100
shells)
d) Commercial collecting 1 5 0 16.7 83.3 0.0 100
e) Sightseeing 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
t) Crabbing and oyster' 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
2atherin2
.) Divin. 4 1 1 66.7 16.7 16.7 100
h) Commercial line fishiOi! 2 4 0 33.3 66.7 0.0 100
i) Recreational line fishin~ 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
j) Research activities 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
k) Boatin2 activities 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0,0 100
I) Tourist & education 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
faci litieslDro2rams
m) Spearfishing 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
n) Commercial neltin2 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0,0 100
0) Indigenous hunting. 3 3 0 50,0 50.0 0,0 100
lishing, collecting
p) Photographv 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0,0 100
q) Snorkelling 5 1 0 83.3 16,7 0.0 100
r) Trawlinll 1 5 0 16.7 83.3 0.0 100
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As in Table 93, 5 of the six commercial operators who responded to the survey noted that
trawling and commercial collecting should not be allowed in section C. Commercial line fishing
was also considered inappropriate for the area by 4 operators, and opinions aboUl the
appropriateness of camping, spearfishing and indigenous activities were divided.
Table 95: Activities which commercial operator survey respondents believe are suitable for Section 0 on Map 2 of the
survey_ (Percentages 3rc row summed.) N =: 6
Activities Fre<JUl""Y Fre<JUl""Y Fre<JUl""Y PBcaiage Pacaiage Pawiage Tolal
Yes No dNa Yes No dNa %
~ Camm: Resca-s! Cammts
a) Bait neuing and 4 2 0 66.7 33.3 0.0 100
~atherin2
b) Camoln. 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
c) Recreational collecting 5 I 0 83.3 16.7 0.0 100
(e. shells>
d) Commercial collectine: 1 5 0 16.7 83.3 0.0 100
e) Si.hlSeein. 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
f) Crabbing and oyster 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
.•a,herin•
• ) Divino 4 1 I 66.7 16.7 16.7 100
h) Commercial line fishin. 2 4 0 33.3 66.7 0.0 100
i) Recreational line fishing 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
i) Research activities 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
k) Scatin.'?: activities 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
I) Tourist & education 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
racilitiesJoro.rams
m) Soearfishin. 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
n) Commercial netting 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
0) Indigenous hunting, 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
fishln •. collectin.
0) Pho,o.raohv 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
Q) Snorkellin. 5 I 0 83.3 16.7 0.0 100
r) Trawlin. 2 4 0 33.3 66.7 0.0 100
Activities which the commercial operator survey respondents believed were inappropriate for
section D were again as in Tables 92-94, commercial collecting (4 respondems), trawling (4
respondents), commercial line fishing (4 respondents) with the appropriateness of camping,
spearfishing and indigenous activities being divided.
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Table 96: Activities which commercial operator survey respondents believe are suitable for Section E on Map 2 of the
survey. (Percentages are row summed,) N :;: 6
Activities ~ Frequtn;y Frequtn;y Pa(fi~ Pa(fi~ Paw~ TOOl!
Yes No cmo Yes No cmo %
Rax;r-.., Rax;r-.., Car.trtt Cmrrrn1<
a) Bait netting and ~ 2 0 66.7 33.3 0.0 100
gatherin2
b) Camoing 4 2 0 66.7 33.3 0.0 100
c) Recreational collecting 5 I 0 83.3 16.7 0.0 100
(eg shells)
d) Commercial collectino 2 4 0 33.3 66.7 0.0 100
e) Sightseeing 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
f) Crabbing and oyster 5 I 0 83.3 16.7 0.0 100
gathering
g) Diving 4 I I 66.7 16.7 16.7 100
h) Commercial line 2 4 0 33.3 66.7 0.0 100
fishin o
i) Recreational line 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
fishin o
I j) Research activities 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
k) Boatino activities 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
I) Tourist & education 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
faci litiesloroerams
m) Spearfishing 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
n) Commercial netting I 5 0 16.7 83.3 O. 100
0) Indigenous hunting, 3 3 0 50.0 50.0 0.0 100
fishing, collecting
I p) Photography 6 0 0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100
I q) Snorkellina 5 I 0 83.3 16.7 0.0 100
r) Trawling 2 4 0 33.3 66.7 0.0 100
In section E, commercial netting was believed inappropriate by 5 of the six commercial operators
who used the study area while 4 of the commercial operators considered that commercial
collecting, commercial line fishing, trawling were inappropriate for the section. Again, the
appropriateness of spearfishing and indigenous activities was divided.
Table 97: Comments by commercial operator survey respondems regarding activities suitable in the study area.
(Percentages are column summed.) N :; 6
Comment Frequency Percentage Percentage No Total
Yes Yes comment %
Keep out commercial fishing 2 33.3 66.7 100
operations
Mana2ement Plan I 16.7 83.3 100
No comment made 4 _. 66.7 100
Refer to Appendix 12 for a full transcript of comments made in reference to each of the above
categori~s.
Two commercial operators commented on the need to keep out commercial fishing operations
whilst one of those two commercial operators also wrote about management plan issues.
Table 98: Gender of commercial operator survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.)
N=6
Gender Freauency Percentage
Woman 0 0
Man 6 100
Total 6 100
The mode was men, all six commercial operators were men.
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Table 99: Ages of commercial operator survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column summed.) N::: 6
Age bracket Frequency Percentae;e
35·39 1 16.7
40·44 0 0.0
45·49 4 66.7
50·54 1 16.7
Total 6 100
Four of the commercial operators were in the 45 - 49 year old age bracket and 1 was in the 35 - 39
year old age bracket with the other in the 50 - 54 age bracket.
Table 100: Occupations of commercial operator survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column
summed.) N = 6
Occupation Calegory Frequency Percentae;e
Professional 0 0.0
Emoloverfi\olanaeers 0 0.0
Self·employed 6 100
Skilled worker 0 0.0
Non manual 0 0.0
Service 0 0.0
Armed Forces 0 0.0
Unskilled 0 0.0
RetiredJPensioner 0 0.0
Total 6 100
These occupational categories were adopted from Veal (1992).
All commercial operators were self employed managing their individual charter operations.
Table 101: Postcode address of commercial operator survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are column
summed.) N = 6
Town Postcode Freauencv Percentaee
Gladstone 4680 2 33.3
Rockhampton 4700 I 16.7
RockhamDton 4701 I 16.7
Rockhamplon 4702 0 0.0
Yeppoon 4703 2 33.3
TDtal - 6 100
The commercial operators who responded to the survey resided in Gladstone (2 respondents),
Rockhampton (2 respondents) and Yeppoon (2 respondents).
Table 102: Length of residency at the pos{code address of commercial operator survey respondents. (Frequencies and
percentages are column summed.) N ::: 6
Length of residency Frequency Percentae;e
6· 10 vears I 16.7
11 • 15 vears 2 33.3
16 ·20 years 2 33.3
21 . 25 years 0 0.0
26·30 vears 0 0.0
31 • 35 vears a 0.0
36·40 years a 0.0
41 ·45 years a 0.0
46 • 50 vears 1 16.7
Total 6 100
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Commercial operator survey respondents had resided at their postcode addresses for II • 15 years
(2 operators), 16·20 years (2 operators), 6· 10 years (I operator) and 46·50 years (I operator).
Table 103: General comments made by commercial operator survey respondents. (Frequencies and percentages are row
summed.) N ; 6
Comment Frequency Percentage Percentage who Total
who commented did not comment %
on this item on this item
No more rules 1 16.7 83.3 100
No comments 5 83.3 16.7 100
The one commercial operator survey respondent who made a comment, noted that there should be
no more rules. See Appendix 13 for a full transcript of this comment.
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DISCUSSION
Usage of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters is primarily determined by Defence operations IS,
favourable weather conditions and sea states, and the amount of leisure time available to users.
The main users of the area were Yeppoon and Rockhampton residents as evidenced by expert
opinion and survey responses. Vessels in-transit either north or south of the study area also visited
and used the area.
The exact number of users of the Shoalwater Bay area was difficult to quantify as each of the
methods of data collection produced differing totals and each method had various constraints
and/or biases associated with data collection and analysis. Specifically, those constraints and
biases were:
• expert opinions were asked to provide estimates of the percentage of users from the various
towns within the drawing area for the sampling process not exact figures for management
purposes;
• aerial surveillance involved incomplete data sets and different patterns of data collection each
year and little identification of boat registration 19, consequently, a boat owner may be counted
sev.eral times throughout anyone year;
• mail survey respondents were asked to recall usage over a year which involves memory bias
and also non-users did not always return surveys thus inflating the number of users of the
area;
• both club and self selection surveys used non-probability sampling; and
• the commercial operator study did not achieve a saturation sample.
It is recommended that these biases need to be taken into account when interpreting and using the
data for management purposes. That being said, quantification of usage was attempted based on
the patterns of usage expressed in each of the methods of data collection in order to provide an
estimated range regarding local user numbers.
On the basis of expert opinion estimates for percentages of users from major towns in the study
area (see Table I), it may be suggested that there were approximately 369 boats from Mackay, 29
boats from Sarina, 337 boats from Yeppoon, 862 from Rockhampton and 261 boats from
Gladstone who were users of the area, making a total of 1 858 boat owner users of the study area.
However, it should be remembered that the experts were only providing estimates to apportion
percentages for the stratified sampling not to predict user numbers. Any use of these figures for
decision making must take into account this fact.
According to aerial surveillance data, between the period of September 1988 to September 1995,
there was a minimum number of 1 854 recreational user sightings. This number when averaged
across seven years, suggested that there were 264 user sightings per year. This number however,
is least reliable given that data collection patterns differed each year, recording of observations
varied depending on the observer2o and that repeat visitation by a user was unable to be discerned
within the data sets21 .
18 During 1995, various sections within the Shoalwater Bay Defence area (see Appendix 17) were dosed for army
operations for a composite total of 178 days. Some sections which were closed were small and therefore did not affect
the usage of other sections. Within the southern section of Shoalwater Bay (Survey Map 2. Section 8, see Appendix 1)
the area was closed for approximately 122 days while the area around Triangular Island was closed for an additional 49
days. The outer c03stal areas (Sections C. D. E, Survey Map 2, see Appendix I) were closed for a total of 58 days. The
entire defence area was closed for 18 days. Data regarding closures were obtained from Army Base Administrati ve
Support Centre (Rock hampton).
(9 This was primarily a result of the registration numbers not being visible to surveillance observers.
20 R~aders are referred to page 21 of this report in respect to the validity associated with the use of aerial surveillance to
detennine usage patterns.
21 This is not related to the inefficiency of observers, rather to the fact that the size of vessel registration numbers on
some vessels was unable to be determined at the height of the surveillance flights or may have been obscured or
missing.
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The mail survey which was based on a probability sample indicated that 64% of users sampled
used the Shoalwater Bay area, Transferring this percentage to the population of registered boat
owners in the towns of Mackay, Sarina, St Lawrence, Marlborough, Yeppoon, Rockhampton and
Gladstone represented a potential for 6537 registered boat owners to use the area (see Table I).
The validity of this number must be questioned when some registered boat owners who were sent
surveys did not return 'non - use' responses, thereby inflating the percentage of users of the area,
Further, given that Yeppoon and Rockhampton residents are the primary users, total registered
boat ownership at March 1996 for both locations was 3 304, this means that more than 3 233
registered vessels must be drawn from the other locations, which given expert opinion and survey
evidence is not valid, Further analysis of the mail survey data by cross tabulating usage by
postcode address indicated that the various percentages of users of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent
waters for each of the locations mentioned above was Mackay (9,5%), Sarina (15.8%), St
Lawrence (60%), Marlborough (92,3%), Yeppoon (92,3%), Rockhampton (75.4%) and Gladstone
(17.4'70), These percentages do not accord with expert opinion and reflect the bias of mainly user
respondents. However, applying these usage percentages to the number of registered boats at each
location implied that there were 3 587 registered local boat owners who could be users of the
Shoalw.ater Bay and adjacent waters.
Club usage was hard to determine as various clubs indicated that they did not wish to provide
information regarding usage in case it was misused by managers, Thus the 38 club members who
responded regarding usage of the area may not be considered as a representative number of all
club users, Self selection survey respondents reported a high usage pattern of the study area,
however, their numbers were unable to be extrapolated to determine the number of non-affiliated
or non-boat owners who also used the Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters area as the sampling
procedure applied was a non-probability one, Of the eleven commercial operators who were sent
surveys, six indicated that they used Shoalwater Bay and the adjacent waters for some of their
activities, Their usage patterns again can not be inferred to the remaining five commercial
operators who did not respond,
Thus, for the purposes of management, given the inherent constraints and biases associated with
each of the sets of data, the range of 329 - 3 587 local recreationalists might be used as an
estimate given the various data sources and their inherent biases, This range is based on mail, club
and self selection survey respondents who were users of the area and mail survey respondents'
usage by postcode. Based on the fact that most survey respondents noted that they were
accompanied by other users, the lower limit range estimate might then be considered a rather
conservative one. Expert opinion estimates suggested some I 858 vessels access the study area.
While the actual number of users was difficult to establish other usage patterns were more self
evident, such as the number of days of usage. In regard to the mail survey respondents, the total
number of days Shoalwater Bay and the adjacent waters was visited during June 1995 and June
1996 was approximately 3 106 days (see Table 18). Total club survey respondents' usage was
approximately 244 days (see Table 41), while total self selection respondents' usage for the same
period was approximately 352 days (see Table 64), As none of the respondents in each of the
three survey groups had completed a survey in any of the other survey groups, the cumulative
number of usage days approximated 3 702, The six commercial operator respondents accessed the
area for a total of 44 days, The approximate days of usage fell within the ranges reported by
Fitzsimmons (1996: 8, I and 8.4) who suggested that based on recreational mackerel fisher diaries,
the study area was fished between I 000 and 10000 boat days and commercial operators visited
the area between "35 - 120 boat days per year",
Other patterns of usage were similarly less problematic than the quantification of users, To
continue with these .patterns, the means by which the study area was accessed was reported as:
• vehicular access and vessel access [expert opinion];
• vessel access and vehicular access [aerial surveillance];
• own vessel (83,2%) and vehicular access (44,5%) [mail survey respondents];
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• own vessel (78.9%), club boat (31.6'70), a charter boat (23.7'70) [club survey respondents);
• own vessel (83%) and vehicular access (26%) [self selection survey respondents);
• all commercial operator respondents used their own charter boat for operations.
Thus, the two main methods of accessing the study area were by own vessel and by vehicular
access. The latter was also used to tow vessels to appropriate launching points.
The main departure points for users were:
• Rosslyn Bay (59.5%) and Corio Bay (21.5%) [mail survey respondents);
• Rosslyn Bay (81.6%), Rockhampton (36.8%) and Corio Bay area (18%) [club survey
respondents);
• Rosslyn Bay(51 %) and Stanage Bay (31 %) [Self selection survey respondents];
• Rosslyn Bay (4 operators) and Gladstone (2 operators) [commercial operator survey
respondents].
In reviewing all of the appropriate data sets, Rosslyn Bay was the main departure point for survey
users to reach the study area.
In the order of popularity reported within each of the various means of data collection, the key
areas of use were:
• Five Rocks area, Corio Bay, Port Clinton and Stanage Bay area and Island Head Creek
[expert opinion];
• Section A of Shoalwater Bay (northern section of the bay), Island Head Creek, Section E,
then Corio Bay and Port Clinton [aerial surveillance);
• Corio Bay, then Island Head Creek area and between Cape Manifold and Cape Clinton, with
the area between Five Rocks and Cape Manifold being the lesser used areas of the three sets
of locations [mail survey data);
• Corio Bay then Port Clinton and its immediate environs [club survey data);
• Island Head Creek, the northern section of Shoalwater Bay (Section A on Survey Map 2), the
southern section of Shoalwater Bay (Section B on Survey Map 2), then Port Clinton [self
selection survey data];
• Island Head Creek and Port Clinton [commercial operator survey data).
Given the number of times locations were referenced in the various data sets, Port Clinton
followed by Island Head Creek were the main locations sought as recreational areas, then Corio
Bay and Five Rocks, and the northern section of Shoalwater Bay including Stanage Bay.
However, such a ranking has an inherent bias as not all data sets were collected in the same
manner, nor were sample sizes the same. That being said, the six data sets provide evidence of a
trend, that being that the afore nominated areas are the ones chosen as key recreational sites
within the study area. This trend is similar to that reported by Fitzsimmons (1996: 8.1) who noted
that the key recreational fishing locations were Corio Bay, Cape Manifold, and Port Clinton areas
as well as Nine Mile Beach and Stanage Bay.
The reasons why those areas were chosen were:
• the quality of fish stocks (53.1'70), amenity of the area (34.8%) and proximity to place of
residence (23.8%) [mail survey respondents];
• the quality of fish stocks (39.5%) and amenity of the area (31.6%) [club survey respondents);
• the quality of the fish stocks (51 %), amenity of the area (31 %), proximity to place of
residence (20%) and provision of safe anchorages (20%) [self selection survey respondents);
• provision of a safe anchorage (66.7%), appropriate for activities (66.7%) and amenity of the
area (50%) [commercial operator survey respondents].
Thus, to summarise the main reasons for the use of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters were the
quality of the fish stocks, the amenity of the area, the area's proximity to the user's place of
residence and the provision of safe anchorages. The first two reasons or motivations supported
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those reported by Dovers (1994: 103) who stated that the primary goal of recreational fishers was
to catch a fish followed by non-catch related motivations. The non-catch related motivations
reported in this study reflected the literature: to relax in the outdoors, to enjoy the environment, to
get away from every day life and work (PA Management Consultants, 1984a: 38; PA
Management Consultants, 1984b: 39; Gartside, 1986: 15; and Johnson and Orbach, 1986: 326).
The recreational activities engaged in within the study area were:
• recreational fishing (95.7'70), boating (47.7%), camping (37.9%) and sightseeing (29.3%)
[mail survey respondents];
• recreational fishing (97'70) and boating (36.8%), sightseeing (21 %) and camping (18%) [club
survey respondents];
• recreational fishing (94'70), boating (63%), sightseeing (51 %); camping (31 %) [self Selection
survey respondents];
• recreational fishing (100'70), tourist activities (66.7%), sightseeing (66.7'70) and boating (50%)
[commercial operator survey respondents].
The key recreational activities engaged in within the study area included recreational fishing,
boating, sightseeing, camping and tourist activities.
The main recreational activity conducted in the area was recreational fishing:
• recreational fishing (74.9%) [mail survey respondents];
• recreational fishing (55.3'70) [club survey respondents];
• recreational fishing (51 '70) [self selection survey respondents];
• recreational fishing (66.7%) [commercial operator survey respondents].
The periods of use of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters were reported as:
• weekends and holiday periods [expert opinion];
• weekends and holiday periods [aerial surveillance];
• weekends (61.7%), week days (38.7%) and holidays (30%) [mail survey
• weekends (55%), holidays (26%) and week days (21 %) [club survey respondents];
• weekends (54.3%), week days (43.6%) and holidays (42.9%) [self selection survey
respondents];
• week days (50'70), weekends (50%) and holidays (50%) [commercial operator survey
respondents] .
The chief period of usage reported was on weekends with week days and holidays appearing on
parity as usage periods.
The mode response for frequency of use reported by various users groups was:
• 3 - 4 times per year [mail survey respondents];
• 3 - 4 time per year [club survey respondents];
• monthly [self selection survey respondents];
• 9 - 10 times per year [commercial operator survey respondents].
The minimum frequency of visitation for all groups was 1 - 2 times per year.
The last time that most respondents in the various user groups had accessed the study area was:
• April- June 1996 (65.9'70) [mail survey respondents];
• April- June 1996 (31.6%) [club survey respondents];
• April- June 1996 (25.7%) [self selection survey respondents];
• June - July 1996 (83.3'70) [commercial operator survey respondents].
Consequently, within the last three months of the study period the study area had been accessed
by most user group types.
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Some users have passengers accompany them on their trips to Shoalwater Bay and adjacent
waters, those passengers may be categorised thus:
• friends (68.4%), family (62.1 %) and relatives (20.7%) [mail survey respondents);
• club members (57.9%), family (36.8%) and friends (47.3%) [club survey respondents);
• family (68.6%), friends (51.4%) and co-workers (31.4%) [self selection survey respondents);
• tourists (83.3%) [commercial operator survey respondents).
Friends and family were reported as the two main categories of passengers who accompanied the
user on her or his recreational trip in Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters. This pattern reflected
one of the non-catch related motivations of recreational fishing which was reported by PA
Management Consultants (1984a: 38 - 39), that was to enjoy the company of others as well as the
trend that men preferred the company of friends over family. This latter point was especially true
of the mail and the club survey respondents - for as noted below the mode for gender in all
surveys was men.
The socio-demographics of the recreational users, commencing with gender were:
• women (5.0%) and men (89.5%) [mail survey respondents];
• women (2.5%) and men (92.5%) [club survey respondents];
• women (17.9%) and men (82.1%) [self selection survey respondents);
• men (100%) [commercial operator survey respondents].
Men were the main users of the study area as reported by the survey data sets. The predominance
of men mirrored the pattern which Dovers (1994: 104) reported at the national level, that men
constituted 70% of recreational fishers.
The ages of the four user groups were:
• the 35 - 64 year old age bracket contained 70.3% of mail survey respondents with 40 - 49 year
olds (30.1 %) and 55 - 64 (19.4%) each containing approximately equal proportions of mail
survey respondents [mail survey respondents];
• the 40 - 49 year age bracket contained 27.5 % of club survey respondents with proportions
approaching parity in the 40 - 44 and 45 - 49 age brackets [club survey respondents);
• the majority of self selection respondents were located in the 35 - 59 year age bracket,. with 45
- 49 and 50 - 54 year old age brackets each containing 15.4% of self selection respondents;
• the mode for commercial operator survey respondents was 45 - 49 year olds.
The mode response was 45 - 49 years of age for mail, club and commercial operator survey
respondents, while the 35 - 39 year old bracket was the mode for self selection survey
respondents. If the 45 - 49 year bracket remain residents in the study area, and consideration is
given to the trend towards an increasingly ageing population within the study area (Stehlik and
Bulis, 1996; 8 - II) the future recreational needs of such groups will need to be accommodated
within the recreational opportunity spectrum (see Stankey and Wood, 1982) developed for the
study area. Especially given the fact that retirees will continue to participate in leisure activities
which were established prior to retirement (Peppers, 1976: 445). When this fact is coupled with
the fact that local recreationalists used the study area because of its proximity to respondents'
residences, management must consider the future recreational needs and opportunities available
for an ageing population - some of whom are marine recreational users who may become
increasingly disadvantaged income-wise (Stehlik and Bulis, 1996: 14 - 15).
The occupations of the users groups were:
• skilled workers (37.5%), service industries (15.8%) and professional persons (10.5%) [mail
survey respondents);
• skilled workers (25%), employers/managers and non manual labour and service industry
workers each accounting for lO% of club survey respondents;
• service industries (33.3%), professionals (12.8%) and skilled workers (12.8%) [self selection
survey respondents);
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• self employed (100%) commercial operators.
Within the Mackay, Fitzroy and Central West Statistical Divisions22, employment in service
industries accounted for 76.7% of total employment by industry as reported in May 1995 (Ryan,
1996). A further, 13.i % were in manufacturing and i3.1 % in agriculture and 3.1 % in mining.
The Queensland state percentages for employed persons by occupation according to the Census
1991 were managers and administrators (12.1 %), professionals (10.6%), para-professionals
(6.4%), tradespersons (13.8%), clerks (14.5%), service workers (14.7%), plant and machine
operators and drivers (7.4%), labourers and reiated workers (13.8%) (Australian Bureau of
Statistics, 1997). Skilled workers and service industry workers were the main occupational
categories noted by survey respondents as well as the professional category. These categories
reflect some of the regional and state occupational patterns.
The salary level of skilled workers and service industry workers may impact on the amount of
discretionary income they have available. There needs to be adequate recreational opportunities
provided within range of their normal place of residence which accommodate their expressed
recreational dernand23 , specifically the demand to be able to recreate in a 'wilderness type' setting.
The postcode addresses of the user groups were:
• Yeppoon (35.4%) and Rockhampton (32.2%) [mail survey respondents];
• Rockhampton (77 .5%) of club survey respondents;
• Rockhampton (43.6%) and Yeppoon (30.8%) [self selection survey respondents];
• Gladstone (33.3%), Rockhampton (33.3%) and Yeppoon (33.3%) [commercial operator
survey respondents].
Therefore, Yeppoon and Rockhampton residents were deemed to be the primary user groups
located within the study area.
The length of residencies in the postcode area were:
• the mode for mail survey respondents was I - 5 years (20.7%) followed by 6 - 10 years
(13.7%), i6 -20 years (10.8%) and 26 - 30 years (10.5%) [mail survey respondents];
• the mode was 6 - 10 years (15%), with I - 5 years and II - 15 years each accounting for 10%
of club survey respondents length of residency at the nominated postcode; .
• the mode was 6 - 10 years (25.6%) with 1-5 years of residency accounting for 20.5% of self
selection survey respondents;
• the mode for the commercial operators was II - 15 years and 16 - 30 years.
The range of I - 10 years of residency was repeated in most survey data sets.
Part of the survey included a section which sought to gather information for management
regarding recreational users' attitudes to the various activities noted on the zoning maps. The
study area was divided into five sections: Sections A, B, C, D, and E (see Survey Map 2,
Appendix I). In regard to Section A, the northern area of Shoalwater Bay, all user groups
surveyed (registered boat owners, club members, self selection users and commercial operator
survey respondents) registered a negative attitude towards commercial collecting, trawling,
spearfishing and three groups noted negative attitudes to commercial netting (mail, club and self
selection) while two groups noted commercial line fishing as being inappropriate (mail and
commercial operator survey respondents).
In Section B, the southern area of Shoalwater Bay, trawling, commercial collecting and
spearfishing were considered as inappropriate by all survey users groups, three groups suggested
that commercial netting was inappropriate (mail, club and self selection) and three groups
22 These statistical divisions incorporate most of the drawing areas for the Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters area.
23 Expressed recreational demand is demand which 'currently exists', sometimes referred to as current panicipation
(Lipscombe, 1986: 3).
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consid~red commercial line fishing was also inappropriate for Section B (mail, self selection and
commercial operator survey respondents). Attitudes to indigenous activities were divided in three
of the survey groups (mail, self selection and commercial operator surveys).
Activiti~s which all user groups noted negative attitudes towards in Section C, Island Head Creek
and environs, were commercial collecting and trawling. Three groups thought the following
activities were not suitable in Section C, commercial line fishing (mail, self selection and
commercial operator survey respondents) and commercial netting, (mail, club and self selection
surveys). Attitudes to indigenous activities approximated division (mail, self selection and
commercial operator surveys) while attitudes to spearfishing varied.
In Section D, Port Clinton and environs, commercial collecting and trawling were noted by all
survey user groups as activities which should not be allowed within the section, while commercial
netting (mail, club and self selection surveys), commercial line fishing (mail, self selection and
commercial operator surveys), spearfishing (mail, club and self selection surveys) and
commercial operator survey respondents were divided regarding spearfishing and camping. In
relation to indigenous activities, commercial operator survey respondents were divided and mail
survey respondents were close to division.
Activities which were considered inappropriate for Section E, Little Corio Bay to Cape Clinton,
were commercial collecting, commercial netting and trawling for all user groups surveyed.
Commercial line fishing received negative attitudes from mail survey respondents, club and
commercial operator survey respondents, while opinions from self selection survey respondents
were divided. The appropriateness of indigenous activities was again either close to being divided
or divided (mail, club and comm~rcial operators). Whilst mail survey respondents, club survey
and self selection survey respondents believed that spearfishing should not be permitted in
Section E, commercial operator respondents were divided in their opinions.
It is apparent that recreational users and commercial operators considered most commercial
operations were inappropriate for the Sections A to E (see Survey Map 2, Appendix I). This is
further emphasised by the comments made by the user groups in regard to their choices of
suitable and unsuitable activities for each of the Sections. Most comments were related to keeping
the commercial fishers out followed by suggestions for activity controls in Shoalwater Bay and
adjacent waters. Full transcriptions of these comments may be found in Appendix 12. It should
also be noted that other extractive activities such as spearfishing and indigenous activities
received either negative attitudes or mixed attitudes relating to the conduct of those activities in
the study area. The negative attitude to other extractive activities apart from recreational fishing
highlighted the point made by Jaakson (1989: 96) that having to share an area had the ability to
detract from users' satisfaction. It also reiterated the points made by Gartside (1986: 17);
Kenchington (1993: 8); and Dovers (1994: 106) regarding a conflict of interests between
commercial and recreational activities and the continuous debate over whom is responsible for
diminishing fish stocks.
General comments were made by some respondents in each of the four user groups who were
surveyed. These comments related to commercial fishing operations (mail and club survey
respondents), preservation issues (mail, club and self selection survey respondents), and
comments concerning dugongs (club survey respondents) as well as the need for no more rules
(commercial operator survey respondent). All comments made may be found in Appendix 13. The
comments regarding commercial fishing operations and preservation issues reiterated newspaper
report concerns and Gartside's point that recreational fishers expressed a desire to protect the
marine environment and fishing stocks (1986: 17)24.
24 Gartside (1986: 17) also stated commercial fishers shared a similar desire.
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CONCLUSION
The aim of this study was to determine the recreational marine usage of the Shoalwater Bay and
the adjacent waters. The study used quantitative research methods which included the secondary
analysis of existing data sets, mail surveys of registered recreational boat owners and recreational
club members, the use of self selection surveys with the general public, and mail surveys of
commercial operators as well as the use of expert opinion through the use of a modified delphi
technique. These methods collected a variety of data sets. There were some constraints, biases
and limitations associated with the various data sets and any use of the findings in this report must
ackno\"ledge those constraints, biases and limitations.
In general ising the trends evident in the data sets, the local recreational users during June 1995 to
July 1996 were drawn primarily from Yeppoon and Rockhampton, were men mostly aged 45 - 49
years of age, were employed as skilled workers or service industry employees or professionals
and had lived in the study area in the main between I - 10 years and accessed the study area
directly via their own vessels or by their own vehicular transport. Those who accessed the area by
vessels usually departed from Rosslyn Bay. The key areas of use were Port Clinton, Island Head
Creek, Corio Bay, Five Rocks area and the northern section of Shoalwater Bay including Stanage
Bay. Smaller vessels utilised the Shoalwater Bay area and open water vessels accessed the outer
coastal areas. Sail powered vessels used the outer coastal areas in preference to Shoalwater Bay
itself.
Shoalwater Bay and the adjacent waters were used by local recreationalists because of the quality
of the fish stocks, the amenity of the area, the proximity of the study area to the users' residences
as well as the provision of safe anchorages in various sections of the study area. The primary
activities conducted within the study area were recreational fishing, boating, sightseeing, camping
and tourist activities with recreational fishing being the dominant recreational activity.
The local recreationalists visited the area on weekends, week days and holiday periods with
holiday periods being preferred by sail driven vessels due to the time needed to access the area.
The minimum usage of the area by recreationalists was once or twice a year with the mode being
3 - 4 visits per year, and some users expressing a monthly usage pattern. (Two respondents
reported fishing daily in the study period.) Most users had visited the area in the last three months
of the study period and were generally accompanied by friends and family. The local
recreationalists also considered non-recreational fishing extractive activities as inappropriate for
Shoalwater Bay and the adjacent waters. Recreationalists also expressed concern about the need
to protect the recreational setting of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters.
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MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Issue One
Any use of aerial surveillance findings for management purposes must acknowledge the biases
inherent in the ways that data was collected. recorded and analysed. Those biases being different
periods of data collection in different years. incomplete data sets. the potential double counting of
users associated with commercial vessels and recreational vessels and their dinghies or tenders as
well as the inclusion of vessels observed in-transit.
Issue Two
Any use of mail survey findings for management purposes must acknowledge the response rate
was 33% and that the data was biased by a lack of non-use returns even though the proportionate
sampling was maintained in the return rate.
Issue Three
Recognition of 'established' usage areas by recreationalists should be considered when planning
the recreational and tourism opportunity spectrums for the study area. Those 'established' areas
being Port Clinton. Island Head Creek. Corio Bay. the area between Five Rocks and Cape
Manifold, the area between Cape Manifold and Cape Clinton and the northern section of
Shoalwater Bay including Stanage Bay.
Issue Four
The 'wilderness' qualities of the study area need to be maintained through the development of a
recreational opportunity spectrum for Shoalwater Bay and the adjacent waters as 'wilderness'
qualities were noted as one of the primary non-catch related motivations of recreational users.
Issue Five
Development of a recreational opportunity spectrum for the study area should include provision
for the future needs of an ageing local population so as to ensure the quality of their recreational
activities are maintained in their local marine-based recreational area. The recreational
opportunity spectrum should also take into account the fact that the income level of the aged
disadvantages their recreational opportunities and consequently their ability to recreate elsewhere.
hence access to 'established' usage areas should again be considered and maintained.
Issue Six
The income level of most of the survey respondents placed them within the skilled worker or
service industry category. amounts of discretionary income may also disadvantage their
recreational opportunities including finding other suitable settings. consequently. continued
access to 'established' usage areas should be considered by management.
Issue Seven
The study only surveyed recreational users and commercial operators of tourist acti vi ties. it did
not study the commercial fishers nor the indigenous users' activities. To address this bias. any
consideration of overall management of the area by GBR.!vIPA and QDoE agencies must
incorporate information and data gathered from these two user groups.
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Issue Eight
Due to the conflict of interests which exist between recreational users and commercial fishers.
long term monitoring of fish stocks within the study area might be commenced and/or maintained
in order that catch/effort by both groups may be scientifically ascertained and publicly
disseminated so comments and attitudes expressed by both user groups may be founded on fact
rather than hearsay.
Issue Nine
Planners and managers need to acknowledge and include management practices which account
for in-transit use of the area by both sail and motor driven vessels for short term recreation and
because of the area's provision of safe anchorages.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1. Shoalwaler Bay Recreational Usage Survey
~
PI
W~
C.nml Qu.ensland
I.:St~·:':\ilr\"
Recreational Usage Survey of Shoalwater Bay and
Adjacent Waters
This study seeks to determine the number of users, types of
recreational use, areas of use as well as the opinions of
current users regarding activities appropriate for the
Shoalwater Bay area. The information gathered will assist
future planning and management of the Shoalwater Bay area.
The completion of this survey is voluntary. Any information
you provide will be anonymous.
Two maps are included in the survey to assist you with your
responses.
Please use ticks (~) unless asked to do otherwise. Some
survey questions require brief written comments.
When you have completed the questionnaire, please return it
in the reply paid envelope by 30 June 1996.
Thanking you
Gayle Jennings
Lecturer
Tourism and Leisure Studies
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1. In the past year, have you used the waters shown in the map below?
a) Yes ) b) No ( )
(If 'yes' continue, if 'no' please turn to question 12, page 4)
Map One
,
, 10 1$ :0 :sI I I
6
N
,
2. Please mark on the above map, the main places you go to with a cross
(X) as well as the route you would take using a broken line ( - - - - - - -).
3. How do you get to the places marked with an (X)?
Please indicate the main form of trans ort used onl
a) Own boat (
b) Relative's boat (
c) Friend's boat (
d) Club boat (
e) Charter boat (
f) Hire boat (
g) Car (
h) Other (
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
) (Please specify)
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The following questions relate to the map and your responses
recorded on paqe one.
4. Where do you normally depart or launch from to reach the locations
marked on Map One?
5. At the places marked with an (X), which of the following activities
do you do there? (You may tick more than one item. For item (j)
please specify the activity.)
a) Boating ( )
b) Recreational fishing ( )
c) SCUBA diving ( )
d) Kayaking ( )
e) Tourist activity ( )
f) Spearfishing ( )
g) Snorkelling ( )
h) Sightseeing ( )
i) Camping ( )
j) Other (please specify) ( )
6. If you marked more than one activity in question 5, which of the
activities would you choose as your main activity?
7. How often do you go to the area shown on the map?
8. When do you go there? (Please tick only one item).
a) Week days ( )
b) Weekends ( )
c) Holidays ( )
d) Other ( ) (Please specify)
9. When was the last time you went to the area shown on the map?
10. Who usually goes with you? (Please indicate the number of
people in the brackets & specify for item (i). )
a) Self ( )
b) Co-workers ( )
c) Family................... ( )
d) Club members ( )
e) Friends ( )
f) Tourist operator .. ( )
g) Tourists ( )
h) Relatives ( )
i) Others ( ) (Please specify)
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11. Why do you use the waters shown on Map One for your activity or
activities?
-------------------------------------------------------
Map Two
.......... ~.
- .....
. " .
.":; ..~~~~
~"'- ~;.,~':r·: .. '
.!!- .
~.f~ . _ ...
. _.,-
(IUUHn-...HD. '..
1111S:O:S
! .0..-:.. ! !
[j
N
12. Which of the following activities should and should not be allowed
in each of the sections marked on the map above? (Please tick (-Y)
the activities you think should be allowed and use a cross (X)
to indicate the activities you think should not be allowed in
each of the Sections A - E. )
Activities Section A Section B Section C Section 0 Section E
ill Bait neltinn and natherinn
b\ Camninn
c\ Recreational collectina (eo shells)
d\ Commercial collectina
e) SinhtseeinCl
f\ Crabbino and ovster aatherina
10\ Divino
h) Commercial line fish ina
j) Recreational line fishino
i\ Research activities
k\ Boatinn activities
1\ Tourist & education facilities/nronrams
m\ Sneartishinn
n) Commercial nettina
0\ Incliaenous huntina, fishina & colleclina
""Dl Photooraohv
""Dl Snorkellinn
(l Trawlinn
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13. Please use this space if you wish to comment on the choices you
made in Question 12 or for any other general comments.
-------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------
The final part of the questionnaire asks you for some
personal details so that characteristics of users from
various locations may be determined.
14) What is your gender?
Woman ( ) Man ()
15) What is your age?
(Please place a
15-19 ()
20 - 24 ()
25 - 29 ()
30 - 34 ()
35 - 39 ()
tick in the appropriate bracket.)
40 - 44 () 65 - 69 ( )
45 - 49 () 70 - 74 ( )
50 - 54 () 75 - 79 ( )
55 - 59 () 80 - 84 ( )
60 - 64 () 85 + ( )
16) What is/was your occupation?
17) What is your postcode? _
18) How long have you lived there?
• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
19) Have you completed this questionnaire before ?
a) Yes ( ) b) No ( )
If yes, where?
20) Are there any comments you wish to make regarding this
questionnaire or anything related to this questionnaire?
a) Yes ( ) b) No ( )
Thank you very much for your time. results of the survey will
be published in boating & yachting magazines in July. 1997.
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Appendix 2. Examples of Cover Letters
Central Queensland
UNIVERSITY
Gayle Jennings
Department of Social Sciences
Faculty of Arts
Tel: (079) 309339
29 May 1996
Dear
A study of the recreational USe of Shoal water Bay and adjacent waters is
being undertaken by Gayle Jennings from Central Queensland University for
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority. The study seeks to determine
the number of users, types of recreational use, areas of use as well as the
opinions of current users regarding activities appropriate for the area. The
information gathered will assist managers to plan for the future
management of Shoal water Bay and adjacent waters.
Several surveys, such as mail and club surveys are being conducted as part of
the study. As a local resident and registered boat user, you are invited to
participate in the mail survey component of the study by completing the
enclosed questionnaire. A reply paid envelope has been included for its
return. A reminder postcard is being sent to all persons included in the mail
survey in one week's time. If you intend not to respond to the questionnaire,
please ignore this reminder.
Please note that the completion of the questionnaire is voluntary.
information you provide will be anonymous. To ensure this, you
not to record your name anywhere on the questionnaire. Please
completed questionnaire by 14 June 1996.
Any
are asked
mail the
If you are interested in the results of this study, they will be published as a
news article in your local paper during July. If you have any concerns
regarding the questionnaire please contact Gayle Jennings, Faculty of Arts,
Central Queensland University. Rockhampton. 4702.
Yours sincerely
Gayle Jennings
Lecturer in Tourism and Leisure Studies
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Central Queensland
UNIVERSITY
Goylo Jennings
Department of Social Sciences
Faculty of .... m
Tel: (079) 309339
29 May 1996
Dear Member
A study of the recreational use of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters is
being undertaken by Gayle Jennings from Central Queensland University for
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority. The study seeks to determine
the number of users, types of recreational use, areas of use as well as the
opinions of current users regarding activities appropriate for the area. The
information gathered will assist managers to plan for the future
management of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters.
Several surveys, such as mail and club surveys are being conducted as part of
the study. If you have not already completed a survey, you, as a local
recreational club member, are invited to participate in the club survey by
completing the attached questionnaire.
Please note that the completion of the questionnaire is voluntary. Any
information you provide will be anonymous. To ensure this, you are asked
not to record your name anywhere on the questionnaire. If you choose to
complete the questionnaire, please return it in the accompanying reply paid
envelope and mail by 14 June 1996.
If you are interested in the results of the study, they will be sent to your club
executive as well as published as a news article in your local paper during
July. If you have any concerns regarding the questionnaire please contact
Gayle Jennings, Faculty of Arts, Central Queensland University,
Rockhampton, 4702.
Yours sincerely
Gayle Jennings
Lecturer in Tourism and Leisure Studies
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Central Queensland
UNIVERSITY
Gayle Jennings
Department of Social Sciences
Faculty of Am
Tel: (079) 309339
29 May 1996
RECREATIONAL USERS OF SHOALWATER BAY & ADJACENT COASTAL WATERS
A study of the recreational use of Shoal water Bay and adjacent waters is
being undertaken by Gayle Jennings from Central Queensland University for
the Great Barrier Re~f ",larine Park Authority. The study seeks to determine
the number of users. key areas of use and types of recreational use
undertaken in the area as well as current users opinions regarding activities
appropriate for the area. The information gathered will assist managers to
plan for future recreational use of Shoal water Bay and adjacent waters.
Several surveys, such as mail and club surveys are also being conducted as
part of the study. If you have not already completed a mail or a club survey,
you, as a local resident and recreational user of the Shoalwater Bay area, are
invited to participate in the study by completing the attached questionnaire.
Please note that the completion of the questionnaire is voluntary. Any
information you provide will be anonymous. To ensure this, you are asked
not to record )'our name anywhere on the questionnaire. If you choose to
complete the questionnaire, please return it in the accompanying reply paid
env710pe and mail by 14 June 1996.
If you are interested in' the results of this study, they will be published as a
news article in your local paper during July. If you have any concerns
regarding the questionnaire please contact Gayle Jennings. Faculty of Arts,
Central Queensland Cniversity. Rockhampton. 4702.
Yours sincerely
Gayle l::nnings
Lecturer in Tourism ~nd Leisure Studies
Unt.:< Highw~y :'-:l,)([h ROl.:khJIlIf'I<'.'l1
PlN: u..o..:khJl1Ipcol\ QIJ 471)~ ,\u\c"r.lliJ
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Central Queensland
UNIVERSITY
Gayle Jennings
Department of Social Sciences
Faculty of Arts
Tel: (079) 309339
Dear
A study of the recreational use of Shoalwater Bay and adjacent waters is
being undertaken by Gayle Jennings from Central Queensland University for
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority. The study seeks to determine
the number of users, types of recreational use, areas of use as well as the
opinions of current users regarding activities appropriate for the area. The
information gathered will assist managers to plan for the future
management of Shoal water Bay and adjacent waters.
Several surveys, such as mail, club and self-selection surveys have already
been conducted as part of the study. As a commercial operator, you are
invited to participate in the commercial operator component of the study by
completing the enclosed questionnaire. This questionnaire is the same
survey which has been used with all other groups surveyed. A reply paid
envelope has been included for the return of the survey. Should you not use
the area discussed in the survey, would you please still answer the relevant
questions relating to your non-use as well as your opinions?
Please note that the completion of the questionnaire is voluntary. Any
information you provide will be anonymous. To ensure this, you are asked
not to record your name anywhere on the questionnaire. Please mail the
completed questionnaire by . A reminder postcard is being
sent to all persons included in this survey in one week's time. If you intend
not to respond to the questionnaire, please ignore this reminder.
If you are interested in the results of this study, they will be published as a
news article in your local paper during September. If you have any
concerns regarding the questionnaire please contact Gayle Jennings, Faculty
of Arts, Central Queensland University. Rockhampton. 4702.
Yours sincerely
Gayle Jennings
Lecturer in Tourism and Leisure Studies
Urw.:c: Hi:;lw/JY :--;orch ll..IJckhJmpt9n
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Appendix 3. Reminder card for mail survey
4 June 1996
Last week a survey was sent to you which asked about your use of Shoalwater Bay and
adjacent waters as well as your opinions concerning suitable activities for the area.
If you have already completed and returned the survey, please accept my thanks. If you
have forgolten about It and intend to respond, would you please do so and return it
today? Your Information is important so that the usage paltems of Shoalwater Bay are
correctly represented and opinions regarding the suitability of activities are adequately
canvassed.
If you have not received a surveyor have misplaced it, please telephone me on
(079) 309339 and I will forward another to you.
Yours sincerely
Gayle Jennings
Tourism and Leisure Studies
Central Queensland
UNIVERSITY
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Appendix 4. List of Oubs Approached
FISHING CLUBS:
CAPTAG
Keppel Bay SFC
Capricorn Town and Country Fishing Club
Kalka Fishing Club
Ascott Offshore Fishing Club
Emu Park Fishing Club
North Rockhampton Deep Sea Fishing Club
Apex Deep Sea Fishing Club
Capricorn Amateur Angling Club
Keppel Light Gear Angling Club
Apex Angling Club
Rockhampton Amateur Angling Club
Fitzroy Amateur Angling Club
Capricorn Sport and Light Game Fishing Club
Rockhampton Leagues Club Fishing Club
Commonwealth Hotel Deep Sea Fishing Club
REGIONAL MARINE RESOURCES ADVISORY COMMITTEES
Mike Pryor (Capricorn Fisheries Advisory Committee)
Serg DePinto (Mackay Regional Marine Resources Advisory Committee)
Neil Bennett (Gladstone Regional Marine Resources Advisory Committee)
YACHT CLUBS:
Capricornia Cruising Yacht Club (Yeppoon)
Gladstone Yacht Club (Gladstone)
Keppel Bay Sailing Club Inc (Yeppoon)
Mackay .Yacht Club (Mackay)
SEA KAY AKING CLUB
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Appendix 5. Club Survey Reminder Letter Central Queensland
UNIVERSITY
Gayle Jennings
Dep,rtment of Soci,1 Sciences
Faculty of Arts
Tel: (077) 309339
Dear
As you are aware. a study of the recreational use of Shoalwater Bay is being
undertaken by Gayle Jennings from Central Queensland University for the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority. During the third week of June. a
letter inviting your club to participate in the club survey component of the
study was sent to you. Should the executive of your club have been willing
for its members to participate, ten sets of survey material also accompanied
the letter.
of the survey to its
yet returned the survey.
-----_?
If your club executive permitted the distribution
members. and some of those members have not
would you please ask them to do so by
If you have any questions or comments regarding the study, please contact
Gayle Jennings, Faculty of Arts, Central Queensland University,
Rockhampton, 4702.
Yours sincerely
Gayle Jennings
Lecturer in Tourism and Leisure Studies
Oru~-l." Highw..:: :--';"rch RQ..:kh,llIlf'c ..... fl
Post: Ro..:klu:::;: ....'Il QIJ .f:"ll2 .-\lI~fr.lii.1
Td 07931) 9777 FJX «('\'.ih lJi,[
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AppendLx 6. Locations used for Self Selection Surveys
Environment Centre (Yeppoon)
Remnant Vegetation (Shoa!water)
Mackay Fishing World (Mackay)
Northside Fishing Centre (Mackay)
Mackay Bait and Tackle (Mackay)
Sarina Bait and Tackle (Sarina)
Stanage Bay General Store (Stanage Bay)
Barra Bait and Tackle (Yeppoon)
Yeppoon Bait and Tackle (Yeppoon)
Capricorn Coast Sport and Hobby Centre (Yeppoon)
Rosslyn Bay Marina (Yeppoon)
Rosslyn Bay Kiosk (Yeppoon)
Rosslyn Bay Coast Guard (Yeppoon)
Blue Fin Sports (Rockhampton)
Kalka Bait and Tackle (Rockhampton)
Gladstone Marina Bait and Tackle (Gladstone)
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Appendix 7. Survey Advertisements
Recreational Use'of
Shoalwater Bay.and
Adjacent Waters
"A rt'~dy'~f the' ~~Z'i~at1~::~al u~':o'f'sh6alwai~~r s;y
and adjacen"t wateN is being undertaken by Gayle
Jennings from CQU (or the Great Barriei' Reef
Marine Par~( ·Authority. The study' seek's to
determine the number of u~rs. "key areas of use
and types of recr"eational use undertaken .In the
area as well as current users' opinions regarding
a,,:ti\:ities . appropriate for. the· ·area.. The
information gathered will assist' managers t'o 'pliin
(or future-recreational use of Shoalwater Bay and
adjacent waters".·· ". . ".' ." :: "
," "..-:" :".. " '", -,- ." .. :.' .' ......;r..:.~
As part of the study, several su·rveys.are.~ejn9
conducted du~ing June 1996. These include m"ail
surVeYs' of boat owners and commercial operators,
recreatibnal dub surveys, self completion surveys
at various bait and tadde shops. general stores'
and sef'lj.~e station~, as well as on-site user slirveYs_
Your participation an.d cooperation would be
greatly appreciat~d:so that us'er'patterns' cit
Shoalwater Bay are representative "ahd opiniO"ns
regarding the suitability of various activities
adequately canvassed. All data gathered will be
anonymous. Reply paid envelopes will be attached
to all surveys for ease of return. All responses
should be mailed by 14 June 1996 and results of
the surveys will be provided to this newspaper in
July.
If you would Ii,,:e any further information
regarding the study please (on tact Gayle Jennings,
Faculty of Arts, Central Queensland University.
Rockhampton Qld 4702 Ph: 079309339.
Central Queensland
UNIVERSITY
(OUSt·..: UHII
TMB. Wednesday, 12th June 1996. Page 5
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Appendix 8. Specific locations accessed by mail survey respondents
LOCA TlOS Frequency Percenta.~e
SIJn3.'iZC BJV 27 10.6
The Sh:lcks 3 1.2
Sho3.lw;ucr B.1Y 7 1.8
C.10e Townshend 5 2.0
Townshend [sl:lnd 6 2.3
lsl:&nd HeJd Creek 3 I 12.t
PeJtI 83.V 50 19.5
Pon Clinlon H 1.6
Quoin Isl:.nd 2 I 8.2
CJoe M.1nifold 10 3.9
PC3ked (sbod 2 I 8.2
FI31 (sh,nd 37 14.5
Five Rocks 57 22.3
W,.lerPJrk Creek 2 0.8
Corio Bay 123 48.1
Keooel Arc3 26 10.2
Yeoooon I I 4.3
Fitzroy River I 3 5. I
Arthur Point 9 3.5
Leicester Isbnd 4 1.6
Cliff Point I 0.4
Freshw:ller 83'1 10 3.9
Collins Isbnd 5 2.0
Section A Arc,} I 5 5.9
Section B ,,),rc.1 5 2.0
Section C ArcJ. 9 3.5
Seelion 0 AreJ 2 0.8
Seclion E Arc,] (I) 15 5.9
Seclion E Arc3 (2) 28 10.9
Seclion E Arc.1 (3) 45 17.6
Section F At':J 19 7.4
Outside the ltta 32 12.5
r-:O RESPOl-iSE 1) 2 51.6
Three Rivers I 0.4
Nine Mile BC.1ch S 3.1
Emu Puk 7 2.7
Alt.ens IsI.1nd 3 1.2
C.1n~ PJ,ssue 3 1.2
West Biqht 2 0.8
Head Creek 2 0.8
Pin,wec's Point 2 0.8
Tci.1nllul,u IslJnd I 0.4
Kepoel SJnds 2 0.8
Liule Corio 8,1" 14 5.5
Isl3nd He3d 1 0.4
Per(oraled Poinl 2 0.8
Fi'/c Rock.s Isl3nd 5 2.0
Thirstv Sound I 0.4
NO I 0.4
Appendix 9. Departure points included in the 'Other' category of Table 15
Question 4 • Other
"Coorooman Creek." (MS:49J
"Causeway."
"Broome Head property." (MS:86J
"Stockyard Poin.." (MS:96J
"Stockyard Point." (MS:I04J
"H.ven." (~lSI12J
"Coorooman Creek. [MS: 116J
"Kink•." (MS I32J
"Plumtree." (MS: 134J
"Along Beaches." [MS: 139J
"Emu Park Beach." (MS: 148)
Thirsty Sound," [MS: 149J
"Beach," [MS: 169J
"Dive Centre· Great Keppel." (MS: 176J
Mulumbin Beach," (MS: 196J
"Thirsty Sound." (MS:208J
Fish from Bank only." (MS:2141
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"Beach." (MS:257J
"Coorooman Creek." (MS:260J
"Broom Head," (MS:265]
"Emu Park." (MS:271 J
"Cawarrel Creek." [MS:27IJ
"Keppel Sands." (MS:294)
"Thirsty Sound." (MS:304J
"Port Alma." [MS:339J
"1770 and Shute Harbour." (MS:345)
"Thirsty Sound," (CS:24J
"Thirsty Sound," [CS:25)
"Broom Head." [CS:25]
"Great Keppel Island." (SS:O IJ
"Pacific Creek," (SS:02J
"Coorooman Creek," (SS:232J
"Thirsty Sound." (SS:36J
Appendix 10, 'Other' categories noted in survey
Question 3 • Other
"Motorcycle - Five Rocks." [MS:552J
''fruck and Ute." [MS86J
"Coast Guard." [MS:92J
"Yacht." [MS: 145J
"Yacht." [MS:290J
"Delivery of charter boat." [MS:307J
"Armed Forces exercises." [MS360J
"Reefseeker (Great Keppel Island)" [MS369J
"Work'; [36J
"Aircraft" [SS:37J
Question 5 • Other 1
Crabbing. [MS:3lJ
Crabbing. [MS:34J
Bushwalking. [MS:55]
Relaxing. [MS:57J
Day Trip. [MS:62J
"Sailing." [MS:82]
"Surfing." [MS:83J
"Surfing and bushwalking." [MS:96J
"Beachworm collecting." [MS: 104J
"Walking." [MS: 107]
"Bushwalking." [MS: 134J
Professional fishing." [MS: 140J
"Sailing." [MS: 145J
"Sailing." (MS: 147J
"Cruising and exploring." [MS:156J
"Walking." [MS:223]
"Stopover (Yacht)." [MS:236J
"Beachcombing." [MS:240J
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"Crabbing." [MS:244]
"Crabbing." [MS:248]
"Photography." [MS:278J
"Not stopping (yacht)." [MS:290J
"Surfing." [MS:245J
"Armed Forces exercises." [MS:360J
"Club fishing." [MS:367J
"4W Driving." [MS:369J
"4W Driving." [MS:379J
"Recreational crabbing." [MS:390J
"Photography." [CS: 12J
"4W Driving." [CS:15]
"Professional crabbing." [SS:09J
"Cleaning out junk of thissociety. (SS: 12J
"Professional fishing." [SS:27J
"Commercial fishing." [SS35J
"Work (aircraft)." [SS:37J
"Exploring." [SS:39]
Question 5 • Other 2
"Enjoying nature." [MS:82J
"Swimming." [CS: 12J
"House maintenance." [CS:15J
''fo write." [SS: 12J
Question 5 • Other 3
"Walking." [CS:12]
Question 7 • Other 1
"3-15 times/year." [MS:07]
;':~;: ~ay once a year. Keppel Island once a month."
'Three times a month." [MS:25J
"108 lim<s a year." [MS:43J "When wealher p<rmils." [MS:28J
"Bi-weekly." [MS:53J "When we can lake time from property:' [MS:36J
"Varies widely:' (MS:551
"Fairly r<gularly." (MS:54J
"5 months of th< year:' [MS:95J
10·20 tim<s a year." [MS: 134J
"Jun<, July, August and Seplember:' [MS: 140J
"40 weeks of lhe year:' [MS: 145J
"Irregularly." [MS: 168J
"Very often - 20 times p.a." [MS: 169J
"Not enough:' [MS: InJ
"Daily:' [;\IS: 176J
''20 per year:' [MS: 186J
"Not of«n enough:' (MS: 194J
"About every 2 years." [MS:203J
"Regularly:' (MS:229J
'"Twice since 1991:' [MS:262]
"Every 3 years:' [MS:265J
"No set holiday period." [MS:268J
"Frequemly:' [MS:270J
"Fairly often:' [MS:276J
"Once every 3 weeks approx," [MS:303J
"15-20 limes a year:' [MS:390J
"Any time:' [CS:02J
"Frequently:' [CS:07)
"Many lim<s." [CS:IIJ
"Very often:' [CS: 12J
"15 times per year:' [CSI8J
"Pass through on way north:' (~IS:02J
"90 times a year." [SS:29J
Question 8 . Other
"Any day - all year round:' [MS:24J
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"Any lime." (MS:73J
"Whenever I get a chance." [MS:83]
"Recreational fishing lrips only:' [MS:86J
"Home at Stanage:' [MS:95J
"Day before full moon," [MS 109J
"Wealher:' [MS: 126J
"When wealher is good:' [MS: 142J
"Any time il suits me:' [MS: 149J
"Any lime." [MS:153J
"Wealher perrnilling:' [MS:156]
"Full lime cruising - 85-91:' [MS: 164J
"Sunday - Thursday:' [MS:200J
"Definilely nol holiday periods:' [MS:203J
"Any lime· weather permilling:' [MS:225J
"Rostered days off:' [MS:231 J
"Anytime." (MS:236J
"Any day of the week." (MS:24IJ
"When wealher and tides allow:' [MS:248J
"Any time - when weather permits:' [MS:264)
"When weather permits." [MS:286J
"When weather permits." [MS:294J
"Rostered day." [MS:303J
"Any lime weather permits:' [MS:314J
"Not specified." [MS:317J
"RighI weather:' [MS:345]
"Army exercises:' [MS:360J
"Any time· when Army doesn't have area restricted,"
[MS:390J
"Days off:' [cs:03i
"Weather:' (CS:23J
"Pass through on way north." (SS:02J
"Weather." (08)
"Any time the tides are suitable." [SS: 17J
"In suitable weather." (SS:29)
"Mid year· 2 week period - December nights."
(MS:37]
Question 10 • Pax I
"Not specified." [MS:42J
"Not specified." (MS:249)
"Crew." (MS:290)
"Platoo.n members." (MS:326)
"Dog." [MS:339J
"Not specified." [CS:04]
Question II • Other 1
"Surfing." (~IS:83]
"I do not take my boat in open waters." [MS:109J
"1'00 far to travel to reach." [MS: I2 IJ
"To make a living so that we can pay taxes to keep
the rest of the bludgers in this country alive."
[MS:I40]
"Not the best for fishing due to depletion of stocks."
{MS:I48J
"Because I have operated in these waters as a
professional as a professional and amateur fishennan
since 1952 and I like the area." (~IS: 149)
"Relative· Yeppoon.'· [MS:169]
"Conduct diving business." (MS:176J
"Have hut to Slay at." [MS:237J
"No special reason." [MS:278)
"Boat parked at Keppel Sands." [~IS:294)
"I don't fish Corio north." (MS:309]
"No fees. regulations. freedom," [MS:323]
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"Why does a duck have feathers?" [MS:343J
•..·Work.'· (MS:360)
"Work." (MS:380]
"House maintenance." [CS:I3J
"Relaxation." [SS: 13 J
"Income." (SS:27)
"Commercial fishing." (SS:35)
"Wild life research." [SS:37J
Question 13 • Other 2
"Intend to become a commercial line fisherman,"
[MS:38)
"Pearl Bay should be a tourist area." [MS:49J
"Will this be productive?" (MS:5I)
"Majority of time spent by myself - lake friends and
my children when they visit me." [MS:82]
"Why do a survey on this area where access to
approx 80% restricted by law and the other serviced
by 2 roads. (I) Yeppoon to Byfield. (2) Cunnawarra
to Stanage Bay. The price of a boat capable of fishing
the rest is beyond most family men." [MS:84J
"Recreation fishing (line) together with
photographing the undisturbed nature in general."
(MS:86J
"1 only fish in my boat in lakes or creeks. I do not
fish in the ocean. Sorry I am no help." (MS:98)
''The current limit access has kept this area in its
present pristine
Question 17 • 99 Option
4720 (Postcode) (MS:38)
"4780." [MS:41J
"4741." (MS:103J
Question 18
"A long time." [MS:268]
Appendix 11, Full transcriptions of reasons for using the study area for recreation
Question 11 Comments by Mail survey respondents
01 Amenity
'There is only one sea area in the area so it's the only
one to use." (MS:OI]
"Good fishing spots, beautiful views." (MS:06]
'This area is the most beautiful on the Queensland
coast. The fishing is always good because of part·
time Army use." [MS: 17]
"Proximity to where we live. High scenic amenity.
Convenient resan type facilities at Grc:lt Keppel
Island." [MS:25]
"As this.is a good fishing area, Also a very nice area
to look at and visit with your family." [MS:27]
"Pleasant spot." (MS:36]
'1'0 get away from commercialise areas. [t's rough
country to get there, but worth the effort." (MS:37)
"Safe, beautiful, apt for activities and unspoiled."
[MS:43]
"Pleasure and fishing." [MS:44)
"Convenience, attractive areas, reasonable fishing
and crabbing. Accessible by road. (MS:49]
"It' 5 a nice place to camp and fish, and we usually
catch some good fish." [MS:50]
"Get away from rat race." (MS:55]
"Because it's a beautiful place and there are safe
anchorages." [MS:57)
"Picturesque." [MS:71]
"Because they are relatively untouched," [MS:79]
"Easily accessible. l've fished the area since I was 12
and have always got a few fish. It's also a good place
to teach kids how to fish and then there's natural
beauty of the place. It's also good surf fishing in the
comer of Nine Mile Beach and Five Rocks." [MS:B3J
"It is one of the four places on the Coast with access
and that professional fishermen. Port Alma and the
River are like the highway for traffic." (MS:B4J
"It has a good supply of fresh water, the surfing is
good, fishing and spearfishing is good. it is relatively
close to home and it is a beautiful spot." [MS:96]
"Like the place." [MS:99]
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"Unspoi1t." [MS: (07)
"Due to good fishing, good anchorages and good
scenery." (MS:113]
"Remoteness, less people in area, better chance for a
decent fish." (MS: IIBJ
"Peace and quiet. Good fishing. Great for kids."
[MS:132]
"It is probably the most beautiful coast line in
Australia - I live here!" (MS:134]
" Because it is as yet unspoilt and original and
uncrowded, It is also a safe haven when cruising the
area." [MS:136)
"Beautiful unspoilt area. Quiet." (MS: 13B]
"Ease of location, relati vely unspoilt; peaceful and
tranquil." [MS: 144)
"Uncrowded and unspoiled" [MS: 147J
"Because I have operated in these waters as a
professional fisherman and an amateur fisherman
since 1952 and I like the area." [MS: 149J
"Peaceful, good fishing and great scenery." [rv~S: 151]
"It's a beautiful area and good fishing." [MS: (53)
"Our local waters; area's spectacular beauty;
remoteness; away from crowded areas; to catch a
feed of fish; for cruising and exploring." [MS: 156J
"It is the best coastline on the East Coast." [MS: 157]
"Inaccessible to small craft and cars. Natural 4
undestroyed by idiots." [MS:160J
"Quiet and enjoyable. The fishing is not brilliant."
[MS:163]
"It is a scenic route and scenic spot with fishing and
crabbing available - quiet area; not over-run with
vessels and people - very great recreationally 4
unspoilt area that shouid be retained." [MS:I66]
"Good clear water· white sand - fair fishing!"
(MS:16B)
Quietness. Scenery. Usually good fishing." [MS: (93)
"For the excellent fishing and beauty of the area,"
(MS: 194J
"Diversity of t1shing, Ability 10 camp in relative
isolation. Appreciate the beauty of the area,"
[MS:196J
"It is one of the nicest areas on the Queensland coast.
Vast areas of sheltered waters, Relatively unspoiled.
Nov very accessible. Low numbers of users."
(MS:203]
"Peaceful area· nice fishing." (MS:212]
"Because the water is clean," [MS:216]
"Because it is peaceful and relaxing." (MS:230J
"Recreational fishing. Pleasure." (MS:238J
"Beautiful country and fishing" (MS:240J
"Clean, clear waters and unspoiled areas." [MS:242]
''To get away from tourist areas and a place you can
take your dog." (MS:255]
"Virgin country. Have hut to stay at." (MS: 257J
"Remote· unspoilt!" (MS:258J
"Because Ihe scenery and anchorage. etc. are second
to none." [MS:260J
"Ecological trips. fishing and looking at the
remarkable features of the area." (MS:268J
"Rela.'(ing . appreciation of scenery - small amount of
table fish." (MS:271 J
"Get away pleasure." [MS:276]
"Because of the isolation and the unspoilt
environment." (MS:281]
"Safe, sheltered waters. sense of isolation;
wilderness. complexity of eco-systems re fish
species." [MS:282]
"Because of the quietness. beauty and tranquillity
and besides. at times the fishing is great!" [MS:310]
'"They are unspoilt and accessible." (MS:311]
"Quiet beautiful - sunrise and sunset. Also quite area
at times good crabbing and fishing." (MS:313]
"Because of the undeveloped beauty of the area. to
(MS:317J
"Good fishing. isolated. no resorts. no fees. no
regulation. and freedom." [MS:323
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·'Close to home and a lillie isolated." (MS:291]
"Good fishing and beautiful area." (~IS:299J
"'Cause I live in this area and being an Australian - I
love the Reef!" (MS:302j
"Interesting sights and good fishing. I also use a lot
of area north up the Percy's." [MS:304J
"Survival training. Superb fishing area and superb
scenery." (MS:326J
"Pristine area. good boating. good lishing."
(MS:328]
"Good fishing, crabbing and beautiful scenery."
(MS:340]
"Good(?) fishing and scenic.
"Interesting and safe anchorages." [~IS:346]
"Uncluttered by people - beautiful country."
[MS:353J
I really enjoy the unspoiled environment and clear
waters." (MS:354J
"Isolation, beauty, peacefulness, safe anchorages."
(MS:358]
"Sports fishing; rec. fishing; pleasure; work."
[MS:360J
"Not crowded, generally good weather and clear
water." (MS:369]
"Enjoyment and appreciation of area." [MS:373]
"Nice and peaceful, good fishing - great spot."
[MS:379J
"It is a very nice. relaxing spot and is a very good
fishing spot." (MS:387J
'"To get away from the rat race." [MS:389]
"Safe boaling - National Park." [MS:390J
02 Proximity
"Close handy." [MS:04]
"Proximity. I have taken a boat to Stanage Bay, but is
a long way. 1have also fished Corio Bay in a dinghy
but this Is less common." [MS:08J
"Because I live here!" (MS: 10J
"Proximity to where we live. High scenic amenity.
Convenient resort type facilities at Great Keppel
Island." (MS:2S]
"Because of distance, and ability to return home
safely in the event of a wind change/increased
velocity, etc, Depends on who is in the boat at the
time of rough seas, etc. (MS:30}
"Convenience, attractive areas, reasonable fishing
and crabbing, Accessible by road, [MS:49J
"Proximity and beauty," [MS:54J
"Close proximity to my residence," [MS:58]
"These particular waters are sheltered and are closest
to my home, [MS:59)
"lawn a hut on Waterpark Creek and use the Creek
and Corio Bay to fish and crab," [MS:69)
"Easily accessible. I've fished the area since I was 12
and have always got a few fish. It's also a good place
to teach'kids how to fish and then there's natural
beauty of the place, It's also good surf fishing in the
comer of Nine Mile Beach and Five Rocks," [MS:83J
"Close to Rosslyn Bay: people require assistance,"
[MS:92]
"Proximity to offshore Islands and reefs coupled with
safe anchorage. either Port Clinton or Island Head
Creek (or Pearl Bay - in good weather):' (MS:93J
"It has a good supply of fresh water, the surfing is
good, fishing and spearfishing is good, it is relatively
close to home and it is a beautiful spot" [MS:96J
'"These places are the closest available, even though
they are not the best for fishing due to depiction of
stocks," [MS: 148)
"Close to where I live:' [MS: 154J
"Our local waters; area's spectacular beauty;
remoteness; away from crowded areas; to catch a
feed of fish; for cruising and exploring:' [MS: 156J
"Keppel Bay has good anchorage and islands to use-
handy to Rosslyn Bay and Gladstone, Clean water, If
had more time would go further north:' [MS: 164J
"Because it is there and a part of Austr:.1lia,"
[MS:179J
"Close proximity," [MS:185]
"Because close handy and good fishing." [MS: 190J
"Close calm \Vaters," (MS: 192]
"Ease of access," [MS:215]
"I can access both areas easily from the facilities
provided at both ramps," [MS:225]
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"Closest coastal area, local knowledge:' (MS: 231]
"Close to home, not far to travel and good fishing at
times," [MS:233)
"Accessibility:' [MS:241 J
"Because it is only 30klm from where I live!"
[M:244J
Smallish boat - the area is handy:' [MS:256J
'These areas are close to Rockhampton and my
family loves to fish and camp:' [MS:266]
"Ease of access to reasonable fishing grounds,"
[MS:267]
"Convenience of area and availability of good fish."
[MS:270)
''The last untouched wilderness coast line in Central
Queensland, One word - "BeaUliful"," [MS:272]
"Because I know the area," [MS:283]
"Close to where I live," [MS:308)
'They are unspoilt and accessible," [MS:31IJ
"Readily accessible. Reasonably prolific marine life."
[MS:318J
'They are close to my home," [MS:319]
"Close to home and a little isolated," [MS:291)
"Nearest accessible area for pleasant boating and
fishing:' [MS:298]
"Good fishing, easy access with small boats."
[MS:300)
"'Cause I live in this area and being an Australian - I
love the Reef!" [MS:302]
"Close to home and good fishing," [MS:303]
"Local area within easy reach:' [MS:359J
"Because Corio Bay is the only estuary system within
easy reach of Rockhampton which has not
completely been ravaged by commercial netting but
they are trying their hardest, especially the
itinerants:' [MS:367)
"Only way to fishing spots," [MS:383]
"Because it is in close proximity to my residence. I
know the area well. I have been going to the area
since I was a babe in my mother's arms. [MS:390]
03 FamHylFriends
"As this is a good fishing area. Also a very nice area
to look at and visit with your family," [MS:27J
"Peace and quiet. Good fishing. Great for kids."
[MS:132]
"Family and friends," [MS:33)
04 Fish stocks
"To enjoy recreational fishing." (MS:02]
"Very pleasant camping area and fishing spot."
[MS:05J
"Good fishing spots, beautiful views," [MS:06J
''The v¥iety of fish that can be caught there."
[MS:07J
"For digging yabbies and recreational fishing."
[MS:09J
"Good fishing." [MS: II]
"This area is the most beautiful on the Queensland
coast. The fishing is always good because of part-
time Army use," [MS: 17J
"Recreational fishing." [MS: 18J
"Smaller boats can't get there and the area is not over
fished." [MS: 19J
'io try and catch a fish - often without any luck at
all!! The trawlers com in so close to the shore ~ they
take the lot!!!!" [MS:21]
"Because of the lack of people in the area - it is nice
and quiet and unspoiled." [MS:22]
"As most other areas in Central Queensland are
overfished this area whilst still having far too much
fishing pressure still produces reasonable fishing,"
[MS:24J
"Fishing. Swimming." [MS:26]
"As this is agood fishing area. Also a very nice area
to look at and visit with your family." [MS:27]
"Mackerel fishing." [MS:28J
"Best lishing." [MS:29J
"Enjoyment of recreational fishing." [MS:31]
"Recreational fishing and crabbing." [MS:35J
"Pleasure and fishing." [MS:44]
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"Fishing." [MS:46J
'The areas mainly north of Yeppoon for more
successful fishing activities. East of Yeppoon for
sheltered fishing areas and camping on Island
(Keppel group)." [MS:48]
·'Convenience. attractive areas, reasonable fishing
and crabbing. Accessible by road. [MS:49]
"It's a nice place to camp and fish, and we usually
catch some good fish." [MS:50J
"Close to hand. Estuary fishing." [MS:5IJ
"Recreational fishing, sightseeing and camping."
[MS:53J
"Recreational fishing." [MS:60]
"Fishing." [MS:61]
"Preferred fishing area from shoreline of Map~E to
30 miles East." [MS:67]
"Reasonable fishing." [MS:71 J
"Recreational fishing." [MS:73J
"Close." [MS:71]
"Try to find a quiet fishing spot away from
commercial netting." [MS:80J
"A lovely area. much of it pristine, good fishing;
some areas relatively remote; to get away from
tourist areas; to enjoy nature." [MS:82]
"Easily accessible. I've fished the area since I was 12
and have always got a few fish. It's also a good place
to teach kids how to fish and then there's natural
beauty of the place. It's also good surf fishing in the
comer of Nine Mile Beach and Five Rocks." [MS:83)
"Good fishing." [MS:89J
"Recreational fishing." [MS:90J
"Fishing and oysters." [MS:95J
"It has a good supply of fresh water, the surfing is
good, fishing and spearfishing is good, it is relatively
close to home and it is a beautiful spot." [MS:96]
"Good fishing most times. Well protected at most
times of year. Relatively easy access to different parts
of bay." [MS:97J
"Fishing." [MS:112]
"Due to good fishing, good anchorages and good
scenery." [MS: 113]
"Fishing." [MS: 116]
"Remoteness. less people in area, better chance for a
decent fish." (MS: 118J
"Good protection offering attractive anchorages and
both estuary and reef fishing." [MS:127)
"Good fishing" [MS: 128]
"Fishing" [MS: 1301
"Peace and quiet Good fishing. Great for kids,"
[MS:132)
"Fully retired - mainly recreational activity."
[MS:135)
"Fishing." [MS: 137)
"Recreational and fishing purposes" [MS: 139]
"The fishing in some areas is generally good."
[MS:141]
"Good fishing - no tish around Keppel's." [MS: 142]
"Peaceful. good fishing and great scenery." [MS: 151]
"It's a beautiful area and good fishing." [MS:153]
"Recreational fishing." [MS: 155]
"Our local waters; area's spectacular beauty;
remoteness; away from crowded areas; to catch a
feed of fish; for cruising and exploring." [MS: 156]
"Quiet and enjoyable. The fishing is not brilliant,"
[MS: 163J
"Haven't found a better fishing SPOL" [MS: 165J
"It is a scenic route and scenic spot with fishing and
crabbing available - quiet area; not over-run with
vessels and people - very great recreationally -
unspoilt area that should be retained." [MS:166)
"Potentially good fishing. crabbing in protected
waters." [MS:167]
"Good clear water· white sand· fair fishing!"
[MS:168]
"Relatives live in Yeppoon and know the area for
fishing." [MS: 169]
"Mainly fishing and crabbing." [MS: 171)
"Fishing." [MS: 175J
"Good fishing. Protected waters." [MS: 181)
"Reef fishing." [MS: 184]
!OI
Quietness. Scenery. l'sually good fishing." [MS:193)
"For the excellent fishing and beauty of the area."
[MS: 194]
"Diversity of fishing. Ability to camp in relative
isolation. Appreciate the beauty of the area,"
[MS:196)
"It has deep water suited to good fishing. Relatively
unpopulated." [MS: 196J
"Fishing and a weekend outing!" [MS:199]
"Better fishing." [MS:202]
"Peaceful area - nice tishing." [~IS:212]
"Better fishing area." [MS:214]
"Good fishing area." [MS:219]
"Fishing and surung." [MS:220)
"Recreational fishing." [MS:221]
"Good fishing grounds." [MS:224]
"Recreational fishing, because I always catch enough
for a meal." [MS:226]
"Because of the types of fish and the quality of night
anchorages." [MS:227]
"Fishing possibilities." [MS:229]
"Fishing is good." (~IS:232]
"Close to home. not far to travel and good fishing at
times." [MS:233)
"Fishing for mackerel (mainly)." [MS:234)
"Recreational fishing. Pleasure." [MS:238]
"Recreational fishing" [MS:239]
"Beautiful country and fishing" [MS:240]
"Reefs off Cap [ntem Resort attract mackerel.'
[MS:251]
"Recreational fishing." [MS:254]
"Because in the right weather conditions it proves
favourable fishing." [MS:264J
"fishing." [MS:265]
''These areas are close to Rockhampton and my
family loves to fish and camp." [MS:266]
"Ease of access to reasonable fishing grounds."
[MS:267)
"Ecological trips, fishing and looking at the
remarkable Fearures of Ihe area." [MS:268J
"Fishing." [MS:269J
"Convenience of area and availability of good fish."
[MS:2701
"Rela'(ing - appreciation of scenery· small amount of
table fish." [MS:27IJ
'"To Iry 10 catch fish." [MS:274J
"Safe, sheltered waters. sense of isolation;
wilderness, complexity of eco-systems re fish
species." [MS:282]
"Good fishing area." [MS:285J
"Because of the quietness. beauty and tranquillity
and besides, al times Ihe fishing is great!" [MS:31 0]
"Quiet beautiful· sunrise and sunset. Also quite area
at times good crabbing and fishing." [MS:313J
"Good fishing." [MS:314J
"Usually catch fish for own use - catches are
declining." [MS:320J
"Good fishing, isolated, no resorts, no fees. no
regulation, and Freedom." [MS:323]
"Fishing and camping." [MS:325J
"Secause I like to do a bit of fishing and crabbing
and il is a good all wealher anchorage." [MS:236J
"Due to ReeFs, ete around the islands." [MS:292J .
"Recreational fishing." [MS:296J
"Nearest accessible area for pleasant boating and
fishing." [MS:298J
"Good fishing and beautiFul area." [MS:299]
"Good fishing, easy access with small boats."
[MS:3OO]
"Close to home and good fishing." [MS:303J
"[nteresting sights and good fishing. I also use a lot
of area north up the Percy's." [MS:304)
"Survival training. Superb fishing area and superb
scenery." [MS:326J
"Pristine area, good boating, good fishing,"
[MS:328J
"Good fishing most of Ihe time." [MS:33IJ
"Good yabby beds and good fishing." [MS:335]
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"Because of Ihe good fishing." [MS:337]
"Because it is a nice area to go to get away from it
all." [MS:338J
"hems 3.4.5.6 and I ~ for it's remoteness and more
chance of c:ltching a fish.
Item 2 For its a nice place and handy." [MS:339J
"Good fishing, crabbing and beautiful scenery."
[MS:340J
"Good(?} fishing and scenic.
"Good fishing, good surfing, protected anchorage."
[MS:345J
"Safe sheltered water· fishing and crabbing."
[MS:350J
"One of few areas available for estuary fishing."
[MS:352J
"Fishing." [MS:355J
"Good fishing." [MS:357]
"Spans fishing; rec. fishing; pleasure; work."
[MS:360J
"Because Corio Bay is the only estuary system within
easy reach of Rockhampton which has not
completely been ravaged by commercial netting but
they are trying their hardest. especially the
ilinerants." [MS:367J
"Catching fish." [MS:371]
"Nice and peaceful. good fishing· great spot."
[MS:379]
"Recreational fishing mainly but have worked in Apt.
Clinlon and have interest in same." [MS:380]
"Recrealional fishing." [MS:381]
"Fairly secluded and good fishing." [MS:384J
"Best For boating and fishing" [MS:386J
"It is a very nice. rela'(ing spot and is a very good
fishing SPOI." [MS:387J
"Fishing and camping." [MS:388J
05 Anchorage
"Deep anchorages on Conide Island." [MS: 12]
"SaFe anchorage." [MS: 13 J
"Safe, beautiful, apt for activities and unspoiled."
[MS:43J
"These particular waters are sheltered and are the
closest to my home." [MS:59]
"Proximity to offshore Islands and reefs coupled with
safe anchorage - either Port Clinton or [sland Head
Creek (or Pearl Bay - in good weather)." [MS:93]
"Due to good fishing, good anchorages and good
scenery."' [MS: 113]
"Protected from the wind."' [MS:124]
"Good protection offering attractive anchorages and
both estuary and reef fishing."' [MS: 127]
" Because it is as yet unspoilt and original and
uncrowded. It is also a safe haven when cruising the
area." [MS:136]
"Keppel Bay has good anchorage and islands to use -
handy to Rosslyn Bay and Gladstone, Clean water, If
had more time would go further north."' [MS:I64j
"Potentially good fishing, crabbing in protected
waters." [MS:167]
"Good fishing. Protected waters." [MS: 181]
"It is one of the nicest areas on the Queensland coast.
Vast areas of sheltered waters. Relatively unspoiled.
Nov very accessible. Low numbers of users."
[MS:203]
"Because of the types of fish and the quality of night
anchorages."' [MS:227]
"It's a logical stopover between Rosslyn Bay and
further anchorages to north, ie - HexamlPercy Island
and vice versa."' [MS:236)
"Because the scenery and anchorage. etc. are second
to none." [MS:260j
"Safe, sheltered waters, sense of isolation;
wilderness, complexity of eco-systems re fish
species." [MS:282]
'"Transient."' [MS:309]
"Yacht races and sheltering overnight." [MS:301]
"Good fishing. good surfing. protected anchorage."
[MS:345]
"Interesting and safe anchorages." [MS:346}
"Safe sheltered water - fishing and crabbing."
[MS:350]
"'solation, beauty. peacefulness. safe anchorages."
[MS:358]
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06 People
"Because of the lack of people in the area· it is nice
and quiet and unspoiled."' [MS:22]
'The only place to go fishing with my size dinghy."
[MS:64]
"A lovely area, much of it pristine. good fishing;
some areas relati vely remote; to get away from
tourist areas; to enjoy nature." {MS:82]
"Few, if any people."' [MS: 107]
" Because it is as yet unspoilt and original and
uncrowded. ft is also asafe haven when cruising the
area."' [MS: 136]
"Uncrowded and unspoiled" [MS: 147]
"Our local waters; area's spectacular beauty;
remoteness; away from crowded areas; to catch a
feed of fish; for cruising and exploring." [MS: 156]
"Inaccessible to small craft and cars. Natural ~
undestroyed by idiots."' [MS:160]
"It is a scenic route and scenic spot with fishing and
crabbing available - quiet area; not over·run with
vessels and people· very great recreationally -
unspoilt area that should be retained."' (MS: 166]
"Diversity of fishing. Ability to camp in relative
isolation. Appreciate the beauty of the area."
[MS:196]
"It is one of the nicest areas on the Queensland coast.
Vast areas of sheltered waters. Relatively unspoiled.
Nov very accessible. Low numbers of users."
[MS:203]
"Good fishing, isolated, no resorts. no fees, no
regulation, and freedom." [MS:323
"Other areas are over populated."' [MS:287]
"Isolation, beauty, peacefulness, safe anchorages."
[MS:358]
"Not crowded, generally good weather and clear
water." [MS:369]
"Fairly secluded and good fishing."' [MS:384j
07 Activities
"Very pleasant camping area and fishing spot."
[MS:05]
"For digging yabbies and recreational fishing."
[MS:09]
"Family camping. recreational fishing." [MS:23]
"Fishing. Swimming." [MS:26J
"Safe. beautiful. apt for activities and unspoiled,"
[MS:43]
"h's a nice place to camp and fish. and we usually
catch some good fish." [MS:50]
"Recreational fishing, sightseeing and camping,"
[MS:53J
"Easily accessible. I've fished the area since I was 12
and have always gOI a few fish. It's also agood place
to teach kids how to fish and then there's natural
beauty of the place. It's also good surf fishing in the
comer of Nine Mile Beach and Five Rocks," [MS:83}
"Scuba diving; camping." [MS:90J
"It has a good supply of fresh water, the surfing is
good. fishing and spearfishing is good, it is relatively
close to home and it is a beautiFul SPOL" [MS:96]
"Recreational and fishing purposes" [MS:i39]
"Keppel Islands." [MS: 145]
"The coastal waters have better visibility for diving
(areas E. D. C) than the coast at Yeppoon and south.
The water depth adjacent to the coast is deeper and
the fishing is better than near Yeppoon." [MS: 150]
"Our local waters; area's spectacular beauty;
remoteness; away from crowded areas; to catch a
Feed of fish; For cruising and exploring." [MS: 156J
'They SUil my activilies." [MS: 170]
"Recreational." (MS: I72J
"To have an outing, fishing and camping." [MS:186J
"Diversity of fishing. Ability to camp in relative
isolation. Appreciate the beauty of the area."
[MS:196]
"Fishing and a weekend outing!" (MS: i99J
"Fishing and surfing." [MS:220J
"Saiilng." [~IS:2231
·'Recreation." [MS:248]
"Ac<ivily" (MS:262]
''These areas are close to Rockhampton and my
family loves 10 fish and camp." [MS:266]
"Fishing and camping:' [MS:325]
"Race circuil . sel by C.C.Ye:' [MS:2901
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"Survival [raining. Superb fishing area and superb
scenery:' [MS:326]
Pristine area, good boaling, good fishing:' [MS:328]
"Good fishing, good surfing, protected anchorage."
[MS:345]
"Sest For boating and fishing" [MS:386]
"Fishing and camping:' [MS:388]
"SaFe boaling. Nalional Park:' [MS:390]
08 Food
"'To provide our family with a source of food."
[MS:42]
''To oblain fish For personal consumption:' [MS:62J
"Our local waters; area's spectacular beauty;
remQ[cness; away from crowded areas; to catch a
Feed of fish; For cruising and exploring:' [MS: \56J
"Usually catch fish for own use - catches are
declining:' [MS:320]
09 Other 1
"Easily accessible. I've fished the area since I was 12
and have always got a few fish. It's also a good place
to teach kids how [0 fish and then there's natural
beauty of the place. It's also good surf fishing in the
comer of Nine Mile Seach and Five Rocks:' (MS:83J
'1"0 collect beach worms for our living, as these are
the best areas." [MS: I04J
"I do not take my boat in open waters."
"Have not used them. Consider it too far to travel to
leach:' [MS:121]
''To make a living, so that we can pay tax to keep the
rest of the bludgers in lhis COUnlry alive:' (MS: 140J
''These places are the closest available, even though
they arc not the best for fishing due to depletion of
stocks:' [MS: 148J
"Because I have operated in these waters as a
professional fisherman and an amateur fisherman
since 1952 and I iike lhc area:' [MS: 149]
"Section E should be dissected by Mililary boundary
as shown. Survey has not taken account of different
areas. Anny Regulations apply in Shoalwater Bay
Military Training Area. hem 12 is a wish list - will
survey results be qualified by Army constraints?"
[MS:156]
"Relatives live in Yeppoon and know the area for I1shing." [MS:169)
"Conduct a diving business." [MS: 176]
"Virgin country. Have hut to stay aL" [MS: 257]
"No special reason." [MS:278J
"\ don'tl1sh Corio North." [MS:308J
"Good fishing, isolated, no resorts, no fees, no regulation. and freedom." [MS:323
"Boat parked at Keppel Sands." [MS:294]
"Why does a duck have feathers?" [MS:343]
"Sports I1shing; rec. I1shing; pleasure; work." [MS:360J
"Stupid question -\ don't own a helicopter." [MS: 363]
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Appendix 12. Full transcriptions of comments relating to activities suitable in tbe study area
Comments for Question 13 by Mail survey respondents
01 Declining stocks
"It is my opinion that commercial fishing should be banned in Corio Bay from the headlands up stream. This area
should be a recreational fishing area only. Having fished this area over the last 25 years commercial fishing has
increased while the fish haul decreased. There are few areas where family fishing can be enjoyed and this is one of
them." (M5:02)
'The reason I don't like commercial fishing is because they overfish any particular area." (MS:03]
"Commercial harvesting in closer areas restricts amateur catches," [MS:08]
"Commercial fishing is detremental to those pristine areas. Trawling and their by-catch kills thousands of undersized
fish. Public should have better access to these areas. Access to Areas "8", "C" and "D" is only for those fortunate
enough to own a large boar and you can not land on the beaches because of Army regulations. Central Queensland
fishermen have very few places to go." (M5:091
"If everyone was careful and didn't take undersizes fish we could all enjoy a "good" feed of fish. The trawlers ruin
the bottom and destroy thousands of small reefs, etc, I do not eat shell fish of any kind. These should be procured by
way of controlled farming methods." (M5: ISJ
"Commercial fishing is doing 100 much damage (trawling and neuing)." (M5:20)
A'io try and catch a fish· often without any luck at all!! The trawlers com in so close to the shore· they take the
lot!!!!" (M5:21)
"Commercial netting of fish has decreased fish population. Commercial crabbing has decreased the crab population."
[M5:3IJ
"Crabbing should have a 2 year total ban for crab population to increase. Trawling should be banned from all coastal
areas." (M5:65J
''The reason I don't want commercial netting in (E) is because over the last three (3) years commercial pressure has
increased dramatically, and believe it or not, recreational pressure has probably decreased, because the Fitzroy River
has been fishing so well. The reason I don't want any spearfishing is because there's been many barramundi speared
through winter months· mainly breeding stock." (MS:83]
"I have fished and crabbed an area just north of Map lover the last 10 years and have noticed the decline of crabs
and fish stocks, this I put down to the number of professional nets and crab pots I come across, What we call
nogging a particular creek or creeks." (M5: 1031
"I regard Area B as very special in regard to general marine life and consider it an important breeding ground for
such life. The topography, ie· "Funnel" shaped, I feel would make marine life very vulnerable and activities listed.
(M5:2131
"1 have tished these areas for approx. twenty five years and fish stocks are slowly depleting due to trawling and
commercial netting too close to shore." (MS:226)
"Collection leads to depletion. No commercial activities have the environment as top priority. 8y indigenous. does
this allow commercial like acti vities to take place (netting, spearing)?" (MS:268]
"There should be 20km zone free from all pro, fishing from the beach and areas closed for 6 to 12 months to let fish
breed up and severely policed with large. fines. [MS:295]
'"This area should be kept for fish and crabs to breed and not fished out like so many other places." (~IS:341 J
"Fish stocks seem to be drastically reduced over the last 2 years and a break in commercial fishing for a couple of
years should help reSlock." (MS:359)
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"Ring netting in Section A has seriously depleted the annual run of school and spotted mackerel down the coast.
Otter trawls in Section E have a devastaring effect on juvenile estuary species of fish and should be banned. All
commercial activities should be banned from Corio Bay as it is too shallow to sustain the pressure." [MS:367]
02 Keep out
"It is my opinion that commercial fishing should be banned in Corio Bay from the headlands up stream. This area
should be a recreational fishing area only. Having fished this area over the last 25 years commercial fishing has
increased while the fish haul decreased. There are few areas where family fishing can be enjoyed and this is one of
them," [M5:02]
"Good fishing spots, beautiful views." (MS:061
"I do not believe tra'wling should be allowed at the mouth of Corio Bay which they do because it is a breeding
ground and their by,catch kill a lot of young fish," [M5:07]
"Good fishing." [M5: II]
Choices are chosen considering Army use and closure part-time of its areas. From Corio South· No trawling."
[M5:17]
"No commercial use should be made of this area. Especially sandmining." (MS: 19]
"In general I am not in favour of commercial netting and trawling close to the beaches and coastal headlands. Netting
more so in beach side villages." [MS:27]
"Keep commercial chaps out so my children can catch a fish." [MS:33]
"Commercial netting, trawling, and spearfishing should be kept 5kms off·shore." [MS:35]
"I am a firm believer that any commercial activities should not be carried out in sheltered waters, eg· creeks, rivers
or in Sections "A" and "B" type areas." [MS:37]
"I believe all types of commercial trawling should be prohibited at least 5 months from shores of all islands and
beaches." [~15:46J
"Nil comment made except as in Item ® - that is definitely no trawling." [MS:47]
"No commercial activity whatsoever!" [MS:51]
"I have net tished Shoalwater area and have seen the destruction of turtles and dugong." [MS:571
"Commercial netting and crabbing in closed water should be stopped immediately I ie - Corio Bay, Port Clinton and
Shoalwater Bay. Some form of moratorium on recreational crabbing. ie· 12 months ban on crabbing in Corio Bay.
[MS:58]
"Trawling should not be allowed wilhin a lOkm radius of the mouth of any creek. river or inlet, etc. because of the
amount of young marine life killed, in the nets of trawlers, while moving in and out of these areas," [MS:59]
"Maybe commercial fishing with guidelines and seasons." [MS:61]
"Section "B" is the spawning ground which helps propagate Sections "A" to "E"." (MS:63]
"Crabbing should have a 2 year total ban for crab population to increase. Trawling should be banned from all coastal
areas." [MS:65J
'These areas should remain untouchable and could become a hatchery for all sea creatures" [MS:66)
"On several trips to the area indicated r have found enormous amounts of small fish of many species discarded by
trawlers and floating on the surface, the result. I believe, of trawling too close to the shoreline in the area of Five
Rocks and Cape Manifold sou,h to Corio Bay, [MS:67]
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"I have not visited this area as yet so am not in il position to answer, but feel that commercial tisherman encroach too
close of shore at Yeppoon." (MS:68]
'1'rawling should be banned within lhe area off Yeppoon and bounded by the Keppel Group." (MS:69)
"Pretty well nil commercial fishing," (MS:7l)
"Keep trawlers and beam trawlers out of the waters - leave it for the general public." [MS:76]
"I hate seeing pristine areas commercialised and taxes charged on commercial enterprises going to lying politicians
and bludging blacks." (MS:79J
''The reason I don't want commercial neuing in (E) is because over the last three (3) years commercial pressure has
increased dramatically. and believe it or not, recreational pressure has probably decreased. because the Fitzroy River
has been fishing so well. The reason 1don't want any spearfishing is because there's been many barramundi speared
through winler months - mainly breeding Slock," (MS:831
"Professional fishing is out of hand. In years past if fishing was good the locals made money - now if the fishing is
good, we have professional fisherman from Townsville to Bundaberg converge on the area and it si dead in a week.
Tourism in an area only makes everything too expensive for the people who live there to use it." (MS:84]
"History shows that wherever commercial interests are allowed into pristine areas, they completely exploit it
Trawlers raid areas when they cant be discovered and the result is that there ends up being nothing for anyone!
Camping/fishing should be allowed in the Shoalwater Bay area and Five Rocks area should never be closed for
camping, etc." [MS:96)
"I find it hard to understand why commerciallishing is allowed to go on in Corio Bay - Fishing Creek and the whole
of Waterpark Creek. This happened in Hervey Bay many years ago until a law was passed, whereby trawler fishing
was not allowed within 9km of the shoreline. Since then reasonably good fishing has returned, Cannot something be
done for this area? I am also very much against the taking of undersized marine species." (MS:97)
"Keep trawlers out of Corio Bay." (MS:99)
"[ have fished and crabbed an area just north of Map 1 over the last 10 years and have noticed the decline of crabs
and fish stocks, this 1 put down to the number of professional nets and crab pots 1come across. What we call
\logging a particular creek or creeks." (MS: I03)
"Consider professional fishermen should give the whole area a break." (MS: 114]
"Minimal and controlled use only." (MS: 116J
All persons should be treated equal - black or white! Restrict all commercial operations to all areas. Camping
facilities and reasonable two(2) wheel drive access to areas, however restrict certain areas." (MS: 118]
''Trawlers do the most damage." (MS: 123]
''Trawling, 1believe tends to kill juvenile fish stocks, especially in some of these areas which are fish hatcheries,
commercial nelling, especially for mackerel spawns in this area is wholesale slaughter of fish. [MS: 130]
"Commercial netting, trawling, line fishing, bate gathering has just about buggered the area in question. This whole
area should be used by strictly amateurs. Also there should be no special dispensation for black, white or brindle,"
[MS: 134J
"It is my opinion that commercial trawlers should not be allowed within 3 kilometres of the coast." [MS: 139]
"Since trawlers have been allowed to operate close inshore to beaches in Yeppoon area, beach fishing is a complete
waste of time. There are none (fish) left in this area, (MS: 141]
"[ feel that commercial fishing, ie· trawling should be restricted to waters a set distance from populated coastlines,"
(MS:I44)
"Large areas should be out of bounds for all (Slack regcneration)." [MS: 147J
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"You should have noticed I don't' like commercial use of this or any area, This is due to the fact that they have
destroyed the fishing and breeding grounds. if they had a limit of 8" nets then the smaller fish could go through and
nOI juSl wiped out and wasted." [M5: 148J
"I think there should be some coastal areas where trawling is prohibited because of the by-catch of small fish and
turtles. therefore exclusion in this whole area would be a positive, No netting - E. D, C, 8 to protect dugongs. No
camping/sightseeing to keep wilderness values for boating, No commercial line fishing to prevent over exploitation."
[M5:150)
"Aboriginal or indigenous should not have any more rights than white! All commercial fishing should be stopped in
Areas A-E. The amount of smali fish they kill trawling is astronomical!" [M5:153)
"QueSlion 12(B) - Not within 5km of Corio Bay." [M5: 154)
"Because this is a unique area, sand mining and commercial fishing should be kept out of this area to preserve it for
future generations." [M5:157)
"Commercial crabbing/oystering should not be permitted. Indigenous hunting. fishing etc should not be as a
commercial enterprise," {MS: 161}
Stop commercial trawling to prevent the killing of unwanted juvenile fish, New methods of harvesting is required,
''Trawlers should not be allowed because of killing and ploughing of the sea bed. Professional netting because of the
tonnes they catch in one hit - none to catch on fishing lines," {MS: 169]
"r don't think indigenous people should be able to collect or kill anything which the greater community is not.
Commercial netters and trawlers are degrading the fisheries, The commercial netters and trawlers need more
regulation and observation of their activities," (MS: 170)
"[ think 5tanage Bay and 5hoalwater Bay should be kept to recreational fishermen only!" [M5:171)
"If Activities (a), (b) and (i) for private purposes only and with a small bag limit. No commercial activities of any
description in any area." [M5:173]
"This area is very sensitive, Commercial fishing and trawling would put great pressure on the area, [MS: 181]
"Re: Indigenous hunting - one set of rules for all people, Commercial fishing, trawling and collecting. on large scale
kills unwanted fish species. Australian coastal waters are being fished out. We should encourage fish farms even if it
means pay more for fish in the shop.
"I feel Shoal water Bay (Section (8» should be closed to recreational and commercial fishing. to have an area where
fish and wildlife can breed with no disturbance is invaluable to the future of fisheries." [MS: 186)
'The Corio Bay and Five Rocks area should be left alone by commercial operations and trawlers (0 allow for a
specific breeding area, to keep fish and crustacean Slocks high and not depleted." [M5: 194)
"Bait. netting and recreational only. Camping. short time only - not permanent." (MS: 195]
"Any highly mechanised fishery method (such as nets) should be excluded in breeding and associated eco-systems.
In the 35 years I have been involved in this area I have seen shell life that was once prolific (washed up on beaches·
reduced to near nil. except for very small species), There is only one pressure group impacting on this habitat -
Trawlers! The bottom in this area has been dragged smooth and devoid of life to a large extent. I believe the bait and
nursery areas should be protected - absoiutely!" [M5:197)
"Disagree. unless bag limit set. Don't agree with turtle or dugong kill. I have lived at Airlie Beach and saw the
dugongs disappear, All trawling should be ceased within 3 mile limit. Biggest killer of sea life!" [MS: 198]
"Ban trawling. At least 6km from beach." [M5:20I)
"Trawlers have already made grave in· roads to the fish populations in [sland Head Creek and Port Clinton,"
[M5:203J
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"Go crabbing when crabs are moving and also do fishing while crabbing. h is a good place to do some fishing and
crabbing and also would like to see professional crabbers and net fishing banned in Corio Bay area because it is a
hand place to go crabbing and fishing lert on the coast. (MS:205)
'There should be no commercial fishing of any fonn allowed in these areas, Also a lot of National park exists here
and should be open for everyone to see," (MS:209]
"Commercial fishing, etc. does not need to happen close to shore and in closed areas," [MS:211]
"Area E is the only area which concerns us, but we also feel commercial nelling and trawling should not occur in any
near coastal area." (MS:214J
"Commercial fishing, especially trawling is causing far more damage than any recreational fishing could cause,
mainly because of the destruction of non-commercial fish!" (MS:215]
"Camping tourists sightseeing should be confined to selected areas so as not to damage the environment. Trawling
should be kept away from breeding areas so small fish can survive and no commercial netting allowed in creeks or
rivers as most of our fish are sold over-seas." (MS:217]
"Section "B" is dugong habitat and with depleted numbers due to indiscriminate commercial nelling must be
protected. (Ask marine parks about the persons involved.) (MS:225)
''Trawlers and pulse net fishing have decimated the fish sustainability of the area. Trawlers have even dragged chains
to clear coral areas for the coral prawn, take undersized scallops, and have at times revealed the huge by catch
washed up on shore. Sale of whole fish (gut intact) to the
Taiwanese market allows unlimited overtishing by commercial netters, Bring in Northern Territory Regulations!"
(MS:231)
"Netting and trawling kill too many unwanted fish." (MS:233)
"I feel the currents are too strong and water too dirty for these to be safe! From my experience commercial fishers
tend to be unscrupulous in the area. They do not watch their nets properly and often net off creeks fully, making it
impossible for others to use creeks and rivers." (MS:238]
"Should be no commercial fishing or trawling in bays." (MS:248]
"Section "B" and "D" should be kept [or line fishing [rom boats or shores only. Also people over 50 years o[ age
whose families have grown up need an area they can take their dogs with [hem." [MS:255]
"Commercial fishing, etc. should be looked at'" (MS:257)
"No trawlers allowed in any area. Keep for recreational fishing only," [MS:263]
"Sections 'B'. 'C', 'D' and pan 'E' is Army country and should be maintained as such to try and replenish what has
been destroyed over the years by commercial and recreational fishennen alike. While the Anny remains (all out)
excluding shelter in bad weather conditions." [MS:264]
"In my opinion Commercial operations in regards to shell collecting, crabbing. oystering, line fishing, netting and
trawling are uncontrolled and these operators are devastating the areas to their own advantage and everyone else."
(MS:267)
"Collection leads to depletion. No commercial activities have the environment as top priority. By indigenous - docs
this allow commercial like activities to take place (netting, spearing)? (MS:268]
"No commercial fishing or netting when the professionals have been in Corio Bay. You never catch a fish - they
seem to take the lot." (MS:269]
"All users should get a fair go - access via Army country should be available - stronger action needed for "Shameter"
and illegal netting ..' [MS:276)
''Trawlers shouldn't be allowed within 30 miles from any mainland or island," [MS:284]
''The banning of commercial netting from the Shoalwater Bay area has been a very positive step." [:-"IS:3111
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'"Trawler should be kept 2klm off shore, Shoalwater Bay should be kept as a breeding ground for all marine life.
Shell collecting, commercial or recreational should be in defined small areas in each of the large areas," (MS:3171
"Netting should be banned in enclosed waters and breeding areas." [MS:318)
"All trawling and commercial tishing banned!" [MS:322)
"Stop commercial netting close to the coast-" [MS:290J
"There should be 20km zone free from all pro. fishing from the beach and areas closed for 6 to 12 months to let fish
breed up and severely policed with large fines. [M5:295)
"I believe most of these area should be used for light recreational purposes and any commercial use be strictly
controlled. The area should be occasionally inspected by Rangers and/or water police." [MS:298]
"I think trawlers should be kept away from the Yeppoon beach area and not stirring the bottom up, helping Yeppoon
look prellier for tourists." [M5:303)
"Limit the Pro's from over fishing, crabbing. The feral goats need controlling on Townsend Island. The ban is Canoe
Passage needs enforcing. Question on Indigenous fishing is ajoke - they use modern methods and do not respect
limits." [M5:304J
'"The majority of commercial fishermen appear to care only for today's financial reward and give little thought to
reducing stocks or the environment for future use." [MS:333J
"Ban all mono-filament nelS." [M5:335)
"Bar all commercial activities," [MS:340J
"All activities ticked "Yes" to be strictly controlled and all commercial activities definitely out!" (MS:348]
"All people (except Anny) should be allowed to use all the coastal areas. Trawling in shallow coastal waters should
be Slopped." [M5:353)
"Fish stocks seem to be drastically reduced over the last 2 years and a break in commercial fishing for a couple of
years should help restock." [MS:359)
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"Thirty years we have visited these areas, and seen what trawling and commercial fishing has done to the area. Some
recreational activities have not been kind to the areas too, eg - fish and crab numbers and sizes; littering;
roads/tracks." [M5:360)
"Ring netting in Section A has seriously depleted the annual run of school and spotted mackerel down the coast.
Otter trawls in Section E have a devastating effect on juvenile estuary species of fish and should be banned. All
commercial activities should be banned from Corio Bay as it is too shallow to sustain the pressure." (MS:3671
"I believe commercial operations cause more hann to an area then recreational operations." [MS:368]
"For the recreational fisherman to catch fish all professional fishing should be made to work 7-9 mile from all of the
coast line. Ten years ago I could catch whiting from the beach but thanks to the trawlers who only kill whiting and
small fish we no longer catch any whiting. So I cannot take my grandchildren fishing because there is nothing to
catch." [~IS:3711
"I feel there is too much commercial fishing being done on the Queensland coast tine . much of it is carried out.
[M5:382)
"Netting commercially is not good as too many unwanted species of fish are caught, die and are washed up on the
beach." [MS:386)
"Section 12(b) r believe the Defence Department should be made to set aside areas in (c) and (d) for camping.
Section 12 (0) Indigenous peoples should have no more rights than those of recreational users or commercial if these
people are qualified, eg . Commercial fishermen have been severely penalised because of dugong yet indigenous
peoples are allowed to kill these endangercd species. [M5:390)
II)
03 Increase commercial controls
"Allhough I am not totally opposed to commercial fishing. crabbing, etc; [am opposed to the lack of zoning for
commercial fishermen. eg - Bundaberg fishennen fishing Gladstone area during salmon and mullet runs, etc. Perhaps
we should look at the N.T. for an example of fish conlroV management of both amateur and professional activities."
(1.15141
"Indigenous hunting, fishing, etc, should only be by traditional methods. the amount of commercial netting should
be slrictly controlled, and stricter bag limits put in place to relieve pressure on fish stocks in these areas." {MS:24]
"Lack of familiarity with areas to north of Yeppoon makes it difficult to access what I would personally not like
allowed. Generally I am interested in slricter controls on commercial fishing operations in panicular." (MS:25]
"I believe commercial fishing activities benefit only a few compared to the economical significance of the large
number of private fishermen competing for the same finite resource, eg - N.T. bought out all river barra licences
(net) for obvious tourist benefit." [M5:62]
"Licences - for all nelling, trawling and collecting." [M5:302J
04 Traditional fisbing
"Indigenous hunting, fishing, etc, should only be by traditional methods. the amount of commercial netting should
be strictly controlled, and stricter bag limits put in place to relieve pressure on fish stocks in these areas." (MS:24]
"Traditional fishing for black and white," [M5:26)
"With respect to Item "0" only if done in traditional manner, ie dugout canoe· not alloy dinghy with outboard. With
respect to Items "F" and "{" small bag limits to be imposed. With respect to Item "Gil recreational diving - Ok."
[1.15:391
"Indigenous hunting/fishing/collecting as for others. No discrimination on basis of race." (MS.92]
"On lhe indigenous question - it should be the same rules for all. Locals, visitors, professionals, amateurs, and I think
lhat certain streams or areas should be closed to all activities for five (5) year periods on a rotational basis, ie ~ Area
"B" followed by "D":' [M5: lOOJ
"Limit the Pro's from over fishing, crabbing. The feral goats need controlling on Townsend Island. The ban is Canoe
Passage needs enforcing. Question on Indigenous fishing is ajoke - they use modem methods and do not respect
limits." [M5:304J
05 Public consultation
Nil comments.
06 Management Plan
"It is my opinion that commercial fishing should be banned in Corio Bay from the headlands up stream. This area
should be a recreational fishing area only. Having fished this area over the last 25 years commercial fishing has
increased while the fish haul decreased. There are few areas where family fishing can be enjoyed and this is one of
them:' [1.15:02)
'There is not enough good recreational fishing spots for the small family week-ender," (MS:05]
"l am not in favour of commercial netting in any areas on the coast. On the setting up of too many toUriSIS pontoons
for snorkelling or diving as too many tourists damage environment." (MS:06]
"Management plan is crucial to prevent natural resources from being destroyed. I only hope it is not too late!"
[1.15:231
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"With respect to Item "0" only if done in traditional manner, ie dugout canoe· not alloy dinghy with outboard. With
respect to Items "F' and "I" small bag limits [0 be imposed. With respect to hem "G" recreational diving ~ Ok."
[MS:39]
'The majority of Shoalwater Bay is unsuitable for diving due fast currents and cloudy water. Some JIeas are
dangerous for small boats due to tidal fast currents. Pearl Bay should be a tourist area. Military Training should take
precedence over all the above in most land areas as Defence is one of major concerns." [MS49]
"Sensible conservation of nature to preserve for posterity." [MS:55]
"You've only given one set of options. The survey precludes other options, such as closing off each JIca - in rotation
for one year at a time - to all activities." (MS:92]
"On the indigenous question - it should be the same rules for all. Locals, visitors, professionals, amateurs, and I think
that certain streams or areas should be closed to all activities for five (5) year periods on a rotational basis, ie - Area
"B" followed by ..D..... [MS: 100)
"There should be responsible use of area." (MS: 1M]
"It is my general belief that the area should be managed and operated by the appropriate authorities (ie - forestry, etc)
to maintain the environmental aspects of the area. A major emphasis on the number of users to the area at anyone
time. Look what's happening to Fraser Island!" [MS:196)
"Yn my opinion these unspoilt areas should remain in their natural state. They should remain open for everyone to
enjoy, as long as they are managed accordingly. Commercial, recreational and Indigenous groups need to combine
together to ensure this is possible, by adhering to the same set of regulations. As for Areas "e" and "D", they should
be left completely undisturbed and I believe this possible due to their inaccessible location. With careful
management and regular patrols they should remain for future generations to enjoy." [MS:281]
'The east coast desperately needs somewhere wild and undeveloped. This small pocket is all that's left. At all cost
we should keep out the Keith Williams'! and leave this area as untouched as possible. It is far too precious in its
present Slate." [MS:323]
"Limit the Pro's from over fishing, crabbing. The feral goats need controlling on Townsend Island. The ban is Canoe
Passage needs enforcing. Question on Indigenous fishing is ajoke. they use modem methods and do not respect
limits." [MS:304)
07 Bag limits
"With respect to Item "0" only if done in traditional manner, ie dugout canoe· not alloy dinghy with outboard. With
respect to Items "F' and "I" small bag limits to be imposed. With respect to Item "G" recreational diving - Ok,"
[MS:39)
"Restricted bag limit recreational ftshing." [MS:71]
"If limits of catches are the same for everyone." [MS:75]
"I find it hard to understand why commercial fishing is allowed to go on in Corio Bay - Fishing Creek and the whole
of Waterpark Creek. This happened in Hervey Bay many years ago until a law was passed, whereby crawler fishing
was not allowed within 9km of the shoreline. Since then reasonably good fishing has returned. Cannot something be
done for this area? I am also very much against the taking of undersized marine species." [MS:97]
"Closed seasons for crabs, prawns, for few years then re-assess areas.' (MS: 142]
"Strictly limit bag catches for recreational fishermen with heavier penalties for exceeding allowable catch number."
[MS:265)
08 Increase access
"I think access through Shoalwater Bay by land should be allowed for collecting beach worms, as it is very difficult
using the ocean." [MS: 104]
li3
All persons should be treated t:qual . blnck or white! Restrict all commercial operations to all areas. Camping
facilities and reasonable two(2) wheel drive access to areas, however restrict certain areas." (MS: 118)
"Allow overland access into Port Clinton and Shoalwater Bay for recreational users." (MS: 128]
"I enjoy the area and look forward to greater public access. Am happy for all to share in many ways. Commercial
fishing operations are never wel1 managed and causes depletion of stocks and degradation of marin~ environment. (1
do not fish,) [~15:2231
"Section "B" and "D" should be kept for line fishing from boats or shores only. Also people over 50 years of age
whose families have grown up need an area they can take their dogs with them." [MS:2551
"All users should get a fair go 4 access via Army country should be available 4 stronger action needed for "Shameter"
and illegal nelling," [M5:276)
"Most of the areas shown on map. People without a boar or only own a small boat cannot get to these areas. 1 think
the Army own too much area in Shoalwater Bay. Most people will never see this area," (MS:2991
09 Activity controls
"It is my opinion that commercial fishing should be banned in Corio Bay from the headlands up stream. This area
should be a recreational fishing area only. Having fished this area over the last 25 years commercial fishing has
increased while the fish haul decreased. There are few areas where family fishing can be enjoyed and this is one of
them," [M5:02)
"We have not visited the areas mentioned on the maps. As we are recreational users, we naturally would like to see
any activities carried out in these areas to control abuse, but allow as much access as possible to recreational users."
[M5:15)
"No commercial use should be made of this area. Especially sandmining." (MS: 19]
"Indigenous hunting. fishing, etc, should only be by traditional methods. the amount of commercial netting should
be strictly cOOirolled, and stricter bag limits put in place to relieve pressure on fish stocks in these areas," (MS:24]
"No restrictions but access should remain difficult and no commercial activities, except fishing permitted. Fishing
commercially must remain even iF by control otherwise there are few reasons For retaining ready access to marine
health. Commercial fishing means governments, etc. have to be conscious of pollutants and waterway sustainability
and fishermen are the first and most obvious persons to notice marine changes." (MS:4 I]
"Allow all forms of nature appreciation and non collective acti vities." (MS:71]
"I hate seeing pristine areas commercialised and taxes charged on commercial enterprises going to lying pOliticians
and bludging blacks," [M5:79)
"Professional fishing is out of hand. In years past if fishing was good the locals made money - now if the fishing is
good, we have professional fisherman from Townsville to Bundaberg converge on the area and it si dead in a week.
Tourism in an area only makes everything too expensive For the people who live there to use it." (MS:84]
"History shows thilt wherever commercial interests are allowed into pristine areas, they completely explOit it.
Trawlers raid areas when they cant be discovered and the result is that there ends up being nothing for anyone!
Camping/fishing should be allowed in the Shoalwater Bay area and Five Rocks area should never be closed for
camping. etc," [M5:961
"All camping and other activities should be strictly controlled. The area should be declared a National Park (If it isn't
already!) and policed by permanent rangers," [M5: 105)
"~'ly support for the activities not marked "X" has to be limited, as [have very limited data on areas "A", "B". "C"
ilnd "0". None of the activities is harmFul at present due to very limited access. Thousands of visitors a year would
very soon destroy this delicate environment." (MS: 107)
All persons should be treated equal. black or white! Restrict all commercial operations to all areas. Camping
facilities and reasonable two(2) wheel drive access to areas, however restrict certain areas." (MS: t 18]
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''This area being one of the last coastal areas left unspoilt, should be preserved in this state at aU costs. Most of
Australia's coast (east) has been developed and exploited - surely we can preserve one section in it's natural state-
what an opportunity this offers' [MS:136J
Port Climon should remain as is!!
No Mining.
No Development
"Sand mining should be forever banned. The area should be World Heritage listed." [MS: 138]
"I think there should be some coastal areas where trawling is prohibited because of the by·catch of small fish and
turtles. therefore exclusion in this whole area would be a positive. No netting - E, D. C, B to protect dugongs. No
camping/sightseeing to keep wilderness values for boating. No commercial line fishing to prevent over exploitation."
[MS:150]
"Because this is a unique area, sand mining and commercial fishing should be kept out of this area to preserve it for
future generations." [MS:157]
"This area is unique. It's fishing and other resources should be preserved. enhanced and managed so it can be used
by the general community for recreational fishing and recreation and not spoilt by overfishing or locked up by the
Army.
"If Activities (a). (b) and (i) for private purposes only and with a small bag limit. No commercial activities of any
description in any area." [MS:1731
"Sait, netting and recreational only. Camping, short lime only. not permanent." [MS: 195J
"Disagree. unless bag limit set. Don't agree with turtle or dugong kill. I have lived at Airlie Beach and saw the
dugongs disappear. All trawling should be ceased within 3 mile limit. Biggest killer of sea life!" [MS: 198]
"I am not familiar with this area but I believe that all activities approved should be limited." [MS:21O]
'1l1ese areas should be for recreational use only· it is lovely areas and rela,<ing to visit a while at any of them.
[MS:212J
"I regard Area B as very special in regard to general marine life and consider it an important breeding ground for
such life. The topography, ie- "Funnel" shaped, I feel would make marine life very vulnerable and activities listed.
[MS:2131
"Camping tourists sightseeing should be confined to selected areas so as not to damage the environment. Trawling
should be kept away from breeding areas so small fish can survive and no commercial netting allowed in creeks or
rivers as most of our fish are sold over-seas." [MS:217]
'1l1e questions we have '<.,J" should be abided by legal limits and sizes for each individual, and also camping should
be allowed as long as you leave the place in a clean area (take rubbish out). As for indigenous hunting. etc. this law
should be made illegal for all people." [MS:218J
"Question J - Research activities· educational only. [MS:222]
"With recreational fishing there are limits on the amount of fish or crabs taken; but commercial fishermen take
everything. This is why there aren't the amounts of crabs or fish around these days compared with years ago. There
should be bans on fishing and crabbing for everyone so as to let them breed up again." [MS:230]
'1be choices made are in the short term of the next five (5) years, longer term would depend on the saturation
pointlre fish stocks etc. Then maybe these places could be fe-defined. ie· just anchorages. just hand line fishing, etc.
[MS:236]
..( feel the currents are too strong and water too dirty for these to be safe! From my experience commercial fishers
tend to be unscrupulous in the area, They do not watch their nets properly and often net off creeks fully, making it
impossible for others to use creeks and rivers." [MS:238]
"I believe any activity that is allowed in any of these areas should be supervised by rangers and a fee charged to get
in to cover the wage of the rangers. No glassware at all to be allowed into any areas and set camping grounds that are
booked so that if any rubbish, elc. is left a fine can be imposed." [MS:249J
1[5
"Item "K"· Speed limits.
Item "S" and "C" • limits and species limits. Moorings ralher than anchors used.
Item "J" - restricted research." [MS:258)
··It should be lefr forthe Army and nalUre." (MS:2611
'These areas have been abused by both recreational and commercial fishing persons and these areas should be closed
to all types af fishing and shell collecting ta preserve our dugong and turtle papulation." [MS:266]
"I wauld like to see this area made a recreational only and to include lhe Military Training Area into a National
Park:' [MS:280)
"In my opinion these unspoilt areas should remain in their natural state. They should remain open for everyone to
enjoy, as long as they are managed accordingly. Commercial, recreational and Indigenous groups need to combine
together to ensure this is possible. by adhering to the same set of regulations. As for Areas "C" and "D", they should
be left completely undisturbed and I believe this possible due to their inaccessible location. With careful
management and regular patrols they should remain for future generations to enjoy." [MS;281]
"Item "0" - Indigenous activities· no concern in any areas as long as traditional methods are used and for
subsistence only. If commercial or modem technology used same as for commercial fishermen, ere.
Item ..~... Snorkelling and spearfishing often go "hand in hand" . snorkelling needs to be checked upon to ensure
integrity of activity." [MS:282]
"I have never been there. [ do believe all natural places of beauty should be left as it is. If we visit a place, we should
leave it as we find it! If the places look like being raped close it ofr." [MS:283]
"C&D Shells (especially live) should not be collected (recrealionally/commercially) .
M&O - personal objections.... [MS:307)
"Because once you start letting tourists in and education facilities it becomes too commercial· then big developers
wont a piece of the action, that will only stuff it up. Its bad enough now with the commercial fishermen." (MS:309]
'trawler should be kept 2klm off shore. Shoalwater Say should be kept as a breeding ground for all marine life.
Shell collecting, commercial or recreational should be in defined small areas in each of the large areas." [MS:317]
"Opposed 10 any form of commercial development." [MS:317J
'The east coast desperately needs somewhere wild and undeveloped. This small pocket is all that's left. At all cost
we should keep out the Keith Williams'! and leave this area as untouched as possible. It is far too precious in its
present state." [MS:323 J
"I believe most of these area should be used for light recreational purposes and any commercial use be strictly
controlled. The area should be occasionally inspeeted by Rangers andlor water police:' [MS:298)
"From Five Rocks north in 'E' , 'D' and 'C' activities should only be by boat." [MS:332)
"Nine mile and three rivers beaches should be left for recreational use, Allowing campers to stay up to the northern
end of three rivers bench with sites for quiet camping and part areas and areas for dogs and areas for no dogs, ie·
National park southern end of Nine Mile· no dogs. Northern end - dogs allowed. Three Rivers beach - dogs allowed.
Also people who let their dogs roam or bite people can get fined. Also littering or destroying the area be fined and
made fix the area and maybe suspended from using the area for so lang." [MS:338]
"Area (E) should be allowed to stay a 4WD track, but the area should be public land not Environment and Heritage.
As it should be allowed to used by anyone who makes the effort to reach these destinations. But I believe instead of
banning dogs, etc· there should be sections were dogs are allowed and not allowed and people who let their dogs
stray or bite people should be liable to fines, and also people who litter or wreck areas should be fined. The area is a
great area and should stay remote for its preservation." (MS:339]
"Good fishing. crabbing and beautiful scenery," [MS:340)
"This area should be kept for fish and crabs to breed and not fished out like so many other places." (MS:34l]
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"Thirty years we have visited these areas, and seen what trawling and commercial fishing has done to the area. Some
recreational activities have not been kind to the areas too, eg - fish and crab numbers and sizes; littering;
roads/tracks." [MS:360]
"Generally I'm a conservationist. 'Be green and save the scene.'" [MS:369]
"Section (b) - in restricted nominated areas. Section (c) . same as (b). Section (d) . limitations on quantity caught."
[MS:374]
"Commercial netting area (b) should be very limited and controlled. Pt. Clinton should be managed so that fisherman
and tourist operators and yachts don't spoil a very unique area." [MS:J80]
"A season could be placed on all gathering and fishing." [MS:383)
10 Army
"Good fishing." [MS: 11]
Choices are chosen considering Army use and closure part-time of its areas. From Corio South· No trawling."
[MS:17]
"The ticks and crosses are inserted due to Army activities in the area and adjoining areas which could be affected by
the Armed Forces. Most of the answers depend on environmental conditions and attitude of campers particularly."
[MS:30)
"The majority of Shoalwater Bay is unsuitable for diving due fast currents and cloudy water. Some areas are
dangerous for small boats due to tidal fast currents. Pearl Bay should be a tourist area. Military Training should take
precedence over all the above in most land areas as Defence is one of major concerns." [MS491
"Much of the area in "B", "C" and "D" is controlled by the Anny, and access is strictly limited· Area "B" is almost
totally controlled and inaccessible." [MS:93]
"I am opposed to any land access to the military training area for the general public or any tourist resorts. The current
limited access has kept this area in its present pristine state which I would like to see remain." (MS: 113]
"No information is supplied regarding Army constraints. People who know nothing about the area are being asked to
fiJI in a wish list. What purpose does a wish list serve for a Recreational Usage Survey?" [MS: 156)
"Section B and C used ror army - no recreation allowed." [MS: 179)
"All activities subject to consultation with the Military authority with regard to any live firing areas and any areas
where there may be unexploded munitions." [MS:187)
As I believe most or the area is owned by the Army, but is not used all year round." [MS:220]
"Any activities on land in Army area should not be allowed. Other activities adjacent to coastline only where no
exercises are being held." [MS:239]
"As Areas "B", "C", and "0" are in Anny Training Area most activities are restricted there. [MS:24 t 1
"It should be lert ror the Army and nature." (MS:261]
"Sections 'B', 'C', 'D' and part 'E' is Army country and should be maintained as such to try and replenish what has
been destroyed over the years by commercial and recreational fishermen alike. While the Army remains (all out)
excluding shelter in bad weather conditions." [MS:264)
"All users should get a fair go· access via Army country should be av::t.i.lable· stronger action needed for "Sh3.ITleter"
and illegal netting." [MS:276]
'" would like to see this area made a recreational only and to include the Military Training Area into a National
Park." (MS:280)
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"Most of the areas shown on map. People without a boar or only own a smaH boat cannot get to these areas. I think
the Anny own too much are:a in Shoalwmer Bay. Most people will never see this 3Iea." [MS:299]
"Section (B) SWBTA • Exclusion because of possible danger. commercial fishing needs to be greatly reduced for the
conservation of present and future stocks of marine animals/organisms. Commercial anything where the economic
imperative dictates needs to be very well managed." (MS:326]
"All people (except Anny) should be allowed to use all the coastal areas. Trawling in shallow coastal waters should
be stopped." [MS:353]
11 Don't know area
"Lack of familiarity with areas to north of Yeppoon makes it difficult to access what I would personally not like
allowed. Generally I am interested in stricter controls on commercial fishing operations in particular." (MS:25]
·'Gayle· it would be inappropriate for me to comment on these waters. as 1 have never been there· but I would most
certainly comment on areas between Cape Capricorn and Bustard Heads and NIE to north reef.
"My support for the activities not marked "X" has to be limited, as I have very limited data on areas "A", "B", "e"
and "0". None of Ihe aClivities is harmful at present due 10 very limiled access. Thousands of visitors a year would
very soon destroy this delicate environment." (MS: 107]
"As I have never been in any of the areas marked, I feel that to make decisions would be totally false. Thanking
you!" [MS:120]
"Never having visited the area· I can not be specific as to Ihe suitability of areas to certain recreations, eg - bait
netting - spearfishing." [MS: 122)
"Do not know the area." [MS: 125)
"I'm afraid r have never been to any of the marked areas in Question 12 map. and it would be inappropriate of me to
make a comment." [MS: 174J
'"This area has never been within my possibility of visiting and therefore I don't feel qualified to tender an opinion.
Butl do appreciate the chance to express one." [MS:207)
"I am not familiar with this area but I believe that all activities approved should be limited." (MS:210]
"Where left blank indicates my Limited knowledge or the area or the activity." [MS:285]
"I do not use Shoalwater Bay and have no knowledge of the area, its usages or environs." (MS:306]
"I have not visited any of Ihe areas on the map and have no opinion on what they should be used for." (MS:324]
"We have never been to this area, and don't feel we know enough about the area to make judgements on what
activities should or should not take place." [MS:329]
12 National Parks
"l would like to see this area made a recreational only and to include the Military Training Area into a National
Park." [~IS:280]
"I have noticed that the National Parks Service have defaced the Five Rocks area. There are so many sign posts that
it has ruined the place. looks like a main street." (MS:O 1]
13 Other
"The ticks and crosses are inserted due to Anny activilies in the area and adjoining areas which could be affected by
the Armed Forces. Most of the answers depend on en~ironmental condilions and altitude of campers particularly."
[MS:30J
"It is my intention to become a commercial line fisherman in the coming years." (MS:37]
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"Sy commercial line fishing rdo nOt mean long line, ie multiple hooks." [MS:54}
"Re Question 10, the majority of time spent in the area would be by myself - I take friends and my own children
when Ihey visit me." [MS:82]
"Recreation tishing (line) together with photographing the undisturbed nature in general." [MS:861
"[ am opposed to any land access to the military training area for the general public or any tourist resorts. The current
limited access has kept this area in its present pristine state which I would like to see remain." [MS: 113]
"Personal opinion only." [MS: 115)
All persons should be treated equal - black or white! Restrict all commercial operations to all areas. Camping
facilities and reasonable two(2) wheel drive access to areas, however restrict certain areas." (MS:118J
"Camping should be allowed in Sections "D" and "E" as it is a long way to drive and back just for one (I) day's
fishing. Camping would allow you to drive there for a week-end fishing." [MS:13I]
"Commercial netting, trawling, line fishing, bate gathering has just about buggered the area in question. This whole
area should be used by strictly amateurs. Also there should be no special dispensation for black, white or brindle."
[MS:I3~J
"Section "S" is hardly used by recreational as it is too inaccessible and the Say is full of large sharks which make it
useless for diving and snorkelling and other activities,
"Aboriginal or indigenous should not have any more rights than white! All commercial fishing should be stopped in
Areas A-E. The amount of small fish they kill trawling is astronomical!" (MS: 153J
"No infonnation is supplied regarding Army constraints, People who know nothing abom the area are being asked to
till in a wish list. What purpose does a wish list serve for a Recreational Usage Survey?" [MS: 156]
"Commercial crabbing/oystering should not be permitted. Indigenous hunting. fishing etc should not be as a
commercial enterprise." [MS: 161]
"lndigenous hunting should be done in a traditional method only. not high powered speed boats - outriggers and
dugouts only." [MS:162]
"A safe boat launching ramp is needed somewhere in fishing area." [MS:168]
"I don't think indigenous people should be able to collect or kill anything which the greater community is not.
Commercial netters and trawlers are degrading the fisheries. The commercial netters and trawlers need more
regulation and observation of their acti vities." [MS: 170]
"One activity not included in this section is commercial crabbing and my answer would be "No!". The sections not
completed are unknown to me." [MS: 188)
"'The questions we have ,...;.. should be abided by legal Ii mils and sizes for each individual, and also camping should
be allowed as long as you leave the place in a clean area (take rubbish out). As for indigenous hunting. etc, this law
should be made illegal for all people." [MS:218]
"A camping area should be provided in Section A. Jack Sooted Land Dept officials removed all squatters in this
section, selling their blocks in a million dollar sale and assuring them no holiday makers would use the area (hey
vacated. (They said a camping area would be provided - it hasn't happened.)" [MS:22l]
"Section "8" is dugong habitat and with depleted numbers due to indiscriminate commercial netting must be
protected, (Ask marine parks about Ihe persons involved,) [MS:225)
"Item "0" - in Question 12 is not relevant as indigenous people should not have more rights than other citizens, and
in my experience they abuse rights more than most." [MS:227]
"Question 12 is a bit ambiguous as it asks for a definite "yes" or "no" answer. Each answer can be varied between
"yes" and "no" with reservations with regard to (0). I believe indigenous people with access are selling tribal
memberships to any willing 10 pay, [MS:240]
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Item "0" . There is no difference between white Australians and indigenous Australians - and the question is
offensive." [MS:242)
"Re: Item "K" - Leisure boating activities." [MS:270]
"Camping on-shore." [MS:27g)
"Item "0" . Indigenous activities· no concern in any areas as long as traditional methods are used and for
subsistence only. If commercial or modem technology used same as for commercial fishermen, etc.
hem "Q" - Snorkelling and spearfishing often go "hand in hand" . snorkelling needs to be checked upon to ensure
in,egrity of ac'ivity.'· [MS:282)
"I have never been there. I do believe all natural places of beauty should be left as it is. If we visit a place, we should
leave it as we find it! If the places look like being raped close it of£." [MS:283]
"More amenities, ie· needed showers and toilets and rubbish bins, boat ramps. (Boat regulations) most expensive in
Australia. (MS:291]
"I used to fish the Collins Island area regularly but 'hat was years ago. We went by road '0 Coutty U'i (Macdonald's
Poin'). sorry I couldn', be more help." (MS:297)
"Limil1he Pro's from over fishing, crabbing. The feral goats need controlling on Townsend Island. The ban is Canoe
Passage needs enforcing. Question on Indigenous fishing is ajoke· they use modem methods and do not respect
limits." (MS:304]
"I assume that sections B and C had the most sensitive environments," [MS:328]
"Why have we not been asked any questions on environmental matters relating to any proposed industry-
development?" (MS:3301
"Bar all commercial activities." [MS:340]
"Queensland should recognise the industry of the Capricorn area should be aimed at tourism not commercial fishing.
Tourism looks after the environment more and is financially more rewarding." [MS:342)
"Sec'ion (i) People should be allowed to camp (eg - build 'heir own fires and use a bush ,oilet). Children are being
far too sheltered. there should be areas especially for this purpose. Of course, they will need ro be educated about
keeping the area clean." (MS:354]
"Indigenous should be in the same section as 'Recreational'." [MS:355]
"I think family recreation is of utmost importance in today's world." [MS:378]
Appendix Twelve. Comments for Question 13 by Club survey respondents
Question 13
01 Declining stocks
"Areas around Yeppoon have been too heavily fished by professionals. Spawning areas like Shoalwater Bay, Island
Head and Port Clinton will eventually end up like Corio Bay, if professionals are allowed to continue extensive
netting. That is Corio Bay has lillie lef, for 'he amateur angler." [CS:051
02 Keep out
'l"rawling . not within 5km of the coastline. Sightseeing 0 only from boats or aircraft." [CS:Ol]
"I have worked on commercial boars and have seen first hand the damage that they do. Also recreational fishing
should have strict guidelines to work from." [CS:03 J
"Areas around Yeppoon have been too heavily fished by professionals, Spawning areas like Shoalwater Bay, Island
Head and Port Clinton will eventually end up like Corio Bay, if professionals are allowed to continue extensive
nelling. Tha, is Corio Bay has lillie lef, for 'he amateur angler." (CS:05J
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''TrawlIng should not be allowed within 3km of the coast line. Trawling and commercial netting should not be
allowed In Cono Bay." [CS:07)
"Our indigenous friends enjoy enough other benefits and most do not appear to need to hunt turtle or dugong to
survive. Spearfishing and trawling on coastal strips should be banned for at least 3km from shore. Question - How is
the public ever going to get access to Areas "B"-"C"-"D" by land for all activities you have listed?" [CS:08]
"I think the time for allowing any live sheII collecting is long since passed if we are really concerned about the
environment Areas "B", "C" and "D" are such a nursery and really don't think commercial netting should be
allowed." [CS: 12l
"Close off shore prawn trawling along Section "E" should be banned." [CS: 15)
"I believe that the areas on the map are of a few that are available to small craft fishing and land based visits.
Commercial operations should be forced to use other areas." [CS: 19]
"Section "A" closed to all commercial fishing. Section "8" limited use only," [CS:24]
03 Increase commercial controls
"I am retired after crabbing and netting Shoalwater for the last 15 years, during that time I have killed at least 10
dugong and a lot more turtJes. If our grandchildren are to see a dugong or turtle in the future, netting will have to be
banned in this area." [CS:02J
Section "E" - trawling should be allowed if given a 15 mile limit from shoreline or low tide mark out 15 miles."
[CS:28)
04 Traditional fishing
Nil comments.
05 Public consultation
Nil comments.
06 Management Plan
Nil comments
07 Bag limits
Nil comments
08 Increase access
Nil comments.
09 Activity controls
"Preserve the area." [CS:06)
"I think the time for allowing any live shell collecting is tong since passed if we are really concerned about the
environment Areas "B", "e" and "D" are such a nursery and really don't think commercial neuing should be
allowed." [CS: 12l
''This area should be protected from being exploited by tourism and commercial fishing activities." [CS: 16]
10 Army
Nil comments
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11 Don't know area
Nil comments.
12 National Parks
"Keep National Parks completely out of the are.," [C5:04]
13 Other
'1'rawling. nOf within 5km of the coastline. Sightseeing 0 only from boats or aircraft." [CS:OI]
"Our indigenous friends enjoy enough other benefits and most do not appear to need [0 hunt turtle or dugong to
survive. Spearfishing and trawling on coastal strips should be banned for at least 3km from shore. Question· How is
the public ever going to get .ccess to Areas ..B..•..C..· ..D.. by land for all activities you have listed?" [C5:08J
"Unsure what is meant by "indigenous hunting?" (CS: II}
Comments for Question 13 by Self selection survey respondents
Question 13
01 Declining Stocks
"Isol.tion .nd scenery," [55:26J
"Zones "C", "0" and "E" contain Corio Bay. Port Clinton and Island Head Creek· fish habilat and nurserylbreading
areas. Biological fact· unless area is Qverfished, mortality of juveniles will have greatest impact on fishery. The
Military Forces and Zoned Training Area, I believe to be the greatest conservation processes in Australia. This must
be m.intained," [55:36]
02 Keep Out
"After 35 years of fishing the area I have seen what trawling has done to the area from the mouth of Fitzroy River to
C.pe Townshend and the effect the mullet nellers have had· on all fish species," [55:03J
"Get rid of professional nets and trawlers in Queensland. Take the Northern Territory approach." [55: 16]
"Many years in the Anny tell me that this area (Section "8") should be left along completely, especially from
commercial and recreational fishing activities. It's past the time when we humans learnt not to touch. We teach our
children this, but have trouble ourselves," [55: 19]
"I think that they should ban all commercial netting and line fishing and also commercial crabbing in these areas as
the pro fishennen take anything and put nothing back," [55:22J
"5ection "B" should be closed to .11 nelling and crabbing and kept solely as a breeding area," [55:25)
"Please use these grounds for recreational use - not for the State to make a dollar. Let not money rape this land of its
resources. These grounds seem unspoilt - please keep [he commercial fishing aspect limited as possible to ensure
your childrcn can catch a feed," [55:28]
"Clearly there are a number of rogue commercial fishing operators within the area. There activities are observed
regularly and little seems to be done by relevant authorities to control these activities. Everybody who uses the area
knows these people. These vandals are the single biggest issue for the area." (55:31]
"Commercial fishing has done a lot of damage already. Section "E" should be in two parts (Yeppoon ~ Five Rocks,
and North of Five Rocks) . The different existing land users! degree of existing land use! degradation. Crabbing. etc·
non·commercial only in areas indicat~d. Boating ... What? too vague (waterskiing ???!)" {SS:34]
"Commercial neuing should be banned from all creeks and rivers. Trawling should be limited to at least 20 miles off
shore. I have worked on trawlers and seen the destruction of small fish and other marine life." [55:38]
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03 Increase Commercial Controls
Nil comments.
04 Traditional Fishing
"Fishing is my only source of income," [55:27]
OS Public Consultation
"Any land or water usage should be addressed through a Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority. Public Zoning
process." [55:39J
06 Management Plan
"I do not believe in green zones. They only make more jobs for Government workers. They are not necessary. Land
and sea should be available to all who wish to use It" [55:07]
"I think the whole area should be declared a Marine Park for passive recreational non·commercial use. Perhaps we
could IQok at the National Trust of the W.K's "Enterprise Neptune" for ideas. Prawn trawling ruins an area.
C.S.I.R.O. research has shown 10% of the catch is prawns, 90%· 'By catch'. It's estimated 35 million fish are
destroyed per annum in N.S.W. alone by prawn trawlers. Commercial fishing without research is no better, examples
- Orange Roughy off Tasmania, Tailor off Frazer Island, etc., etc. Any research been done in this area? I suggest
aqua culture is the answer to commercial fishing, Now worth S640 million per annum. To Australia up 1600% in
four (4) years, Hope this is of interest to you and the best of luck in your research." [5S:21}
"Over the years I have had Army permission to visit, to research, photograph and film the mangrove flora. I know it
is a very special area with a wealth of wildlife of all kinds. which should not be exploited for any reason." [55:33J
"Totally close regions "8", "C", "D" and "E" north of Five Rocks." [55:37J
07 Bag Limits
Nil comments,
08 Increase Access
"I do not believe in green zones. They only make more jobs for Government workers. They a re not necessary. Land
and sea should be available to all who wish to use it." [55:07J
"All activities should be allowed. The water ways and land - all of it belongs to everybody to use!. Marine parks are
not necessary and are only creating cushy government jobs." [S5:09}
"It's about time us - the people - the commoners - were given back our rights to use the land and waterways. As long
as we are not polluting them with rubbish it has nothing to do with the Marine Parks. Universities, nor the
government." [55:IOJ
09 Activity Controls
"I would like to see Sections "8" and "C" preserved. It is important to have some areas totally preserved. And then
tapering all to surrounding sections. A lot of us Yachties travel north through this area and need all round anchorages
in case of bad weather." [55:02]
"From a camp fire at the eastern end of Pearl 8ay, the whole of the area was burnt out. This was viewed from a boat
under sail in late '70's. Activities that harm the basic environment should not be condoned," [SS: 13}
"Many years in the Army tell me that this area (Section "8") should be left along completely, especially from
commercial and recreational fishing activities. It's past the time when we humans learnt not to touch. We teach our
children this, but have trouble ourselves." [55: 19]
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"Commercial fishing has done a lot of damage already. Section "E" should be in two parts (Yeppoon ~ Five Rocks.
and North of Five Rocks) . The different existing land users! degree of existing land use! degradation. Crabbing. etc-
non·commercial only in areas indicated. Boating ". What? too vague (waterskiing ?17!)" [SS:34)
"Totally close regions "B", "C", "0" and "E" north of Five Rocks." [55:37)
10 Army
"Zones "C", "0" and "E" contain Corio Bay, Port Clinton and Island Head Creek· fish habitat and nurserylbreading
areas. Biological fact· unless area is overfished, mortality of juveniles will have greatest impact on fishery. The
Military Forces and Zoned Training Area, [ believe to be the greatest conservation processes in Australia. This must
be maintained." [55:36]
11 Don't Know Area
Nil comments.
12 National Parks
Nil comments.
13 Other
"I would like to see Sections "B" and "C" preserved. It is important to have some areas totally preserved. And then
tapering all to surrounding sections. A lot of us Yachties travel north through this area and need all round anchorages
in case of bad weather." [55:02)
Comments for Question 13 by Commercial operator survey respondents
01 Declining stocks
Nil comment
02 Keep out
"Areas "C", "0" outside Port Clinton I Island Head Creek are totally different to the areas within and so 1 would
think zoning restrictions could be more special, eg . trawling, spearfishing ok outside these areas but not inside the
acNal anchorages." (M5:01)
03 Increase commercial controls
Nil comments.
04 Traditionallishing
Nil comments
05 Public consultation
Nil comments.
06 Management Plan
"Areas "C", "0" outside Port Clinton I [sland Head Creek are totally different to the areas within and so I would
think zoning restrictions could be more special. eg - trawling. spearfishing ok outside these areas but not inside the
acNal anchorages." [M5:01)
'The areas "C", "0" and "E" are not large enough or deep enough to handle commercial netting on a regular basis,"
[M5:02)
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07 Bag limits
Nil comments.
08 Increase access
Nil comments.
09 Activity controls
Nil comments.
10 Army
Nil comments.
11 Don't know area
Nil comments.
12 National Parks
Nil comments.
13 Other
Nil comments.
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Appendix 13, Full transcriptions of general comments made by each survey group
Comments for Question 20 by Mail survey respondents
01 Commercial operations
"All commercial boalS should be kept at least 20km off·shore." (MS:04J
"A couple of years ago there was a pro. camp at Kelly's with bags of mono-filament nets. Fisheries advised me they
were from Bundaberg and were legal. A couple of weeks ago I saw pros drifting nets up the creek. This small area
can't sustain this kind of treatment and produce fish for ammeters!" [MS:02]
"Over fishing and crabbing in all areas indicated on your map will destroy this important resource. Management
Plan/seasonal closure is needed - Now!!" [MS:23]
"Size limits and current bay limits are a good idea. not enough National Park officers but some have an attitude
problem, Shallow waters near coast are damaged by trawling and bait fish and prawns are killed," (MS:35]
"Disagree with trawlers being allowed to operate so close to the coast~line.'· [MS:44]
"I feel the amount of coastal commercial fishing and trawling is destroying the habitat and the future of fish stocks
on reef areas for both recreational fishing is the survival of all fish species, I am a consciencious fisherman,"
(MS:48]
"All commercial activities should be excluded from Area "E", Minimum size and bag limits should be rigorously
enforced," (MS:54)
"I hope this questionnaire helps to SlOp commercial fishing in the area." [MS:79]
"I think commercial netting and trawling should be restricted by a buy back of licences to restrict the heavy pressure
applied by their activities on the marine life in these areas and all of Qld," [MS:80J
"I think all known anchorages should be left open due to safety reasons and accessibility be left as it is to keep
pressure off al areas, I think commercial netling should be stopped in Corio Bay because it's getting nagged! In one
day I saw five (5) different apparatus between Fishing Creek and Yeppoon," (MS:83)
"I would very much like to see all trawl. beach and river net fishing banned. So {hat the depleted fish and crus'lacean
stocks can have a chance to replenish for the future of all concerned. [ would like to see more fish habitats
established, especially in the Shoalwater Bay area, which is very unique. We must also try to protect the Dugong .
what's left of them," (MS:97]
"Do something about trawlers in Corio Bay and professional net fishermen, eg . opening of Barra season." [MS:99]
"The present policy of allowing professional netting in Corio Bay I Ross Creek and other areas in "E" have virtually
wiped out fishing and crabs in this area since 1991 and catches have only returned this year. The professionals take
everything including female crabs and undersized fish without fear of inspection," [MS: 109]
"There should be a 3km limit on trawlers on coast line, also commercial fishing not allowed in Fitzroy River."
(MS:III]
"I am sympathetic that professional fisherman would loose jobs. but I know what they have done and still do!
Perhaps tourism could be made to playa bigger part. (MS: 114)
"Keep trawling boats out to a minimum IOkm limit. [MS:126)
"We cannot lock away this large area as it is a very productive fishing area, If we don't use it then somebody else
will come here and use it for us," (MS: 140J
''Trawling not only stirs up silt and breeding areas, the silt kills fish. If you have ever been behind a trawler, you
would have seen dead fish noating everywhere. Much of this comes from the deck, because of being undersized or
just can't sell at the time, Unlike the government. I believe it is the commercial fishermen that are destroying the
fishing habitat· not the recreational fishermen." [MS: 148]
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"Stop commercial fishing in all areas - A-E!" [MS:153]
"Commercial crabbing, netting and trawling is causing untold damage to our coastal fish numbers." (MS: 1631
"Shoalwater Bay - keep out professional fishermen to let fish breed up. Trawlers to be kept to a 3 mile !imi[ of beach
or mainland," [MS: 169]
"No commercial activities whatsoever." [MS: 175]
"Commercial netting must stop in Corio Bay. Also, trawling at the mouth of the Bay must be stopped." [MS:201]
"I wish to comment on our commercial fishing as [ have watched our trawlers off Sanna drop by catch from their
decks and over the years where we used to catch a feed and go home we now catch nothing. Trawlers should be kept
to areas not used as breeding grounds for fish and other animals. Some trawlers travel right up to the beach on high
tide. When setting out your Questionnaire you should have room for comments on each question.
Question 12 Comments
Camping. A, B, C, D, E Where areas are set aside.
as we don't wish to abuse the area, only use it for its reserves and beauty." [MS:217]
"If you want to look after this area [Section A to E] all you have to do is BAN all netting (bar bait getting). Most of
the area except "A" and "E" are too inaccessible for the public to intrude on (most is Army controlled)." [MS:221]
"I am not against commercial or professional fishing, but the current regulations allow for them to fish in breeding
areas and in areas where there is little chance for fish to grow to maturity - this includes prawns." [MS:226]
"Close in-shore areas should yield for local consumption only. not to supply overseas markets where the potential is
unlimited [0 decimate stocks. Regulate commercial opinions to look after their own area only." [MS:231]
"I have lived and fished this area for twenty five odd years. The things I have seen trawler fishermen do is nothing
short of criminal to dugongs, dolphins. etc. with their nets and so called legal means of fishing. In a mere few years
to come our marine life will be non-existent, unless trawlers are made to stay out of bays, estuaries, etc. These boats
are capable of fishing several miles off the coast and should be made to do just that. There should be a limit of five
(5) mHes or more off the coast to operate. In the five (5) years I spent as a deck hand I witnessed the slaughter of
countless tons of immature marine life destroyed in their nets and tipped into the ocean to feed the following sharks
after their few measly prawns were sorted from thousands of dead fish, crabs, etc. (marine life).
[ resigned. One who cares.
In areas of Australia where indigenous people are allowed to hunt and fish as they did before the white man arrived·
they should be made to live without the Dole, aluminium dinghies, outboard motors, Whiteman's food and alcohol
and live and hunt as they did 200 years ago. Otherwise except the Whiteman's life style and live and obey the rules
like the rest of us.
Thank you!" [MS:264]
''The areas included in the two maps are virtually the last remaining areas of the Queensland coast not devastated by
commercial and tourist operations and populating. Let's leave it as it is!" [MS:267]
"Close all rivers, bays, creeks and inlets to commercial netting in Queensland." [MS:269]
"~I believe that all rivers, creeks and places like Corio Bay should be protected from all types of commercial fishing
as I believe this is the only way we will improve our fish, crabs and prawn stocks." [MS:31O]
"1 wish all commercial netting to be banned 10 try and save the turtle and dugong.'· [MS:314]
''These areas are breeding grounds for a lot of marine life and should be restricted from commercial use," [MS:3l8]
"All trawling and commercial fishing banned." [MS:322]
"Reinforce the need to limit professional fishing pressure on the area, and bag limits for amateurs," [MS:304]
"Trawlers should be more controlled. Professionals should not be allowed to net as they do in Bays close to cities or
fish breeding grounds. As professionals still net creeks and rivers from one bank to the other." [MS:347]
"Keep the commercial netting and trawling activities at least 30km from the coast line." [MS:363]
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"h is time the government recognised the dollar value of recreational fishing and buys back professional licences on
the east coast or bans professional from all estuaries. The powerful pro. lobby have made few concessions whilst the
amateur fishennen are bearing the brunt of bag limits. Clubs have practised conservation by voluntarily increasing
the minimum length of bream and flathead over the legal length some years ago whilst the pros. have no regard for
the resource tomorrow." [MS:367]
"When can we ban all professional and commercial fishing from our beach? some trawler net prawns off our beaches
• no more than 200 metres orf shore, killing an small fish at the same time. Whiting, brim, flathead, small salmon,
sand crabs then throw them overboard where nobody can prove anything!" [MS:371}
"Keep the commercial people out. All campers must have the proper toilet facilities, ie· Porta·porty or same· That's
all!" [MS:374]
02 Thank you
"Wish you luck with the bureaucrats. [MS:09)
"Unfortunately I have not had the opportunity to fish/visit this area but I believe what happens as a result of this
study will reflect on our fishing areas. Thank you for this opportunity to comment." [MS: 14]
"Great to see we are asked about our world!" [MS: 17J
"Consider having Question 12 optional. Thanks for the information in the covering letter." [MS:25]
"Sorry ror being late." [MS;33)
"Good luck." [MS:55]
"Is this question meaningful? I hope someone takes some bloody notice before it is too late!" [MS:134]
'Thank you, Gayle! It is wonderful to be able to contribute some thoughts through this questionnaire. I am interested
in the society in general and feel that this highly strung society greatly needs such placid recreational activities as
fishing, crabbing, admiring the beauty of our coastline and getting away from pressure cooker activities to gentle
relaxation with nature." [MS: 166J
"Keep up the good work. This region needs care and protection, otherwise it will be degraded before we know it.
Development and mi,\ing will also be detrimental errects." [MS:170J
"Fine thing!" [MS:181)
"I hope the input of various amateur boaters will have some impact on allocation of natural resources." [MS:203]
'This area has never been within my possibility of visiting and therefore I don't feel qualified to tender an opinion.
But [do appreciate the chance to express one." [MS:2071
"Because of [he extremely high registcalions cost we pay on boats and trailers, we should have the best facilities and
instead we have very little in the areas mentioned in your survey. We hope your survey will help to improve the
current conditions. good luck!!!" [MS:291)
"You are welcome and good luck!"
03 Time/survey
"Survey arrived on 12.06.1996 a bit late to get back by 14.06.1996," [MS: 12l
"Consider having Question 12 optional. Thanks for the information in the covering letter." [MS:25]
"Please use up to date phone book for addresses as this questionnaire was only received on 20.06.1996." [MS:37]
"Only got the questionnaire on 10.06.1996 and received and reminder on the 11.06.1996 advising that the
questionnaire had been sent last week - [hope the results 3re processed with more efficiency!!!!" [MS:46]
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"Will this be productive?" [MS:51]
'The survey was received on 11.06.1996. the reminder was received on t2.06.1996. Perhaps there could be room for
improvement in the mailing procedures." (MS:82]
"Don't send the reminder two days after the survey. That's annoying." (MS:92]
"However you got my name? You should not be allowed to send this out." [MS: 133]
"More than three (3) days notice to receive from before closing date," [MS: 142]
"Only received on Tuesday. lith June and required to be returned by Friday, 16th June. [feel that more time should
have been allowed to digest information for true and proper answers to be given," [MS: 144]
"First· this questionnaire received 12.06.96. I hope most other people received theirs in time." [MS: 146]
"Send survey materials earlier· this questionnaire was received one day after the nominated closing date!" [MS:259]
"Have you sent a similar survey to all commercial fishennen?" [MS:330]
"I only received it on 11.06.1996 (due back 14.06.1996) though letter dated 29.05.1996." [MS:369)
04 Management Plan
"Guns (private) shouid not be allowed in the area - as well as sandmining. [MS: 118]
"I would like to see this area made a recreational only and to include the Military Training Area into a National
Park." [MS:280J
"I have used this area frequently in the past for both commercial (tourists and barging freight) and private use, this is
one of the most diverse areas on the Queensland coast and should be able to be used by most user groups," [MS:3071
"Because of the extremely high registrations cost we pay on boats and trailers, we should have the best facilities and
instead we have very little in the areas mentioned in your survey. We hope your survey will help to improve the
current conditions. good luck!!!" [MS:291]
"Hope tis results in more official control over these areas." [MS:298]
''The areas you are surveying should be left as they are for the people. we don't want flash camping grounds built.
that would only attract the people who don't really want to get back to nature!" [MS:354]
"It is my observation that controlled private boat use does not unduly damage fragile marine areas. (I lived in Cairns
for 20 years) as long as there are restrictions on such activities as spearfishing, trawling, tourist operations."
[MS:377]
05 Consultation
Nil comments,
06 Access
"I would like to see public access to the coast south of Stanage Bay and off military area for camping. This could be
in designated piaces, eg - Broome Heads. (MS:27)
''The Military Training area must remain in place. Pearl Bay area should be reclaimed for tourist purposes, The
RAAF bombing range on Townsend Island may have to be moved for safety reasons if Pearl Bay is reclaimed. Road
access to most areas for trailer boating is necessary." [MS:49]
"Shoal water Bay and water areas should be open to public during non-exercise time via permH or olher for
recreational use as on land and water.' [MS:72]
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"I think all known anchorages should be left open due to safety reasons and accessibility be left as it is to keep
pressure off at areas. I think commercial netting should be stopped in Corio Bay because it's getting flogged! In one
day (saw five (5) different apparatus between Fishing Creek and Yeppoon." [MS:83]
"I believe this area should be left open to the public who totally respect the habitat wilhout damaging and wrecking
same. People should have the right to utilise that location who entirely respect the natural habitat without damaging
same." [MS:86]
"I'm not sure what the reasons are for this queslionnaire, but I hope that you see from my answers that I and a lot of
other people in the Gladstone area never want the Five RockslThree rivers area closed for camping and recreational
use. We want more or the area opened for the publici" [MS:96]
"Sick of the Army having open slather on fishing and hunting in Shoalwater Bay area. Open it to everyone."
(MS:128]
'''The first question we ask when looking for a place to go is "Can we take our dog?" (MS:255]
"I have used this area frequently in the past for both commercial (tourists and barging freight) and private use. this is
one of the most diverse areas on the Queensland coast and should be able to be used by most user groups." [MS:307]
"Sand mining should not be allowed. Army should let people camp. What is known as Three Rivers camp site - it
has been used for about 20 years." [MS:32S]
"Access to Shoalwater Bay is only available by 4WD and I feel they are doing a lot of damage to certain areas.
Access should be improved for conventional vehicles." (MS:361]
'''The Army should allow camping in the Three Rivers area of Five Rocks when there are no exercises in progress:'
[MS:379]
07 Dugongs
"If any areas can be identified as dugong habitat - speed limits for craft should be imposed, if this can aid their
survival," [MS:39]
While working for a professional crabber. Every professional fisherman who puts a net in these waters :lrC killing
turtles and dugongs, and until the authorities SlOp this ·practice its Ihe end of these species in Shoalwater. I have no
objections against professional crabbing in the area, but I am fully against any type of netting in this area
whatsoever. The decline of turtles in [sland Head Creek. over the last 8 years is unbelievable." (MS:57]
"I would very much like to see alilrawl, beach and river net fishing banned. So that the depleted fish and crustacean
stocks can have a chance to replenish for the future of all concerned. I would like to see more fish habitats
established, especialty in the Shoalwater Bay area, which is very unique. We must also try to protect the Dugong-
what's left of them," [MS:97]
"I wish all commercial netting to be banned to try and save the turtie and dugong," [MS:314]
08 No more rules
"No more rules - please," [MS:26]
"Would not like to see any restrictions imposed on public use." (MS:373]
"I believe that access to the areas is sufficiently restricted with Defence activities without any further restrictions."
[MS:3901
09 Preservation
'''The area should be preserved as an environmental and recreational area." [MS: 191
'''This area of the coast line is too valuable to ignore and needs some kind of protection if we are to save it for future
use. Once it is gone it cannot be brou8ht back," [MS:22]
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"I suggest you try to come to some arrangement with commercial and amateur fishermen to regularly monitor the
marine environment, and rigorously object to the Queensland Government establishing a mariner in the area
nominated above the existing ones, if any. A mariner in this area will make access too easy and increase use beyond
sustainability." (MS:4 I]
"Stop the pollution into waterways destruction of mangrove and sea grasses." (MS:76]
"I believe that these areas, and in particular areas "C" and "0", which are almost pristine and unspoiled should be
preserved in that state for as long as humanly possible (for posterity). Areas such as Pan Clinton and (sland Head
Creek and Pearl Bay should be deemed fish habitat reserves. and closed to commercial neuing • before it is too late!!
NB To view this coastline from Corio Bay to Townshend Island by boat, close to the shoreline and enter the
secluded bays en-route is a magical experience - one never to be forgotten - Please let us preserve this for future
generations in its unspoiled state." (MS:93]
"I was taken to Cape Parmeston quite some years ago and to put it mildly - it is not the same.
[ hope some day to take my children some day to a place like the Cape and enjoy it as [ did those years ago:'
(MS: t03]
Tourism as such should be confined to only areas with the least effect on the environment." (MS: 122]
"We appreciate this opportunity to express our very strong feelings for the preservation of the Shoalwater Bay area
and would like to see it a1[ become a National Park," (MS:136]
"From my experience, rubbish, bOllles, etc, left behind by users detracts from the beautiful area it is," (MS: 164]
"Keep up the good work. This region needs care and protection, otherwise it will be degraded before we know it.
Development and mining wilt also be detrimental effects," (MS: [70]
'This is one of the few areas along the Queensland coast that offers safe anchorage in all weather for boats of two (2)
metres or more draught. Free and unhindered access to all vessels, both local and those voyaging nonh or south
along the Central Queensland coast should be preserved not just for convenience, but for safeguarding the very lives
of mariners caught in the area with bad weather threatening. It is also a beautiful and unique area and should be kept
in its natural state as far as is practical and reasonable." (MS: 173]
"I would like to see these areas controlled as much as is possible, to restrict damage to the area, prohibit mining, and
generally preserve the area for future generations. Keep up the good work!" (MS: 174]
"In planning for the future of our coastal lands and oceans, please ensure that people are educated on all areas of
tittering, conservation and safety," (MS: [94J
"Small areas within the area should be totally protected as to be used as control samples. Other small areas should be
protected from other forms of activities to form some reliable data base to establish the various impacts the different
pressure groups are having. This would allow wonhwhile relevant research to be enacted." [MS: 197]
"Australia is best country in the world with its natural beauty, wonderful coastline and beaches and it will require
tougher laws to protect it for the future. ie· Green Island and Stradbroke," (MS:200]
"Please· let this area remain it its pristine state - no mining - no resorts - and Army out after period of time."
(MS:25g]
"Greed is the major problem with us humans. Until we all become environmentally friendly this area will always be
under threat." (MS:266]
'The Army are doing a good job in looking after this pristine piece of coastline. I would not like to see it opened up
any more than it is:' [MS:31 []
"All boat users and tourists should take all rubbish and leave the area the way they found it· Nature's way!!
"National Parks and environment seem to go a little over the top at times, so some people disrespect them. They
should do things with reason and listen to all people. There are all types of people who make up this world, and we
should make areas to suit all types and protect the environment and discipline those who disrespect the environment-
but still let everyone enjoy it." (MS:338)
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'1l1is area has huge tourist potential. National Parks should administer the area. no urban development.
Environmentally 'Friendly' resort - ok." [MS:39I)
10 Don't know the area
"We do not fish at all in areas on the map, and cannot comment, therefore Question 12 as don't know the area at all."
[MS:87)
'''The area you are surveying is not in my recreational area, so I think it would be unfair of me to answer any
questions without any first hand experience." (MS:182]
"I live on Great Keppel Island and therefore don't frequent the area at aiL" [MS:246]
"We did not know the general public was allowed access to Shoalwater Bay. We thought it was an Army training
area· completely off limits to everyone else." [MS:329]
"I don't have any infonnation to enable me to differentiate between the five zones. It is outside my local area. My
opinions on usage are therefore unwarranted." (MS:3511
11 Management strategies
"All commercial boats should be kept at least 20km off-shore." [MS:04]
"Size limits and current bay limits are a good idea, not enough National Park officers but some have an attitude
problem. Shallow waters near coast are damaged by trawling and bait fish and prawns are killed." (MS:35]
"Far greater control on people taking undersized crabs and fish bag limits especially reef fish. A minimum of four (4)
pots per boat instead of per person. Pro crabbers that saturate an area at a specific time." (MS:58]
"I had the pleasure of visiting Five Rocks area and felt that this area is at present being mismanaged. We feel that
4x4 vehicles need to be restricted from degrading sand dunes (A must!!!) [MS:63]
"My comments at Question 13 (*) should extend over the whole coastline. It would be easier to police and regenerate
all fish stocks in that particular area over the fi ve (5) year period.
• ("On the indigenous question. it should be the same rules for all. Locals, visitors, professionals, amateurs,
and r think that certain streams or areas should be closed to all activities for five (5) year periods on a
rotational basis, ie - Area "S" followed by ..D..... [MS:lOO}) [MS:IOOJ
"Consideration should be,given to a combined no on fish of each species and an overall limit per recreational vessel.
This would prevent small fast boats carrying say six (6) persons (five (5) fishing for the boat and taking home one
(I) or two (2) fish) taking large catches (say 180 fish on a single outing) and selling same on the black market."
[MS:127)
"Too many people are fishing illegally. it's time someone stoped this carnage." (MS:262]
"There has to be recreational fishing licences and money used to save all the areas etc, fishing and land," (MS:295]
"Reinforce the need to limit professional fishing pressure on the area, and bag limits for amateurs." [MS:304]
"I believe that so the industry and fun of recreational stays all commercial fishing and crabbing should either by
zoned for each licence has an area only; that way southern fishermen don't come north and wipe out a supply and
then go home. Or better still crabbers, prawners and fishennen should be given (granted) a lease of mud flats or
suitable land to farm the above and work with Government and Universities. This way everyone gets a fair go!
Fishennen get a steady market to supply and natural stock is kept for the recreational fishermen ~nd environment.
People do not get to lose their livelihood, gain the experience orall and make money through ta"es and exports."
[MS:339)
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12 National Parks
"We appreciate this opportunity to express our very strong feelings for the preservation of the Shoalwater Bay area
and would like to see it all become a National Park." [M5:136]
"I like the National Parks designated areas scheme - should be morc of it!" (147]
"I would like to see this area made a recreational only and to include the Military Training Area into a National
Park." [M5:280]
"National Parks and environment seem to go a Iiule over the top at times. so some people disrespect them. They
should do things with reason and listen to all people. There arc all types of people who make up this world, and we
should make areas to suit all types and protect the environment and discipline those who disrespect the environment-
but still let everyone enjoy il." [M5:338J
'The National Parks people are ruining the area by making the place look over done. We go to places that used to
look natural, but are now ruined wilh logs and signs." [M5:01]
13 Other
"The whole questionnaire depends on whether or not the Keppel Island group is included as I have never been in the
other areas specified on the map I:' [M5:30J
"Why do a survey on this area where access to approximately 80% is restricted by law and the other serviced by two
(2) roads:
I. Yeppoon to Byfield
2. Cunnaware to Stanage Bay
The price of a boat capable of fishing the rest is beyond most family men." [M5:84J
"More questions regarding lagging fish." [M5: 142]
''The whole of the Shoalwater area should never have been for the exclusive use of the Anned Services. As in
wartime, they still have to work with and amongst civilians and the area was and still is a very valuable area for
grazing, farming, fishing, mining, tourist, recreation and research," [MS:149)
'There should be no distinctions made between recreational line fishing and spearfishing when determining the use
of the area." [M5: 1501
"Concerned about methodology of this Survey.
Proper information should have been provided to participants, Fail to see how a "wish list" of uninfonned opinions
could be a useful contribution to future planning and management of Shoalwater Bay Military Training Area."
[M5:1561
'This is one of the few areas along the Queensland coast that offers safe anchorage in all weather for boats of two (2)
metres or more draught. Free and unhindered access to all vessels, both local and those voyaging north or south
along the Central Queensland coast should be preserved not just for convenience, but for safeguarding the very lives
of mariners caught in the area with bad weather threatening. It is also a beautiful and unique area and should be kept
in its natural state as far as is practical and reasonable." [MS: 173]
"If the waters of Sections B, C and 0 were known to me I would think my answers would be the same." [MS:188]
"Section 1didn't allow me to comment because I didn't use the area in last 12 months. I have used it before,
frequently, and should have been given the opportunity to answer, ie - make it an open question." [MS:209)
"Make sure the results of this survey are acted on and not shelved, making the survey a waste of resources, time and
money." [M5:225J
"Many boaties would like to see the Anny let them use at least one anchorage during their manoeuvres· its a long
way without them! This valuable area should not be the sole preserve of A.A,F." [MS:236]
"I am concemed at the abuse by commercial fishers (crabbing), eg . using Canoe Passage even though closed -
illegal netting. I am also concemed about the lack of bait fish, eg - mullet (smaJl) in the creeks around StanageIPlum
Tree. Is this because of poor water quality. It is not from overfishing for bait. There is a distinct lack of skip jacks as
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well. Southern currents and northern currents wash up on one of the beaches (Bainborough) island in the Duke
Group. does Ihis bring chemicals from cane fields, elc? (MS:238J
"You should have Ihe Army Reserve boundary marked on Ihe maps." (MS:239]
"Army area, ie 4 Five Rocks north to Switzerland Bay should be open to 4WD entry. Access through Shoalwater
Army Area should be open to all not selected individual groups, ie· colour makes no difference." [MS:242]
'11le last few times we had been to Five Rocks we have been quite disgusted in the behaviour of some people, and
could not Ie' 'he children walk on Ihe beach by themselves." [MS:249J
''There is enough." (MS:261 J
"Hard to understand relevance of Queslion II." [MS:276]
"Sorry,lhis does not concern our area." (MS:336J
"I think it would be wise to check where Cape Hillsborough is around 200km north of your maps shown." (MS:349]
"Ge' the Army out of Shoalwa'er and let the people back in 10 enjoy Iheir own counlry." (MS:353J
"A lack of delail re Keppel Island." [MS:359J
General comments made to Question 20 by Club survey respondents
Question 20
01 Commercial operations
"Banning of commercial netting in all estuaries, eg - Port Clinton, Island Head Creek. Turtles and Dugongs are
almost deple'ed from rhese 'wo areas 10 what they used 10 be. Fishing has gone off to hell!" (CS:Ol]
"If all gill netting is not stopped in the Shoalwater Bay area then you can forget about trying to save the dugong and
especially the turtles with the small barnacles that grow on their shells they are caught in these nets by the dozens."
[CS:02J
02 Thank you
"Thanks for the chance to comment. I have handed out the other to copies you gave me and people had a very
positive response to filling it out, so hope you receive them all back. Would really like to have a copy of your
results." [CS:12J
03 Time/Survey
Nil comments
04 Management Plan
Nil comments
OS Consultation
Nil comments
06 Access
"They should open the area up in Section "0" for recreational fishing with set guidelines to and from boat ramp."
[CS:26J
07 Dugongs
"Banning of commercial netting in all estuaries, eg - Port Clinton, Island Head Creek. Turtles and Dugongs are
almost depleled from Ihese IWO areas '0 what Ihey used to be. Fishing has gone off to hell!" [CS:OIJ
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8 No more rules
Nil comments.
09 Preservation
"Access to Port Clinton and Island Head should never be made available by road. Shouldn't the Swains Reef also get
a mention?" (CS:04]
"A small section of Corio Bay should be set aside for breeding purposes and all activities banned in this area."
[MS:15]
10 Don't know the area
Nil comments.
11 Management strategies
"They ~hould open the area up in Section "D" for recreational fishing with set guidelines to and from boat ramp,"
(CS:26]
12 National Parks
Nit comments.
13 Other
"Access to Port Clinton and Island Head should never be made available by road. Shouldn't the Swains Reef also get
a mention?" [CS:04)
"Question 13 - In a semi closed area· Army country "8", "C" and "0", What value is this Survey?" [CS:08]
'There was no question about mining of the beaches and hinterland," [CS:25]
Comments for Question 20 by Self Selection survey respondents
01 Commercial operations
"I feel very strongly about my comments I made at Questions 12 and 13," [SS:22]
"It would be an unwarranted over-reaction for recreational fishing to be banned from these areas. The only serious
problem facing the area is commercial fishing with nets and trawling. Under no circumstances should long line ever
be permitted'" [SS:30J
02 Thank you
Nil comments.
03 Time/Survey
Nil comments.
04 Management Plan
"I think the whole area should be declared a Marine Park for passive recreational non·commercial use. Perhaps we
could look at the National Trust of the W.K's "Enterprise Neptune" for ideas. Prawn trawling ruins an area.
C.S.I.R.O. research has shown 10% of the catch is prawns, 90% - 'By catch'. It> estimated 35 million fish are
destroyed per annum in N.S. W. alone by prawn trawlers. Commercial fishing without research is no better, examples
- Orange Roughy off Tasmania, Tailor off Frazer Island, etc., etc. Any research been done in this area? I suggest
aqua culture is the answer to commercial fishing. Now worth $640 million per annum. To Australia up 1600% in
four (4) years, Hope this is of interest to you and the best of luck in your research," [SS:21]
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"Area "E" - south of Watcrpark Point (Corio Heads, should be Zone "P'. [realise the activities in Question 12 are
from Department of Environment, but should be designated land or sea, as this is most important in several cases as
now covered by Law, eg- sightseeing should not be via vehicle or from above highest astronomical tide mack:'
(88:36J
05 Consultation
Nil comments,
06 Access
''The use of [his area (with safeguards) would even the load on the Keppel area. It should not be restricted to a
selected few, eg -the Army and indigenous people." [88:14)
07 Dugongs
Nil comments.
08 No more rules
Nil comments
09 Preservation
"I would like to see total protection of 5hoalwatcr Bay area. No comment on the questionnaire," [55:03]
"Let's try not to much this acea up any more than we have already," [55: 13]
"Do not destroy what we have to enjoy!" [88: 191
''The Army restrictions on emey have been excellent in terms of wild life I habitat conservation, Area acts as
replenishment for adjacent waters so keep it closed!!" [55:37]
10 Don't know the area
Nil comments.
11 Management strategies
Nil comments.
12 National Parks
Nil comments.
13 Other
Who is paying for Ihis survey? Don't you and your green friends know our country is broke enough without this
crap!!" [88:07]
"Why is it necessary?! Who is paying for it and the paper used, etc.? Who is sponsoring this survey? Please publish
this in the paper." [88:09J
"What need is this questionnaire? Who is paying for it? This is one more step to communism." [55: 10]
"Appears amateurish and non-conductive," [55:15]
"I need this area to exist." [88:271
"What is the purpose of this survey, ie - What are the plans for the area. What will be the impact on the 5tanage
lownship?" [88:29]
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'The way I see this questionnaire, is that I think you did not read the finding of Shoalwater Bay Inquiry. I don't
think you know of what usage. or look to see what already has been done on this area before. All of these questions
have been answered in the Inquiry into the usage of the Shoalwater Bay Inquiry, (SS:35}
Comments for Question 20 by Commercial Operator survey respondents
Question 20
01 Commercial Operations
Nil comments.
02 Thank You
Nil comments.
03 Time/Survey
Nil comments.
04 Management Plan
Nil comments.
05 Consultation
Nil comments.
06 Access
Nil comments
07 Dugongs
Nil comments.
08 No More Rules
"I believe there is far too much management of Queensland waters. it is impossible to manage what they already are
trying to manage. It is like a police state." [MS:03]
09 Preservation
Nil comments.
10 Don't know the area
Nil comments.
11 Management strategies
Nil comments.
12 National Parks
Nil comments.
13 Other
Nil comments.
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Appendix 14. Specific locations accessed by club survey respondents
surveys. 38 indicated that they used the area and 2 indicated that
of the area.]
(Frequencies and
(Column summed
N =38
[40 people returned
they were not users
percentages
frequencies
summed in columns)
and percentages)
LOCATION FreautD(V Perctotal!t
St3n3.2C Bav 3
The Shacks
Shoalw:lter 83Y
CaDc Townshend
Townshend Ishod 2
Island HC3d Creek 10
Pearl 83Y 9
Port Clinton 23
Quoin Isl:lnd S
COlpe ~hni(old 3
Peaked lsl:md •
Fl:u Island •
Five Roclcs 8
W.:HcrP3rk Creek
Corio 83V 27
Keppel Arta •
Yeppoon
FilZroy River 2
Arthur Point
Leicester 1s13nd
Cliff Point
Freshw:uer 83Y I
Collins (sb.nd 2
Section A AtU 2
Section B Arc3
Section C Are3
Section 0 Arc3
Section E Arc3 (I)
Section E Acta (2) 3
Section E Are:! (3) 8
Section F Area •Outside the uta S
NO RESPONSE 2
Three Rivers I
Nine Mile Beach 2
Emu P31k
Akens fsl3nd
C:lRoe P3SUl/:e
West Bi!l:ht
He3d Cw:k
Pinetree's Point
Tci:IoO"ul:r.r lsl:r.nd
K'ootl S.lnds
Little Corio 8:r.y
Island He3d
Perfot3ted Point
Five Rodes lsl3nd
Thirsty Sound
NO
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AppendLx 15. Specific locations accessed by self selection survey respondents
LOCATION Frequency Percent:J2e
StJ,nage B.y I
The Sh.ck,
ShOillwater B.y 7
C.oe Townshend I
Townshend 1,I.nd
Island He.d Creek 9
Pearl B.y 13
Port Clinton 16
Ouoin (,land 2
C'loe Manifold 1
Pe.ked IsI.nd I
FI .. Island 2
Five Rocks I
WaterPark Creek
Corio Bav 8
Keooel Area 3
Yeoooon
Fitzrov River 3
Arthur Point I
Leicester I,I.nd
Cliff Point
Freshwater B.y 2
Collins Island 2
Section A Area 7
Section B Area 5
Section C Area 2
Section D Area I
Section E Area (I)
Section E Area (2) 4
Section E Area (3) I
Section F Area 5
Outside the area 8
NO RESPONSE 20
Three Rivers
Nine Mile Beach
Emu Park
Akens I,I.nd 2
Canoe PilSSage
West Bight I
Head Creek 5
Pine tree's Point
Triangular Island
Keooel Sands
Little Corio Bay 3
1,I.nd He.d I
Perforated Point
Five Rocks I,I.nd I
Thirstv Sound 2
East Creek I
Strong. Tide Passage 5
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Appendix 16. Specific locations accessed by commercial operator survey respondents
LOCATION Freouencv Perc~nta2e
Stana2C Bay
The Shacks
Shoalw3ter Bay
Caoe Townshend 1
Townshend Island
Island Head Creek 5
Pearl Bay 4
Port Clinton 3
Quoin Island
Caoe Manifold
Peaked Island 1
Flat Island 1
Five Rocks
WaterPark Creek
Coril). Bay
Keooel Area
YeoDoon
Fitzroy River
Arthur Point
Leicester Island
Cliff Point
Freshw3ter Bay
Collins Island
Section A Area
Section 8 Area
Section C Area 1
Section D Area 1
Section E Area ( I)
Section E Area (2)
Section E Area (3)
Section F Area
Outside the area
NO RESPONSE
Three Rivers
Nine Mile Beach
Emu Park
Akens Island
Canoe PasS32c
West Biehl
Head Creek
Pinetree's Point 1
Trian"ular Island
KeDoel Sands
Little Corio Bay
Island Head
Perrorated Point
Five Rocks Island
Thirsty Sound
NO
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